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Abstract 

 

 

The paper addresses the argument concerning the growth of the ‘global firm’ and the apparent 

detachment of MNCs from their home base in an increasingly ‘borderless world’. A counter 

literature has developed which provides a necessary corrective to the more extreme 

‘globalization thesis’. We briefly summarise this debate before arguing that the pace of 

internationalisation of MNCs in the second half of the 1990s suggests that a re-assessment is 

now necessary. We develop the argument that the wave of cross-border tie-ups in the last few 

years has created a number of firms which have roots in two rather than one business system 

(ie. they are ‘bi-national’) and which have a wide geographical spread (while they may not be 

‘global’ many are certainly pan-European and/or trans-Atlantic). These developments thus 

present a challenge to the ‘country of origin effect’. The paper elaborates this argument with 

secondary data on recent cross-border mergers and acquisitions, before considering the 

implications of these developments for employee participation within these organisations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The growth of international production has been a key element in the internationalisation of 

economic activity in recent years. The United Nations estimates that there are just under 

63,000 multinational companies (MNCs) in the world, controlling nearly 700,000 foreign 

affiliates. Foreign direct investment grew by over 15% per annum between 1993 and 1997 

and, despite turbulent economic conditions, by more than 30% per annum between 1997 and 

1999. This growth has been driven primarily by the surge in cross-border mergers and 

acquisitions which have increased more than ten-fold in value between 1991 and 1999 (UN, 

2000). Many of these cross-border mergers and acquisitions have created a number of firms 

which are highly internationalised; Vodafone, BP, Aventis and Daimler-Chrysler are all 

examples. 

 

It is commonly argued that the internationalisation of the firm, of which cross-border mergers 

and acquisitions is a central part, has given rise to the emergence of ‘global’ firms that are 

spread widely across the world and are free from the influence of any one business system. 

These firms, so the argument goes, have detached themselves from the influence of their home 

business system, and rather are shaped by global economic forces. The best known exponent 

of this line of argument has been Ohmae (1990, 1996) in his writing concerning the 

‘borderless world’. According to Ohmae, the ability of the nation state to regulate and control 

economic activity has been dramatically reduced by globalisation. At the core of this process 

are ‘global’ corporations that are ‘nationalityless’ and are able to shift to whichever part of the 

world promises highest returns. Robert Reich has written in a similar vein. In addressing 

debates about ‘national competitiveness’, Reich (1990) has argued that nationality is no longer 

an important or meaningful concept in large MNCs. 

 

The notion of global firms which are detached from their original home base is not entirely 

new. More than three decades ago, Ball (1967) and Kindelberger (1969) argued that 

international firms were becoming more global in orientation. However, it has certainly 

become more popular in much recent academic writing (e.g. Cerny, 1997, de Kerckhove, 

1995) and is not confined to those who are enthusiastic about globalisation. Many observers 
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who see globalisation as a threat accept the idea that many MNCs are global (e.g. Bienefeld, 

1994; Greider, 1997). Moreover, many newspapers and magazines have readily adopted the 

rhetoric of the global firm and many managers are anxious to portray their organisations as 

being global in nature.  

 

Much of the literature on globalisation not only portrays MNCs as being global in scope but 

also suggests that economic and competitive pressures lead MNCs towards adopting a 

globally integrated model of operation. In recent years differences in consumer tastes between 

countries have diminished, while there has been a trend towards deregulating product markets 

in many countries. These developments in markets have made it easier for MNCs to realise 

the potential for synergistic linkages between their subsidiaries. Many have responded by 

building international management structures and seeking to integrate their processes of 

production or service provision across countries. In terms of employment relations, this 

implies that where the nature of practices in place at plant level in different countries are 

subject to the pressures for convergence, this will take the form of the transfer across a 

multinational’s operations of ‘best practice’ from wherever it originates. Thus in ‘global’ 

firms, new practices which are diffused across the company emerge not just in home country 

plants but also in foreign subsidiaries.  

 

However, the view that MNCs are highly ‘global’ has been severely criticised. A counter-

literature emerged in the mid-90s, suggesting that, far from being detached from their home 

base, MNCs remain firmly rooted in, and influenced by, their country of origin. Ruigrok and 

van Tulder (1995), for instance, challenged the ‘myth’ of the global firm. Based on an 

examination of the largest 100 MNCs in the world, they concluded that ‘not one of these can 

be dubbed truly global, footloose or borderless. The argument of the globalisation of the firm 

is unfounded and untenable’ (1995: 168). Similarly, Hirst and Thompson (1996: 95) also 

referred to the myth of the global firm, arguing that the ‘home oriented nature of multinational 

activity across all dimensions seems overwhelming’. Doremus et al. (1998: 3), moreover, 

argued that MNCs ‘are not converging toward global behavioral norms’ but rather continue to 

be deeply influenced by their country of origin. 
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The implication for the diffusion of employment practices of this alternative view of MNCs is 

markedly different from that stemming from the literature on the global firm. The 

concentration of operations in the home country means that MNCs retain a distinctively 

national character when they operate abroad. In other words, rather than being shaped by 

global economic forces, MNCs possess a detectable ‘country of origin effect’ (Ferner, 1997). 

Thus when practices are transferred from one part of the firm to another it is usually from the 

home to host countries and, more generally, the way that MNCs manage their international 

workforces is strongly shaped by their embeddedness in their home base. Of course, practices 

diffused from the home base to foreign subsidiaries will be adapted to the host environments 

concerned and, therefore, operate differently across the firm. Moreover, variation within 

business systems means that the nature of the influence from the home base will not be 

identical in two firms of the same nationality. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that country 

of origin effect is evident in the way MNCs manage their international workforces. 

 

As we will see, this second position, stressing the role of the country of origin in shaping the 

orientation of an MNC, has stronger empirical support than the first. However, the 

relationship between an MNC and its home business system is dynamic rather than static. In 

part this is because national business systems are themselves subject to change but, more 

importantly, it is because MNCs become less concentrated in, and therefore less influenced 

by, the country of origin as they internationalise. Indeed, the experience of the second half of 

the 1990s strongly suggests that a reassessment of the strength of the country of origin effect 

is necessary. The surge in foreign direct investment calls for an important qualification to the 

view that MNCs are concentrated in and heavily influenced by their home country. In 

particular, the process of cross-border mergers and acquisitions is creating a growing number 

of MNCs which have firm roots in at least two countries, which have a wide geographical 

spread, and which in consequence are not tied to, or dependent on, any one business system. 

Such firms can be termed ‘bi-nationals’ (Hu, 1992: 111) in the sense that they have ‘two home 

nations or centers of gravity’.  

 

The following two sections examine the sources of the country of origin effect and discuss the 

linkages between MNCs and the economies in which they originated. Following this, the 
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principal contribution of the paper is made in sections 4 and 5. Section 4 draws on secondary 

sources to establish the recent growth in cross-border mergers and details the way in which 

they have diminished the country of origin effect. The fifth section then considers key areas of 

employment practice which are likely to be affected by the increasing numbers of ‘bi-national’ 

MNCs. Our arguments here are necessarily tentative and suggestive at this stage. Our 

intention is to highlight potentially important implications for employee participation which 

only detailed case study work could substantiate in greater depth. 

 

 

2. Sources of the Country of Origin Effect 

 

MNCs are firmly rooted in their country of origin across a number of dimensions. Studies of 

the geographical distribution of the operations of MNCs have demonstrated that most MNCs 

hold a high proportion of their assets and employ a high proportion of their workforces in their 

home base. Ruigrok and van Tulder (1995) showed that only eighteen of the largest one 

hundred MNCs held the majority of their assets abroad and only nineteen employed the 

majority of their workforce abroad. Similarly, Hirst and Thompson (1996) present data 

showing a marked concentration of sales, assets and subsidiaries in the ‘home region’ of 

MNCs (see also Dicken, 1998; Weiss, 1997). This concentration of operations means that the 

home country is the main focal point in MNCs, acting as the principal source of new systems 

and practices for the firm as a whole. 

 

The country of origin effect also stems from the embeddedness of MNCs in the corporate 

governance system in their home base; most MNCs are owned by institutions and individuals 

in the country of origin. This is significant because there are important variations in the nature 

of these systems across countries. Marginson and Sisson (1994) distinguish between two 

types. The first is the Anglo-Saxon ‘outsider’ system in which the primacy of shareholder 

interests and the active market in corporate control give rise to an orientation based on 

maximising short-term financial returns. In contrast, the continental European ‘insider’ system 

is characterised by the existence of multiple stakeholders and stability in ownership which is 

more conducive to furthering long-term goals such as increases in market share. Consistent 
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with this, Pauly and Reich (1997) provide evidence of enduring differences in the corporate 

financing arrangements of the US, Germany and Japan. The traits created by these different 

systems shape the behaviour of MNCs because ‘in most cases, a large majority of shares are 

held by individuals and legal entities in the home nation’ (Wade, 1996: 79; see also Hu, 

1992). Furthermore, Ruigrok and van Tulder (1995: 156) argue that most MNCs ‘regard 

control over their financial resources of utmost strategic importance, which can only be 

warranted at home’.  

 

While most MNCs are embedded in nationally distinct forms of corporate governance, others 

are owned by the state. In these cases, the firm’s goals and priorities are of course shaped by 

the interests of governments, and since these vary from country to country so too will the 

behaviour of state-owned MNCs. Ruigrok and van Tulder (1995) found that of the largest one 

hundred MNCs in the world, seven are wholly state-owned and a further five are partly so. In 

the case of the oil industry, the authors argue that state-owned oil firms became more 

influential during the 1980s, increasing their market share at the expense of the privately-

owned oil ‘majors’. More generally, the concentration of MNCs in their home countries may 

lead them to be ‘quite susceptible to pressure and persuasion from the home country 

government’ (Wade, 1996: 79) on which they may be reliant for subsidies, favourable 

regulations or sales. Thus, characterising MNCs as ‘stateless’ appears to be wide of the mark. 

 

The influence of the country of origin also stems from senior managerial positions being filled 

primarily by home country nationals. This means that key decisions within MNCs are 

disproportionately shaped by managerial traditions and culture in the home base. In Ruigrok 

and van Tulder’s (1995) study, only five of the thirty US MNCs had any foreigners on their 

board, and even in these cases there was only one. Similarly, among the twenty Japanese 

MNCs, only two - Mazda and Sony - employed a foreigner in a senior managerial position. In 

the case of Mazda this was due to its alliance with Ford, whilst Sony is distinctive among 

Japanese MNCs in the extent to which it is internationally spread. This is consistent with other 

sources which indicate that ‘top management and governance rest in home country hands’ 

(Wade, 1996:79). 
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Moreover, there is evidence that ‘the world’s leading MNCs remain firmly rooted in national 

systems of innovation’ (Pauly and Reich, 1997: 12). Overwhelmingly, research and 

development (R&D) within MNCs is concentrated in the home country. American MNCs are 

more likely than their counterparts from Germany and Japan to conduct R&D overseas, but 

even they spend only 12% of their corporate R&D budgets in their foreign affiliates. There is 

evidence of a well-developed pattern of cross-border exchange of technology taking place 

within multinational corporate networks and, crucially, this is primarily from parents to their 

affiliates, demonstrating that the ‘development of new technology remains centralised in the 

home market operations of MNCs’ (Doremus et al, 1998: 109). 

 

Overall, therefore, MNCs appear to be highly concentrated in their home country across a 

number of dimensions. The literature testifies to the way that this country of origin effect 

shapes the nature of HRM practices in the foreign subsidiaries of MNCs (Edwards, 1998; 

Ferner, 1997). American MNCs, for instance, are distinguished by: the emphasis the HQ 

places on monitoring short-term financial performance; their reluctance to grant union 

recognition and, particularly, to engage in sectoral bargaining; and the pioneering of practices 

such as single status and team briefings. Japanese MNCs, too, are distinctive in important 

ways. In particular, many Japanese MNCs have developed an extensive network of expatriate 

managers and have used this to implement ‘lean production’ in their affiliates. The behaviour 

of German MNCs at the international level is also shaped by the country of origin effect: they 

are distinguished by high levels of investment in training, a key feature of the German 

political economy, and have not pursued the aggressive cost cutting measures characteristic of 

many American and British MNCs. 

 

However, the evidence from German MNCs also demonstrates the dynamic relationship 

between MNCs and their home business system. Ferner and Quintanilla (1998: 725) detect a 

process of ‘Anglo-Saxonisation’, arguing that in recent years they have converged ‘towards 

patterns that have for some time characterised the typically more internationalised MNCs 

from the USA and the UK’. This points to the need for a closer examination of the 

embeddedness of MNCs in their country of origin and the extent to which this determines 

their behaviour. It is to this task that we now turn. 
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3. Multinationals and their Home Base 

 

The literature reviewed in the previous section indicates that the orientation of MNCs is 

shaped by the home country business system. The vast majority are not detached from the 

influences of their country of origin but rather are shaped by it in important ways. There is, of 

course, a well developed literature demonstrating that the distinctiveness of a country in terms 

of the nature of its institutions, culture and markets informs the behaviour of domestic firms 

(e.g. Whitley, 1992; Maurice et al., 1980; Sorge and Maurice, 1990). How should we 

understand the linkages between the distinctiveness of a country and multinational firms? 

 

To some extent, the country of origin exerts an influence from which MNCs cannot easily 

escape. Thus the business system in the country of origin may constitute a legacy which senior 

managers in a multinational are left with whether they like it or not. In some respects, this 

legacy may erode its competitive position. One illustration of this is the ‘short-termist’ 

pressures experienced by British MNCs as a result of the financial system in the UK. Hutton 

(1995) has argued that the persistent danger of hostile take-over and the consequent need to 

maximise immediate profitability has led many British firms to pursue successive rounds of 

cost-cutting and, hence, to sacrifice longer term goals such as investing in R&D and seeking 

to increase market share. There is certainly evidence that, in international context, British 

firms are forced to borrow at high rates of interest on finance raised over short periods (Lee, 

1997; Williams et al., 1990). In this sense, therefore, the embeddedness in the country of 

origin imposes a set of constraints upon MNCs. 

 

Conversely, however, MNCs’ embeddedness in their home base also presents a set of 

opportunities for firms to enhance their competitive position in international markets. Elger 

and Smith (1994) argue that MNCs act as the representatives of particular forms of capitalism, 

and those that establish a degree of dominance internationally often do so because they are 

able to draw on the strengths of the home country. The growth of Japanese MNCs in the 

1980s and early 1990s is a good illustration as their internationalisation strategies were 

commonly based on exporting forms of production and work organisation characteristic of 
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their Japanese operations. Similarly, for much of the century, the growth of American MNCs 

was accompanied by the diffusion of ‘Fordist’ production techniques from the US to their 

foreign subsidiaries (Edwards, 1998). Thus the concentration in their country of origin also 

presents a set of opportunities for MNCs to draw on and exploit. 

 

Therefore, while the country of origin shapes the behaviour of MNCs to some extent, these 

firms clearly have significant scope to exercise choices concerning how far their home base 

shapes their behaviour. More generally, many large MNCs have considerable room for 

manoeuvre in their dealings with the institutions in the different countries in which they 

operate. The oligopolistic power of some MNCs in international markets, for instance, enables 

them to shape the nature of consumer tastes and establish their production processes as the 

dominant mode of organisation. Moreover, those MNCs which appear to be footloose can use 

this to extract concessions from unions over pay levels and working practices and to exert 

pressure on governments concerning labour regulations (Edwards et al., 1999). While all 

firms enjoy some scope for exercising choices in responding to the nature of their 

environment, this is greater among large, powerful MNCs.  

 

This scope for choice that MNCs enjoy, of course, extends beyond their home business system 

to the countries in which they have foreign subsidiaries, allowing them to take advantage of 

the opportunities presented by the different business systems in which they operate. The 

greater the international spread of a multinational, the greater too is their scope to draw on 

expertise, technologies, systems and practices characteristic of those countries. As Marginson 

(2000) puts it: ‘in becoming international MNCs partially escape the national institutional 

configurations in which they were previously embedded’, opening up the possibility of 

drawing ‘on a wider range of institutions and practices than those found in the home country’. 

 

The wider process of the internationalisation of economic activity has facilitated the adoption 

of practices from different business systems. In particular, developments in communications 

and transportation have made it quicker and cheaper for MNCs to closely monitor the 

performance of their sites in different countries and to examine the practices in place at plant 

level. A growing proportion of MNCs have attempted to establish a network of managers 
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working across sites in different countries through such mechanisms as meetings of managers 

in the personnel function, international personnel committees and regular visits and 

assignments of HR specialists to sister plants (Marginson et al, 1995). Arguably, as well as 

being easier to transfer practices across borders, doing so is also becoming more important to 

the competitive position of MNCs. As competition is increasingly international across a range 

of industries, many MNCs have embarked on a continuous search for alternative practices and 

have used their foreign subsidiaries as a part of this search. 

 

Therefore, MNCs are able to use their international spread to maximise their ability to draw 

on the opportunities presented by different business systems. We contend that the 

internationalisation strategies of MNCs, particularly the enormous growth in cross-border 

M&As, are increasing their scope to learn from environments other than that of their home 

country. Crucially, we argue that this is eroding the country of origin effect in a significant 

number of MNCs and this has significant implications for the nature of employment practices. 

We develop these arguments in the following two sections. 

 

4. Cross-Border Mergers and the Country of Origin Effect 

 

In our view, it is necessary to reassess the literature reviewed in section two which 

demonstrated that MNCs remain firmly rooted in their country of origin. This argument was 

based on information which is now somewhat dated, relating to the early and mid 1990s and, 

in some cases, to the late 1980s. For instance, Doremus et al’s (1998) book, which argued that 

the global firm is a myth, used data principally from 1994 and 1995. Ruigrok and van Tulder’s 

(1995) analysis of the world’s largest one hundred non-financial firms was based on 

information published in 1993, much of which related to 1992 while some of that for 

internationalisation related to 1990. Hirst and Thompson’s (1996) assessment of the extent to 

which MNCs are ‘global’ was made on the basis of two datasets. The most recent of these 

related to 1992-1993, but for a variety of reasons they are less confident about the robustness 

of this dataset than that relating to 1987, to which they attach more importance. The other 

cited texts also rely on data which now appears to be ageing: Hu’s paper reports information 

for various MNCs up to 1989; Weiss’s analysis of the extent to which FDI is concentrated in 
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high wage economies relates to the period up to 1991; Wade’s consideration of whether it is 

legitimate to describe MNCs as ‘footloose and stateless corporations’ uses information from 

the late 1980s with two references to information relating to the early 1990s. 

 

What, then, has changed in the intervening years? As we saw in the introduction, foreign 

direct investment in general and cross-border mergers and acquisitions in particular increased 

significantly in the second half of the 1990s. Indeed, as shown in Table 1, cross-border 

mergers and acquisitions have increased from a level of $86 billion a year in 1991 to $1.1 

trillion in 1999. This record figure in 1999 represented a doubling on the previous year’s 

figure, itself a record. 

 

Table 1: Value of Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions, 1987-1999, $ billion 

 

Year Value 

1987 75.0 

1990 150.6 

1995 186.6 

1999 720.1 

 

Source: UN, 2000 

 

One way of investigating the impact this has had on the extent to which MNCs are rooted in 

their country of origin is to consider the United Nations’ Transnationality Index (TNI) which 

is compiled for the 100 MNCs with the largest foreign assets in the world. This brings 

together three measures of the internationalisation of firms - the percentage of their sales, 

assets, and employees outside the home country - into one single measure. The trend in the 

TNI Index over the last decade indicates that the largest MNCs are gradually becoming less 

home-country centred. The figures for those MNCs which have been involved in significant 

cross-border mergers and acquisitions demonstrate the wide geographical spread which this 

activity has created; for example, the proportion of BP’s activities which are in the UK fell 

from 42% in 1997 to 21% in 1998 following acquisitions in north America.  
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Outside the top one hundred MNCs, a number of other firms have significantly increased their 

global spread through large acquisitions. In many sectors that were previously dominated by 

firms organised only at the domestic level, large firms have embarked on a process of 

international expansion through acquisition. In retail, for instance, the American giant Wal-

Mart bought Asda of the UK, signalling its intention to expand further into Europe. In 

electricity supply, privatisation in Britain has allowed many of the American firms to 

significantly increase their international spread, exemplified by Texas Utilities’ purchase of 

Energy Group. Similarly, the newly privatised firms in Britain are now able to expand 

internationally, something which Scottish Power has taken advantage of with its acquisition of 

PacifiCorp in the US. In investment banking, the large banks are keen to increase their 

international spread in order to have a significant presence in each of the main financial 

centres in the world, a motivation which resulted in Deutsche Bank’s purchase of Bankers 

Trust in the US. Cross-border mergers and acquisitions have also been a feature of more 

traditional, manufacturing sectors. In steel, the merger between British Steel and Hoogovens 

of Holland in 1999, forming a new group called Corus, instantly reduced the UK group’s 

concentration in its home country from 80% to around 50%. In aluminium, the merger 

between Alcan of Canada and AluSuisse of Switzerland created a ‘bi-national’ company of 

just under 53,000 employees spread widely across thirty-seven countries with no clear country 

of origin.  

 

The impact of cross-border mergers and acquisitions has perhaps been felt most acutely in 

telecommunications. Until a few years ago most markets in Europe were characterised by a 

state-owned monopoly which was organised solely at the domestic level. Recently, however, 

privatisation, deregulation and rapid technological change have led the key players to seek to 

build international networks. Deutsche Telekom, for example, has embarked on a series of 

acquisition attempts, including the successful purchase of One2One in the UK. Indeed, the 

sector has been the scene for a number of large cross-border mergers and acquisitions in 

recent years, creating a significant number of firms which have no one country of origin and 

which are highly spread across countries. The best example is Vodafone, which in recent years 

has built up a partial or complete stake in telecommunications firms in 23 countries. In 1999 it 
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acquired the American firm Airtouch in a deal worth $60 billion and, most notably, at the 

beginning of 2000 it succeeded in its $170 billion hostile take-over for Mannesmann of 

Germany. 

 

There is clearly evidence that cross-border mergers and acquisitions have reduced the 

concentration of the operations of many MNCs in their country of origin, but to what extent 

has the distinctive influence of corporate governance systems been eroded? While some small 

acquisitions do not significantly alter the strong roots that MNCs have in the financial system 

in their country of origin, a growing number of deals have done just this. Most large cross-

border mergers and acquisitions are achieved through issuing new shares rather than cash, 

resulting in the combined group having a strong shareholder base in at least two systems. BP, 

for example, financed its take-over of Amoco through issuing American Depositary Receipts 

(ADRs) which are listed in New York, so that it now has shareholder bases of roughly equal 

sizes in the UK and the USA. Scottish Power also used ADRs to finance its acquisition of 

PacifiCorp. Cross-border mergers in the financial sector are of particular relevance since they 

have knock-on effects on the firms they finance. As the large investment banks merge with 

their counterparts in other countries one might expect the distinctive national influences they 

exerted previously to be eroded. 

 

While deals between American and British firms are significant in that they reduce the strong 

links a multinational has with its domestic financial system, perhaps of more significance are 

deals which leave the combined group with strong shareholder bases in two quite different 

systems of corporate governance. Mergers between Anglo-Saxon and continental European 

firms are of particular interest here. Many large German firms have enjoyed close and long-

lasting relationships with the big banks, with the latter often holding large stakes in the 

former. When Daimler merged with Chrysler, the holding of the Deutsche Bank fell from 22% 

to 13%, illustrating the way in which these distinctive linkages have been eroded in recent 

years. In Sweden, similarly, a small number of investment groups have held large stakes in 

many Swedish-based MNCs, providing a stability in ownership which contrasts with the 

dispersed nature of shareholdings and the distant relationship between shareholders and firms 

in the UK. The merger between Astra and Zeneca was of great significance, therefore, because 
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it reduced the shareholding of the ‘Investor’ group from 10% of Astra to 4.7% of the 

combined group. A further illustration of a merged firm with strong roots in quite different 

financial systems is the bi-national created through the merger of Alcan and Alusuisse, which 

is legally domiciled in New York but has additional share listings in London, Paris, Zurich 

and Toronto. More generally, where cross-border mergers create a key player in an industry, 

financial institutions from a range of countries appear to be anxious to secure a stake in the 

new group, exemplified by the great international spread of shares in firms like TotalFina and 

Vodafone. 

 

Perhaps the clearest example of the way international acquisitions have shifted a continental 

European firm towards an Anglo-Saxon approach is the French group Vivendi. Formerly 

known as Generale des Eaux, operating in stable but unspectacular markets such as water 

provision and motorway services, in the last few years it has undertaken a string of purchases 

which have radically altered its activities. Its growth areas have been in environmental 

services, transport, energy and, most notably, in the growth of its communications division. It 

has recently obtained outright control of Cegetel, the second largest mobile phone operator in 

France; in television, the group has a controlling stake in Canal Plus and a quarter of the 

shares in News Corporation; and has reached an agreement for a joint venture with Vodafone 

to provide internet services. Most recently, Vivendi has merged with Seagram of Canada and 

now employs more then half its workforce outside France. The group is widely seen as 

behaving more like an Anglo-Saxon than a French firm in its preference for growth through 

acquisition and the attention paid to ‘shareholder value’. For instance, in advance of its merger 

with Seagram, senior management bowed to pressure from US investors and removed key 

voting restrictions and clauses in its statutes that might impede potential hostile take-overs 

(FT, 2
nd

 October, 2000). 

 

The distinctive influence of state ownership and regulation on MNCs appears also to have 

been eroded. Influenced partly by a shift towards neo-liberal economic policies, and partly by 

the practical issue of reducing public debt and borrowing in order to qualify for economic and 

monetary union, several European governments have embarked on a process of total or partial 

privatisation. Many of the newly privatised firms have sought to expand internationally 
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through acquisition, Deutsche Telekom and France Telecom being prime examples. Others, 

meanwhile, have joined forces with their privatised counterparts in other European countries, 

such as the mergers between British Steel and Hoogovens, and Total and Fina.  

 

Many cross-border mergers and acquisitions have led to the creation of a managerial board 

made up of a mixture of nationalities, thereby eroding a further source of the country of origin 

effect. Thus, the four most senior positions at Astra-Zeneca are filled by two British and two 

Swedish managers. Of the twenty two positions on the senior management board of BP-

Amoco, thirteen were from BP and nine from Amoco. Corus had joint CEOs for two years, 

one British and one Dutch, and the Executive Committee is made up of six managers from 

British Steel and three from Hoogovens. In this way, decision-making within bi-national 

companies is influenced by more than one set of managerial traditions. Daimler-Chrysler 

presents a very interesting illustration of the way that very different governance structures 

have been integrated. The merged company has set up a US-style Board of Directors, 

comprised of ten Daimler managers and eight from Chrysler, which will ‘create a formal 

arrangement for representatives of some of the new company’s biggest shareholders to meet 

executives’ (FT, 9th Dec, 1998). This will operate alongside the German-style supervisory 

board, which is made up of employee and shareholder representatives. IG Metall has agreed to 

cede one of its three positions on the supervisory board to the UAW. Thus the nature of 

decision-making structures and the composition of these structures in Daimler-Chrysler 

reflects both American and German influences. 

 

It is clear that the wave of cross-border mergers and acquisitions is reducing the concentration 

of MNCs in their country of origin across a number of dimensions. What are the implications 

for the nature of employment relations in the increasing number of bi-national firms? How are 

two (or more) sets of national influences combined? Is it likely that management’s approach 

to employment relations will primarily converge on those of one nationality or, alternatively, 

will a ‘hybrid’ of the two nationalities emerge? At present these remain open questions upon 

which there is insufficient longitudinal case study evidence to warrant definitive conclusions. 

The following section, however, addresses areas of employment relations in which there is 

likely to be some considerable impact. 
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5. Employment Relations in the ‘Bi-National’ Firm 

 

Most mergers, whether they are international or domestic, involve some restructuring or 

organisational change. This might stem from: new investment to upgrade existing assets and 

acquire new ones; the re-deployment or intensification of existing assets; or a drive to cut 

costs through slimming down or disposing altogether of some part of the operations. Such 

organisational change is termed a ‘general merger effect’ because it is common to all types of 

mergers, not just those that are cross-border in nature. Thus the rationale for merger provides 

a key influence on the nature of employment relations in a firm formed through a cross-border 

merger. How then are ‘nationality effects’ played out in these varying contexts?  

 

One possibility when two firms from quite different business systems merge is that each 

partner retains a distinct approach to employment relations. That is, there is little attempt to 

harmonise pre-existing systems and practices in the different countries in which the firm 

operates. This tendency is likely in areas of employment relations in which legal, institutional 

and cultural factors constrain a firm’s scope to deviate from practices already in operation. In 

relation to structures for employee representation, for example, the room for manoeuvre that 

management enjoys is significantly constrained by the legal underpinning of labour market 

institutions, meaning that persistent differences in the nature of these structures in different 

countries are likely to remain.  

 

Increasingly, however, MNCs are under pressure to integrate their operations despite these 

differences between national business systems. One source of this pressure is that many 

MNCs are striving to present a standardised product or service in international markets. 

Moreover, the creation of international institutions, particularly in Europe, has required a co-

ordinated approach from management, further driving integration. This set of pressures has 

led many MNCs to strive for an integrated approach to some aspects of employment 

rerlations. The pressures to achieve international integration are stronger in some sectors than 

in others, of course: in automotive and electronics, for example, consumer tastes between 
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countries vary only slightly and competition is primarily between highly integrated 

multinationals in which plants co-ordinate closely. In some cases, this integration takes the 

form of explicit policies, such as those relating to employee development in French-based 

Danone. More commonly, such integration comprises implicit policies to share best practice 

in areas like work organisation, as in the case of the major motor manufacturers (Marginson 

and Sisson, 1996).  

 

These competing pressures, for a decentralised approach on the one hand and for an integrated 

approach on the other, will be found in different mixes among MNCs according to such 

factors as sector, the degree of diversification and customer requirements. However, given that 

the forces towards integration are growing, one pressure that merged firms face is the 

challenge of harmonising their approach to employment relations. It is pertinent to examine 

whether this integration in firms formed through a cross-border merger will involve a ‘hybrid’ 

of the two principal national business systems or convergence towards one set of processes 

and practices.  

 

There are some pressures towards the latter. The way in which MNCs attempt to harmonise 

their operations is strongly shaped by managers’ perceptions of the relative strength of 

particular organisations and countries within the international economy. A strongly 

performing firm is likely to lead competitors to consider emulating its systems and practices, 

while strong economic performance of a country may create similar interest in the diffusion to 

other countries of elements of the model of economic organisation concerned. Smith and 

Meiskins (1995: 255-256) refer to this process as ‘dominance effects’: at any one time, they 

argue, countries ‘in dominant positions have frequently evolved methods of organising 

production or the division of labour which have invited emulation and interest’. Thus merged 

companies in which one of the parties to merger originates in a strongly performing country 

are able to exploit the advantage of having first-hand experience of particular organisational 

principles and practices and use these as the basis on which harmonisation occurs. 

 

One example is the nature of management structures in MNCs. A growing body of evidence 

reveals that many continental European MNCs perceive the hierarchical and bureaucratic 
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structures that are characteristic of their domestic operations to be ill-suited to an international 

environment characterised by rapidly changing markets and technologies. These firms have 

simultaneously been under pressure from the financial markets to pay more attention to 

‘shareholder value’. The shift towards financial markets in the USA placing more emphasis 

on shareholder value has been well documented (e.g. O’Sullivan, 2000) and arguably this is 

reinforced at the international level by the influence of the IMF and the World Bank. 

Consequently, many European MNCs have undergone a process of ‘Anglo-Saxonisation’.  

 

This tendency is marked among those German MNCs which have expanded internationally 

through acquisition and merger in recent years. Many of these firms have moved towards 

management structures typical of British and American MNCs, particularly the divisionalised 

organisational form with business units having devolved responsibilities for bottom-line 

performance. Accompanying these organisational changes have been important developments 

in the recruitment and remuneration of managers. A growing number of executives in German 

MNCs are ‘generalists’ rather than having expertise in a particular function, as has 

traditionally been characteristic of German firms. A further trend is for an increasing element 

of their pay to be performance-related, a relatively novel development (Ferner and Quintanilla, 

1998). Moreover, international expansion through acquisition and merger has been associated 

with similar moves towards Anglo-Saxon management practices in some French MNCs (Mtar 

and Quintanilla, 1997) and in a Swedish multinational (Hayden and Edwards, 2001). For 

cross-border mergers and acquisitions, this suggests that Anglo-Saxon management structures 

and practices are likely to form part of the basis of international integration. 

 

This is consistent with evidence from a detailed case study of one of the largest MNCs formed 

through a cross-border merger, the Swiss-Swedish multinational ABB. On the basis of 

analysis of data drawn from a number of the company’s plants, Belanger et al. (1999) 

argued that, while the firm was still influenced by its original roots, this country of origin 

effect had been eroded markedly. The authors (1999: 258-9) describe the firm as an 

‘Americanised European-based company’ (1999: 258-9) which is ‘trying to implement 

American ideas’. They went on: ‘On the global level ABB’s culture is corporate, 

cosmopolitan, but as we keep emphasising, Americanised’. 
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This tendency towards convergence around one set of systems or practices is not driven solely 

by structural developments in firms’ environments, however, but rather is also likely to be a 

contested process. The pressure to produce an integrated approach may be resisted by some 

organisational actors and the scope for political activity may lead to some groups seeking to 

further their own interests. Indeed, the uncertainty associated with a merger, cross-border or 

otherwise, may present a critical opportunity for different groups to influence developments. 

This may involve attempting to block the process of integration or, alternatively, it may 

involve shaping the direction that integration takes. 

 

One group who may seek to do so is managers of national units within a multinational. These 

managers may be concerned either to guard their autonomy from higher levels of management 

or to advance their systems and practices as the basis for convergence. In particular, this group 

may perceive integration around other national models as a threat. One example involves 

those French managers who have been trained in one of the grandes ecoles, for whom 

promotion up the managerial hierarchy is largely guaranteed (Ferner and Edwards, 1995). This 

group may be uneasy with, and consequently try to resist, moves towards the development of a 

cadre of ‘international’ managers who are trained through uniform systems of management 

development. A key question, therefore, concerns how such managers in MNCs formed 

through a cross-border merger seek to use various sources of power in order to advance their 

own interests. These include their role as experts in their own national business system and 

the interface they represent with key customers in that system. 

 

Another group who may seek to influence the nature and extent of integration is managers of 

particular functions, and as such one of the potentially key implications for employment 

relations concerns the role of personnel managers. Crucially, HR managers may try to use the 

merger as an opportunity to portray themselves as key players in dealing with the ‘people’ side 

of the post-merger process. In so doing they may be able to stress the importance of the 

training and development of international managers and in establishing mechanisms which 

promote the sharing of practices across borders as important elements in the international 

integration of the merged firm’s approach to managing people. In this way personnel 
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managers may be able to raise the profile and prestige of their function within the organisation 

and to increase the prospects of promotion to high-level corporate jobs for individuals in the 

function. As a recent KPMG report into European mergers concluded, ‘the process of entering 

into M&A transactions is (often) less than perfect, with key elements left too late and post-

completion integration tackled haphazardly’ (1999: 23). Evidence such as this serves as an 

opportunity for the personnel function to portray itself as a key player in post-merger 

integration. However, despite this opportunity personnel managers are more likely to find 

themselves marginalised in mergers, finding it difficult to get the ‘people’ issues onto an 

agenda dominated by managers from the finance and accounting function. Arguably, this is 

particularly likely to be the case in mergers where significant cost savings are promised to 

shareholders. More generally, there is a wide range of sources indicating that personnel 

managers in UK and US firms find themselves marginalised in cases of organisational change.  

 

How are these alternative outcomes for the personnel function shaped by the competing 

national traditions that are evident in a cross-border merger? We might hypothesise that 

personnel managers are more likely to find themselves marginalised in mergers where an 

Anglo-Saxon firm is the dominant force. Where British or American firms are key players in 

mergers, the primacy of shareholder interests and attention given to (short-term) profitability 

are likely to make it difficult for personnel managers to secure a significant role for 

themselves. In mergers where continental European firms are the larger party, on the other 

hand, this task is likely to be commensurately easier. However, as we have seen, even in these 

cases, many large continental European firms appear to have undergone a process of limited 

‘Anglo-Saxonisation’. 

 

As well as affecting the profile of the HR function, cross-border mergers also affect the form 

of ‘international HRM’. The pressures to integrate the firm’s approach to managing its 

international workforce will erode elements of national models of personnel management 

within the different parties to the merger. In their study of German MNCs, Ferner and Varul 

(2000: 16) identified ‘considerable strains between the highly reactive, legalistic, 

administrative style of personnel management, rooted in a specifically German institutional 

framework, and the requirements for a more “broad-brush” strategic approach to IHRM’. It is 
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likely, then, that the eventual form of international HRM in bi-national firms will in part be 

the result of a series of negotiations and trade-offs between HR managers from different 

countries.  

 

Employees and their representatives may also seek to shape the process of integration.  This 

group may be concerned to resist the development of common approaches to employment 

relations, fearing that it will undermine pay levels and pre-existing channels of representation. 

They may be able to use legal obligations on management to negotiate change, such as the 

works councils in many European countries, to block or alter the introduction of particular 

practices. Accordingly, the employee representatives in Opel Spain were able to shape the 

introduction of team-working in such a way as to minimise its impact on the pre-existing 

nature of employment relations. Alternatively, employee representatives may seek to influence 

the substance of integration through co-ordinating their demands with their counterparts in 

other countries. The ability of workforces to exert such an influence increases as MNCs seek 

greater integration in their processes of production and service provision as this process makes 

them more susceptible to disruption given the knock-on effects in other parts of their 

operations. The establishment of European Works Councils arguably provides a forum in 

which employee representatives can increase the co-ordination of their approach to bargaining 

on a cross-border basis. Where the influence of employee representatives is strong we might 

expect the impact of integration to be greater on managerial than non-managerial employees. 

 

Of course, the centre in most MNCs has considerable power resources that it may be able to 

use to overcome resistance or influence from other groups of organisational actors. Invariably, 

the HQ possesses control over investment funds, for instance, and also retains the authority to 

take key decisions concerning the promotion of senior managers. Moreover, the general 

context of uncertainty and the particular concern over job security that characterises the post-

merger process creates an opportunity for the centre to push through organisational change. 

Nonetheless, the forces for post-merger integration in MNCs that stem from managers at the 

HQ will not be uncontested.   
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In sum, the approach to employment relations in firms formed through a cross-border merger 

is likely to be subject to growing pressures towards integration. This integration is likely to 

take different forms in different areas of employment relations: one tendency is for the Anglo-

Saxon party to a merger to form the model for integration in relation to managerial structures 

and management development and remuneration. However, we have also seen how the move 

towards integration is a contested process, the outcome of which is of course dependent on the 

resources that each group is able to mobilise. The stronger the influence of the centre the more 

likely it is that there will be convergence on a particular model; the stronger the influence of 

national and functional managers and of employee reps the more likely it is that a ‘hybrid’ 

form will emerge. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

The paper has argued that the recent high incidence of cross-border mergers and acquisitions 

is creating a significant number of ‘bi-national’ firms and, consequently, is eroding the 

country of origin effect. More particularly, we have considered the implications of these 

developments for employment relations, and contended that many of those MNCs formed 

through a cross-border merger are subject to pressures to integrate aspects of their approach to 

employment relations. The form this integration takes, moreover, is shaped in part by the 

perceived attractiveness and suitability of national sets of practices, but also by the power of 

groups of organisational actors to shape the nature and extent of integration. The former tends 

to promote convergence towards one national influence dominating integration, while the 

latter is likely to lead to a hybrid of two (or more) national influences. 

 

The rise in cross-border merger activity clearly has profound implications for practitioners. 

Personnel managers may be able to use a merger of this type as a way of raising the profile of 

the function, as we have argued, and further are likely to find that the nature of their 

responsibilities are increasingly cross-border, involving them in greater co-ordination with 

their counterparts in other countries. Worker representatives, too, are likely to be deeply 

influenced by this process. The nature of practices that management seek to employ are likely 
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to be subject to pressures for change and, more importantly, representative structures and 

bargaining relations are similarly likely to be challenged. The process of international 

restructuring also has important implications for policy makers, too, something on which we 

plan to elaborate elsewhere. 

 

Whilst the paper has raised a number of potentially important issues around HRM in MNCs, 

to further our understanding of these issues a programme of qualitative research into cross-

border mergers is needed. Ideally, this would involve comparative fieldwork in a number of 

different countries, a task on which the authors are planning to embark. 
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Anglo-Saxon vs. Continental Capitalism: Institutional Aspects of

EU-level Participatory Management

Abstract

During the last years the European Commission has been very active in creating a 'level playing-field'

for European co.panies by the .r.uiion of a harmonised regulatory framework. The E_uropeanisation of

national lorporate governance models was seen as one important part in this endeavour. However the likely

policy consequ.nces are far from clear and the direction and pace of corporate governance convergence in

brroi" is stili a matter of some debate. One focal question is whether national governance models across

furope can be expected to converge in the near future as a result of European regulatory framework. If so,

there is also the question regarding the final shape of the European corporate governance model. This paper,

striving to integrate several bodies of literature focusing on corporate governance models, institutional change,

and Eu-ropean integration, advances the view that due to the institutional architecture of the EU the degree of

EU-induced corpoiate governance harmonisation will be limited and will allow national systems to coexist.

Furthermore, the mod6l of corporate governance promoted at the European level is a 'cocktail' model

combining Anglo-Saxon and Continental principles that do not necessarily go hand in hand. Consequently, the

European project may lead to multiple equilibriums where a hybrid corporate governance system may

perversely destabilise workable (though imperfect) national arrangements.

1. Introduction

A significant body of recent comparative corporate governance literature has been

concerned with the question of whether there is a national corporate governance system that

performs best in terms of competitive advantagel. This question arises in the wake of

globalisation of the international economy, a surge in cross-border mergers and acquisitions

and various regulatory attempts to reform the existing national corporate governance

systems. The claim that one set of institution should prevail over another is based on several

underlying assumptions. An extensive body of studies have addressed in recent years these

questions identiffing national variations across corporate governance arrangements and

industrial relations practices. Each of these independent variables is considered responsible

for the international economic competitiveness of national capitalist institutional

arrangements (Mayer 1997). This fact is exacerbated by globalisation, expected to spare
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only the most fitted species of capitalism. Thus, it has bee argued that corporate governance

represents not only a crucial difference among varieties of capitalism but also a major factor

determining their economic performance.

Against this background, many observers have examined the EU's attempts to harmonise the

national varieties of corporate governance in Europe. Harmonisation of company law and

corporate governance standards and practices at the European level has been initiated since

1960s with the 1't European Directive on formation and registration of public companies.

The globalisation of the economy and the Europeanisation process advanced in the 1990s

has drawn renewed interest in the persistence of national specificities with regard to

corporate governance.' This debate has been spurred by the decline in the sustainability of

national models of capitalism in late 1970s and 1980s. The loss of confidence in the

feasibility of Keynesian economics and macro-societal corporatist arrangements has

permeated the work on comparative corporate governance and, assuming an intrinsic link

between the macro-societal governance model and the corporate governance mechanisms,

an increasing number of observers thought that the Continental model of corporate

governance is rapidly losing its distinctive character.

To the extent that this is happening, the convergence process towards Anglo-Saxon 'best

practices' is driven by two interrelated forces. Firstly, a liberalised financial market that is

beyond any individual state or supranational institution makes increasingly difficult to

reconcile the Hausbank-style of Continental blockholders with the shareholder approach of

financial markets. Secondly, the Europeanisation project aims to promote harmonisation

towards several capital-related features of the Anglo-Saxon system.

In contrast, with regard to labour-related issues, the same Europeanisation project aims to

produce a Continental-oriented model of corporate governance. Change in the national

corporate govemance regime would then have to be explained as a consequence of a

dynamic interaction between the specific political selectivities of national and supranational

lFor general surveys ofvarious facets ofconvergence see Coffee (1999), Gilson (1998), Moerland (1995),
prowsi (1995) and Turnbull (1997). For more specific studies see for instance Berglof (1997) and Shleifer and

Vishny (1997).
2 Wittr regard to the great diversity of national corporate governance across Europe, a good collection of
country studies can be found in Isaksson and Skog (1994).
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institutional constraints and opporrunities, adding to the effects of interdependence between

national systems competitively embedded in an encompassing common market3'

Thus, the interesting question regarding corporate convergence at European level is what are

the major characteristics of the emerging Europeanisation project? The options are either a

hybrid model combining obest' with 'second-best' practices from Anglo-Saxon and

Continental corporate governance models, or convergence towards one of the two models.

The next chapters further investigate these issues. Three distinct European legislative

initiatives that are aimed at re-shaping the corporate governance structures across Europe are

examined. After a short description of the main two types of corporate governance

influencing the emerging European model, a spatial voter model is used to identiff the main

institutional influences on the direction of convergence.

The remainder of the paper is divided in 5 sections. Section 2 introduces the main features of

the Anglo-Saxon and Continental models of corporate governance. Section 2.1. and2.2.

describes in more details the two models of corporate governance that shape the attempts at

promoting a European model of corporate governance. Section 3 elaborates the methodology

used to analyse the consequences of decision-making procedures in the EU on the direction

of corporate governance convergence at the EU level. Section 4 presents the analysis of

three specific legislative initiatives: the European Works Council Directive, the European

Company Statute Directive and the 13th Takeover Directive. The conclusions with regard to

the convergence debate over the Europeanisation ofcorporate governance are discussed by

of conclusion in section 5.

2. Models of corporate governance

In the models of corporate governance literature one can organise the variety of variables

encountered in the literature according to two main criteria. The plethora of concepts used to

describe the complexity of corporate governance mechanisms can be organised into two

' One a.gument found in the literature surveyed states that national institutional contexts have a significant

impact on corporate governance regimes (Gordon and Pound l99l). It is also claimed that different models of
.upitulir. (understood as specific institutional arrangements regulating the macrosocietal space) are a

determinant factor on the type ofcorporate governance found at national level (Scott 1997).
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main categories: capital-related and labour-related. The capital-related aspects contain,

among others, variables like ownership structure, co{porate voting, the identity of owners,

and the role of institutional owners. The labour-related aspects refer mainly to the

stakeholding position of labour in corporate governance. Here one could mention employee

involvement schemes, participat ory management, co-determination, etc. 
a

Table l. Anglo-Saxon vs. Continental corporate governance: capital- and labour-related aspects

Source: Adapted from Rhodes and Apledoom(1997:174'5).

Table 1 above summarises well the various aspects of corporate governance,

according to the proposed dichotomy. Based on this organising principle, the next section

further explores the concepts mentioned above and other key aspects of each corporate

governance model.

2.1. The Anglo-Saxon model of corporate governance

In the Anglo-Saxon tradition, the corporate concept is based on a fiduciary relationship

between shareholders and the managers. Based on the conception of market capitalism, the

Anglo-Saxon system is founded on the betief that self-interest and decentralised markets can

u This difference is blurred to some extent by the transformation of labour into owners. However, unless

employee financial participation is significant, the worker identity does not get completely diluted into a
shareholder identity

Aspects Continental

Labour-related
Cooperation between social
parhers

Conflictual or minimal contact Extensive at national level

Labour organisations Fragmented and weak Strons. centralised unions

Labour market flexibility Poor internal flexibility; high
extemal flexibilitv

High internal flexibility; lower
external flexibiliW

Employee influence Limited Extensive though works councils
and co-determinations

Canital-related
Ownership structure Widely dispersed ownership;

dividends prioritised
Banks and other corporations are

major shareholders; dividends less
prioritised

Role of banks Banks play a minimal role in
corporate ownership

Important both in corporate finance
and control

Family controlled firms General separation of equity
holdine and management

Family ownership imPortant onlY
for SMEs

Management boards One-tier board Two-tier boards; executive and
supervisory responsibility

Market for corporate control Hosti le takeovers is the
'correction mechanism' for
management failure

Takeovers restricted

Role ofstock exchange Strons role in corDorate finance Reduced
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function in a self-regulating, equilibrated manner. It comes to little surprise that these

institutional settings are based and reinforce a profit-oriented behaviour and a struggle for

material success by individual entrepreneurs and managers. This short-term profit oriented

behaviour and individualism are coupled with a set of appropriate institutions to enhance

their effectiveness in the Anglo-Saxon model.6 In the continental tradition, the company has

an independent will, i.e. in theory, what is good for the corporations might not be good for

its shareholders. These differences penetrate down to company law particulars such as

shareholder rights, the role of statutory capital and the responsibility of the board, just to

mention a few

C apital-re lated asp ects

With regard to capital-related features of corporate governance, the Anglo-Saxon countries

are known to offer well-developed mechanisms. Anglo-Saxon corporate govemance systems

are characterised by dispersed equity holding and a broad delegation to management of

corporate responsibilities. In the UK and US, not only are there few large shareholders but

also the second, third and smaller shareholdings are not appreciably smaller than the largest.

This gives rise to the possibility of effective control through coalitions but not by individual

shareholders (Becht and Mayer 2000, Blair 1995). Although ownership and control are so

separate, minority shareholders enjoy protection due to the not solely legal infrastructure,

but also to the highly developed capital markets in the market oriented systemT.

Probably the most distinctive capital-related aspect that contrasts between the two systems is

the structure of corporate ownership. As seen in table 2, in 1990 in the US (the textbook

example for the Anglo-Saxon capitalist model) individual shareholders account for 50% of

total outstanding shares owned8. This differs markedly from the other two exponent

countries of European and developmental eapitalism, Germany and Japan. The same sharp

differences in ownership structure are present with respect to the other two major non-

5 The German co-determination system give the employees of a company control rights without them owning

any of the shares of the company. Thur, in runy cases 50olo of the supervisory board members are appointed in

this way but the capital side has the casting vote.
6 For a tlassical description of the main Anglo-Saxon best practices see for instance the Cadbury Report.
t 

These mechanisms on the other hand create a shareholder-management problem (Porter l99l).
I The US and the UK governance systems are broadly similar (liberal market/competitive; shareholder

dominant) but starkly different when compared to the continental European variants. With regard to hostile

takeovers, for instance, Franks and Mayer (1996, Journal of Financial Economics) report a total of 80

(successful and unsuccessful) hostile bids in the UK for 1985-86. and 85 (successful and unsuccessful) hostile

bids in the US in 1984-86. In Continental Europe the figures are much more modest
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financial shareholders: banks and enterprises. From the ownership structure it results that

the Anglo-Saxon corporate governance system is one where share ownership is widely

dispersed and shareholder influence on management is weak. In this system a well

functioning stock market is vital for unsatisfied shareholder to be able to sell their shares. In

order to work the system needs to protect the individual shareholder by strict regulations on

corporations regarding information disclosure and insider trading.e

Table 2 Major non financial shareholders of stocks 1990 in the US, Germany and

Japan (in percentages)

Sources: US Federal Reserve Flow of Funds, Japanese Flow of Funds, Deutsche

BundesBank Annual Report.

Table 3 Ownership concentrationr 1993

Still more striking than differences in average sizes of shareblocks is the complete

distribution of the largest shareholdings. In most Continental European countries, there is a

fairly uniform distribution of the largest voting b1ocks10. In contrast, in the UK and US there

is a strong'omarket bias" towards dispersed control (see Table 3).

eln addition, the Anglo-Saxon system has a well established antitrust law and authorities to preclude the

formation of anti-competitive cartels through mergers and acquisitions or cross-ownership.

'o However, it would be wrong merely to contrast Continental European with Anglo-American control. There

is a marked variation within Europe, ranging from a "private control bias" in Germany to a modest market bias

in the Netherlands and Spain.

Shareholder US Germany Japan

Individuals s0.2 I7 22.4

Banks 10 18.9

Enterprises (cro ss-ownership) 14.r 42 25

Share of the largest

shareholder

Germany The Netherlands UK US

Greater than2SYo 85 t3

Greater than 50%o 57 22 6

Greater thanT1Yo 22 1
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Labo ur-relate d asPects

With regard to the role played by labour in shaping the US policy making, most authors

agree that the influence of trade unions is much smaller in the Anglo-Saxon model when

compared with the European model.rr Organised labour in the US is characterised by a

relatively high level of heterogeneity and fragmentation at national level. The Anglo-Saxon

system also has a low and declining rate of unionisation Pryor (1996). In contrast with the

European and developmental capitalism, the labour market in the Anglo-Saxon capitalism is

its poor internal flexibility due to a fragmented training system and poor skills (Rhodes and

Apeldoorn 1997:174).

Figure L The Anglo-saxon model of corporate decision-making

These negative features are partially balanced by a higher mobility (both across professional

groups and geographically) and by more flexible wages than the ones characterising the

European model.

As can be seen Figure 1, the Anglo-Saxon model of corporate govemance does not allow for

labour to participate in strategic management decisions. On the decision-making side,

America's best firms have delegated more decisions to workers through employee

involvement programs and team decision-making than ever before. In the mid 1990s over

half of Americans reported that they worked in firms with employee involvement

committees; and one-third of workers said that they were members of employee involvement

llThe comparison is more difficult with the developmental state because of the latter's state authoritarianism

combined with extensive corporate welfare schemes and worker's active role at the shop floor level.

Managers

Shareholders

Board of
Directors
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committees of some form (Freeman and Rogers 1999). However, this participation is

restricted to operation management and has no equivalent at the strategic management level.

Moreover, in the Anglo-Saxon world employee participation has often just a financial

aspect. A major component of the US economic model is the growth of shared capitalism,

including a diverse set of mechanisms for worker participation in production decisions and

in the financial stake of their firm and of capitalism more broadly. A large share of the US

workforce receives compensation related to company performance in a variety of schemes.

Dube and Freeman (2000) found that approximately 25 percent of the US workforce had a

stake in their firm through some form of ownership. This includes working in a firm with an

employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) (around 8o/o), or receiving a stock option through an

employee stock option plan that covers the bulk of the work force, or through purchase of

stocks in a firm that offers discounts on purchases. A quarter of the work force was covered

by profit or gain-sharing schemes and approximately l0% of the work force had a

substantial proportion of their retirement funds invested in company stocks.

2.2.The Continental model of corporate governance

The situation in continental Europe is rather different. The underlying principle

under which the Continental corporate governance system is founded is embodied in the

stakeholder theory of the firm. The Continental capitalist model considers not only the

interests of shareholders but also the inputs from the relevant stakeholders (see figure 2).

Often, the most important stakeholders that take part actively in strategic decision making at

corporate level are employees, through trade union representative andlor works councils.12

Unlike the Anglo-Saxon model, many continental European countries provide for a two-tier

board: the executive board of directors and the supervisory board. The supervisory board is

formed according to different procedures across Europe, but in many cases employees have

the right to appoint or recommend several members in the supervisory board. From the

schematic relationships depicted above it can be seen that unlike the Anglo-Saxon system

the Continental corporate governance allows for multiple channels to deal with the

shareholder-manager agency problem and ensure insider supervision. These features are best

12 The dotted arrows and lines symbolise the cross-national differences in these institutional arrangements. In

France for instance, the Supervisory Board does not exist.
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captured by the label stakeholder capitalism that is often associated with the Continental

model of capitalisml3.

Figure 2 The Continental model of corporate governance

Works
Council

Trade
Unions

Shareholders

Board of
Directors

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

isupervlsory :

Board 
:"""'-"7i\'""""""'"
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Capital-re late d asp ects

Unlike the Anglo-Saxon system, the Continental model (and to some extent the Japanese

model) is based on a prominent role of banks and other institutional shareholders in

corporate finance and control (see Table 2). It is quite common for banks in this model to

own significant proportions of shares in their portfolios as a way to control the economic

activities of their major clients. Bank representatives also often are found on the boards of

directors of the companies they offered large loans. These organisational features and

banking-enterprise close interaction creates a more secure economic environment that allows

firms to seek higher profits on the long run, as opposed to the short-term view imposed by

stock markets on Anglo-Saxon companies (Albert 1993, Smyser 1992). Furthermore,

German banks are allowed to conduct business in all branches of banking (universal

banking), while Anglo-Saxon countries strictly separate certain banking activities (Albert

1gg3). Both features make European banks more attractive than stock markets for

companies intending to raise their capital for new investment (Davidson 1997).

'3 On the concept of stakeholder capitalism, the meaning of stakeholding and various refinements of the

concepts (stakeholder state, the stakeholder society, stakeholder company, stakeholder economy) see Kelly et.
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Not only the banks but also other shareholders and interested parties have a direct or indirect

influence on corporate management. Since the number of freely trade shares is limited and

dividends are less prioritised than in the Anglo-Saxon system, shareholders do not face the

classical Hirshmanian choice of 'voice or exit'. Less fluid stock markets make exit more

costly and therefore, shareholders have a strong incentive to gain a powerful 'voice' in the

management of the firm by acquiring a sufficiently large share stock to enable them to

monitor the managers and reduce the relative costs of this operationto. The same reluctance

towards stock markets renders take-overs (especially hostile takeovers) more difficult in the

Continental capitalism. 15

Lab o ur-re lated asp ects

The Continental corporate governance is generally associated with a neocorporatist pattern

of interest intermediation, featuring strong voice for organised labour in policy making at

macro- or sectoral levell6. It is also generally the case that collective bargaining determines

wages at sectoral level and a minimum national wage level, thanks to high trade union

membership rates and representative peak associations.

The role of labour is important not only at macro level but also at firm level through

workers' councils and the principle of co-determination, although the latter is not found

throughout Europe as a whole. There are well established and institutionalised business-

labour forms of cooperation and information exchange, whether in supervisory boards or at a

more decentralised level in works councilslT. Naturally, the Board of Directors bears the

final responsibilities for any decision taken and its result on the company performance.

However, the Board enters in consultation with workers and supervisory board before any

al. (1997) and Hutton (1999).

'o l)ittus'and Prowse (1996:29 bring evidence in support of this argument. Germany has the highest share

concentration ratio (42Yo) compared with the US (25%) and Japan (33%).
t5 With regard to the importance of stock market in various countries, Prowse (1995) reports that market

capitalization correspondi to slyo of GDP in the U.S., 90o/o in the UK, 71% in Japan, and only 29Yo in

Germany. Adjusted fbr crossholdings, the figures are 48Yo in the U.S., 8l % in the UK, 37% in Japan, and l4Yo

in Germany. 
-Using 

more recent data, Wenger and Kaserer (1997) estimate a relative capitalization of 2l%ofor

Germany.
16 An exiensive discussion on neocorporatist interest intermediation is provided in the following section.
l7 The "Nordic model" of workforce participation, which is based on national industrial agreements, differs

from the German model based on "rigid" legislation (Streeck 1997: 19)
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important decisioln is being taken. Furthermore, certain Continental countries have some

links in place between the supervisory board and the works councils.ls

Employee rights in a company are protected through the existence of a works council. This

is an elected body of employees that advises and consults with management on a number of

areas relating to the company's operations and the interests of the employees. Works

councils have the right:

- to initiate discussions on a specific topic,

- to be consulted and to give their opinion on various major issues affecting employees in

the company,

- to approve certain decisions taken by the employer which mainly cover a range of

personnel matters.

With regard to many strategic corporate decisions, Continental-based companies often

involve works councils at an early stage. In such instances, better coordination and

agreement between works councils and trade unions could really strengthen the employees'

position in the case of mergers, acquisitions, and corporate reorganisation. In the German

corporate model (and to a large extent in the Netherlands and other Western European

countries) works councils are engaged in consultation and participation in the corporate

decision making process, while trade unions were mostly concerned with working

conditions and wage bargainingle.

However, co-determination may also create disadvantages. If workers become too influential

they may pursue opportunistic objectives. It may also slow down decision-making within

firms by requiring extensively lengthy procedures before decisions can be taken (Hopt

lgg4). Moreover, co-determination may reduce the flexibility of employment adjustments

across firms and industries. Often employers must consult the works council not only on the

social consequences of important economic decisions, but on the economic and financial

tt In Germany, for instance, works councils have the right to appoint up to half of the number of
representatives on the Supervisory Board. In the Netherlands, works councils can only recommend and oppose

the Supervisory Board membership.
te One should distinguish between two aspects of employee participation. On one hand, there are operational

employee participation mechanisms (operational meetings, quality circles, self-guided teams, etc.) aimed at

improvinglhe work process and overall enterprise competitiveness (direct participation). On the other hand,

there is employee participation in strategic management decisions at corporate level, done through workers'
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consequences as welt (Bolt and Peters, 1997). But the works council has not been given a

say in how company profits should be distributed.

Despite these institutionalised links between workers and management in the Continental

model, corporate governance and industrial relations are far from a non-conflictual

environment. The Board of Directors maintains its dominant position and sometimes acts in

isolation from stakeholders. Even worker participation in corporate governance is at times

characterised by lack of coordination between trade unions and works councils.20

3. The European diversity: is there an emerging European corporate governance

model?

Across Europe there are significant difference in terms of ownership structure and market

for corporate control. Wymeersch (1994) identifies two broad types of corporate governance

in Europe: a company-based system and an enterprise-based system. This classification

parallels the shareholder vs. stakeholder distinction. While this dual approach may

exaggerate the difference among various European corporate governance systems, it

nevertheless seems well suited to reflect the significant regulatory and social aspects of

corporate governance across Europe.

In the United Kingdom for instance, hostile takeover through public offerings on the stock

market play an important role. In the European Union, the UK is generally viewed as the

economy most similar to the US, and the reforms enacted by the Thatcher, Major, and Blair

governments have brought the UK even closer to the American model.2l In contrast,

Germany had virtually no hostile takeover before the Vodafone deal. Similar systemic

aversion to hostile takeover can be found in different degrees in other Continental European

state (De Jong 1989).

representatives, aimed at ensuring that workers' interests are taking into account in any major decision,

including mergers and acquisitions.
20 In certain Continental countries, both unionised and non-unionised workers take part in works councils'

Often there is competition between works councils and trade unions for legitimacy in negotiations with the

management over working conditions and employment. This is especially true after increasing trade union

decentralisation at enterprise level.
2lThere are however differences even between Mrs. Thatcher's UK and the US. In the UK the conservative
reforms never touched the National Health Service, did not reduce the ratio of tax revenues to GDP to US

levels, and left macro-economic monetary policy in the hands of the government rather than the Bank of
England.
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Empirically, the different experiences in Europe both in terms of types of capitalism and

economic performances give full legitimacy to the research question whether capitalist

institutions (markets, hierarchies, networks, various state and private actors) can be related

to various economic outcomes. Secondly, a crucial question in the European context is

whether the EU has a coherent institutional project with regard to corporate governance and

industrial relations. As economics itself finds it increasingly difficult to account for cross-

national variations in institutional variety and economic performances, a more encompassing

approach based on institutional political economy theories may hold the key for our

understanding of European integration.

The diverse forms of corporate governance found across Europe and the

longstanding attempts to promote a pan-European corporate governance regime make the

object of two competing theories. The first one - the convergence thesis - sees the landscape

of efficient corporate govemance as single-peaked. Depending upon the features assumed to

be more important, opinions are divided whether the fittest to survive regime competition is

the Anglo-Saxon or the Continental model. The second view considers the landscape of

efficient corporate governance as multi-peaked (as depicted in

Figure 3) and advanced two rather different hypotheses. The first one considers cross-

fertilisation possible and therefore allows for a natural convergence towards a hybrid model,

based on 'best practices' borrowed from each other (the dotted line in figure 3). The second

hypothesis argues that corporate governance is a complex construct, based on a variety of

systemic links among its elements. Consequently, the systemic view discards the feasibility

of cross-fertilisation on high transition costs grounds. Any attempts towards convergence,

either through cross-fertilisation or survival of the fittest will incur systemic costs on the

existing model and therefore it will be rejected.
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Figure3 corporate governance change: efficiency and convergence

Efficiency Anglosaxon Ewopean Rhenish

I

Convergence

Given these divergent views with regard to changes in corporate govemance the current
process of Europeanisation of corporate governance raises several questions. These
questions concern the extent to which policy convergence is taking place in the EU and, if
so' the path and model towards which convergence occurs. Are we witnessing the
harmonisation of the various national corporate governance model along the lines of the
Anglo-Saxon system? or is the European model of corporate governance shaped more like
the continental model? secondly, if there is an emergent European capitarist model is that
likely to be more or less efficient that the starting point?

The following sections will follow these points through by briefly presenting the EU
attempts at harmonisation of national systems of corporate governance. The main capital-
related corporate governance issues dealt with at the European level are scattered among the
thirteen EU company-law directives put forward over the years by the commission. The
subject matter of these capital-related directives ranged from formation and registration ofpublic companies (1'tDirective of 1968) to disclosure requirements (the llth Directive of
1989), cross-border mergers, or disclosure of voting power.22

i',:n#:"::ffi,fr:',1[8,,?:lffJ{' gB/627/EEc). rhe Directive is arso rererred to as ..rransparency
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These directives contained in many instances proposals to reform labour-related corporate
governance aspects' For example, the Fifth Directive concerning the structure and
management of public lirnited companies, first drafted in l972and subsequently revised in
1983 and 1989, called among other things for workerparticipation in company decision-
making through a two-tier board and a works council or collective agreement. . In parallel,
the EC promoted several proposals aimed at harmonisation of labour-related aspects of
corporate governance' Another earlier attempt to reform labour-related corporate governance
aspects was the Vredeling Directive (1980). This was followed by several attempts to
introduce a European works councils Directive and worker involvement provisions in the
proposed European company Statute (Danis and Hoffrn an 1995).

Thus' from a cursory look at the specific actions taken towards the Europeanization of
corporate governance, it seems that the model of corporate governance promoted at the
European level is a mixture of Anglo-saxon and continental elements. several aspects of
corporate governance promoted at the European level are inspired from the continental
model of corporate governance and its various forms of employee information, consultation
and participatory arrangements. 23

The main question relates to the likely impact of such a hybrid corporate governance model.
Rather than tackling the question directly, in the following special attention being given to
the decision making process in order to understand the underpinning EU institutional factors
that push towards the adoption of a hybrid model of corporate governance. Based on the
capital/labour distinction between aspects of corporate governance and the examination of
the EWC Directive, the ECS Regulation and Directive, and the 13th Takeover Directive,
several considerations will be made on the direction and pace of corporate governance
change at the EU level.

4' A simple spatial model of EU decision-makingwith regard to corporate governance

23 The most conspicuous instances when the EU tried to harmonise the nationar corporate governance systemsalong the continental lines were tttt eu.of.un works councit D;;;.;l;, and the recently passed directive withregard to worker involvement in a European Cornpuny.
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There exists a voluminous literature on voting power analysis of EU institutions (see, e.g.

Colomer and Hosli lggT,Hosli 1996). Most previous works focus on a single institution,

typically the Council of Ministers, but more recently also inter- institutions have been taken

into consideration in power index studies. A good example of this more general approach is

Bindseil & Hantke's work (lgg7), which focuses on power distributions under EU decision

procedures. Our work can be viewed as case study of this branch of research.

Apart from voting power techniques another methodology often used in analysing

institutional decision-making is spatial modelling.2a Various spatial modelling approach

based on non-cooperative game theory have been discussed in the literature (Crombez 2000;

Hubschmid and Moser 1997); Steunenberg 1994, 1996; Tsebelis 1994). Therefore, it is

appropriate to begin with a brief discussion on game-theoretical approaches to set the stage

for power index analysis. After that, we shall outline the indices utilized in the evaluation of

power distribution in weighted voting bodies. Next, we discuss briefly the properties of the

indices. The first scenarios we shall dwell upon pertain to the Council and ate based on

different assumptions concerning its decision rules. Thereafter, we shall discuss legislative

scenarios based on various Parliament- Council interactions. Finally, we shall look at

procedures involving all three bodies.

4.1. Assumptions and methodologY

The existing spatial models of EU institutions typically consider the Commission and

European parliament as unitary actors, while the Council is decomposed into individual

countries (Steunenbe ry 1997; Garrett lggr.zs The aim of these analyses is to find

equilibrium outcomes and characterize them in terms of the ideal points of the players. This

approach allows the comparison of outcomes under various decision-making procedures

and, so it is argued, the comparison of power relationships between various players.26 If

under procedure a, aplayer is able to move the equilibrium outcome closer to his/her ideal

2a For a critique of the voting power model see for instance Tsebelis and Garrett (1997),
t5 For a aetaitea but non-iechnical description on the EU institutions and policy-making see for instance

Nugent (1999).
26 Ii has to be noted however that the results of the analysis is sensitive to the position of the status quo (the

original regulatory landscape if no new decision is adopted). In the course of this paper the status quo will be

placed both outside and inside the Council preferences.
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point than under procedure b, then the former procedure gives the player more power the
latter one.27

In non-cooperative game theory the basic concept is that of an equilibrium. Anequilibrium is a particular typeof outcome resulting from strategy choices of players. In thespatial models of EU institutions the players are char acterized. as a points in many-dimensional Euclidean policy space. The dimensions represent the salient policy variables,
such as a degree of integration' Each player (country, party or commissioner) is assumed tohave an ideal point in this space. Moreover, each point in the space has a utility for eachplayer' The utility of point x for player 1is defined as some monotonically non- increasing

function of the distance between x and the player's ideal point, i.e. the further the point fromthe players ideal point, the less utility it carries to himrrer. To define utility, we thus need adistance measure.

A further elaboration of the spatial model is to consider the poricy-making process as arepetitive game' As it will be shown below, under this assumption, credible threats and pastbehaviour become key factors determining the evolutionary path of decision-making and thefinal outcome' However, given the complexity of decision-making at the Eu level, it wouldbe extremely difficult to include all the procedural details into analysis. A spatial voteranalysis on 15 members each that have different weights would complicate theunderstanding of key variables and interactions. what is more important than differencesacross voting weights and actual EU members is the formation of minimum winningcoalitions' In this case the key explan atory variable in the following anarysis is the votingrule' The EU Treaty provides for three possible voting rures: unanimity, quarified majority(QMv) and simple majority' For simplicity in the analysis of voting patterns and outcomes,a l5-member EU council may be equated to a counc iI of Tmembers, having equar votingweights' under these new specifications, unanimity rule is 7 out of 7. eualified majority(based on the distribution of the voting weight in the original council) is 5 out of 7.zg

27 sometimes even quantitative power comparison are made on the basis of such moders.'" To illustrate this equival"ntt, t"ti, ."n'r.*. ,rr" -igr"ui lr;riiJi',nu.;oriry procedure. The torar number ofJ,.,q!::iidff""l,T#;:13;f ff?I';in:ru#J;il#,';il:"L'r,,*,,* iq "",., i',;ithe ratio ror the
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The other main actors - the European commission (EC) and the European parliament (Ep)-are assumed to be unitary actors. The analysis also assumes that the commission isgenerally more integrationist than any member of the council. The European parliament
will be modelled similarly, but this assumption will be subsequently made more flexible.
once these specifications made three EU provisions with impact on the emerging Europeancorporate model will be examined to establish a link between institutional actors,preferences, decision-making procedures and regulatory outcomes.

4.2.The EWC Directive

The European works council Directive (Ecw) was enacted in 1 994 having the mainobjective the establishment of appropriate mechanisms at the EU level for informing andconsulting employees in community-scale undertakings (European council rgg4).However' despite the pioneering work contained in the vredeling Directive and variousamendments proposed by the Economic and social council and trade unions, the EcwDirective does not contain any reference to participation. yet, the Ewc was thought toprovide labour with major institutional device to counteract the potentiar adverse effects ofglobal capital'2e Although many other factors influenced the non-inclusion of workerparticipation in the directive, the limited scope of the directive was signifi cantryinfluencedby the decision making procedure utilised.

The EWc Directive found much support in the Maastricht protocol on Social poricy thatwas applicable to only 11 EU countries, due to the opt-out granted to the uK. Stemmingfrom the Protocol's Article 2(2), thedecision -making procedure for the Ewc Directive isthe cooperation procedure, as mentioned in ex Arlicle lggc. unanimity voting used to be theprevalent decision-making procedure prior to the single European Act and MaastrichtTreaty' subsequently, qualified majority voting was extended to most common Marketdecisions' Moreover, under the 'flexibility' provisions added by the Amsterdam Treaty,

2e The most cited cases of negative effects on labo^ur of free movement of capitar and MNC activity in Europe
are the Hoover case when production *u, ,t itra rrom oi;oni; ;;;;"* ,nd Renaurr,s Virvoorde incident. Inl,?lffffi:"'ff 

EU legislatio" ;i;'iili";;#ra uuc'rJ.i."iii"l" ifur.r., ror cheap and rnore nexibre rabour
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'multi-speed Europe' has been formalised when allowing for a group of EU members toestablish,closerintegration,(Nugent 1999:166,353). 
---r --

Under this procedure' the European Parliament, although lacking the veto power from theco-decision procedure' is still a significant actor. If the European parliament rejects thecouncil's common position, the councils needs unanimity to pass its original commonposition' The same unanimity is required if the Ep amends the council,s common positionbut the amendments are rejected by the commission. Therefore, the Ep enjoys to a certaindegree a 'conditional agenda setter', whenever it rejects or amends the council,s commonposition.

Figure 4 illustrates the one-dimensional space of decision making in the case of the EWc.one exception to the normal procedure is the British opt-out which precludes it to vote.3O
Figure 4 The EWC Directive: a non-repetitive spatial decision-making model

Where

O represents the origin of the decisional space;
I through 7 denotes the member states' preferred outcome:
SQ stands for status_quo;

u refers to the outcome under the unanimity voting procedure;
QMV refers to the outcome under qualified majorify voting;
MV stands for the median voter position;
B represents the residual premium the median voter needs to obtain in order to moveaway from the indifference point and vote in favour of a decision;
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- I denotes the point leaving the median voter indifferent between the sQ and aCouncil decision.

under Article 189c's cooperation procedure the council votes by eMV. In this case, basedon a commission proposal, the median voter ensuring a minimum pro-integrationist
coalition is country 4' taking into account the uK opt-out. In this case, the median voter,sindifference point between the Se and. adraft directive is at IeMv. It is sufficient then for thecommission to make a proposal at the left of IaMv lallowing a minimum B median voterpremium) and the directive would reach the council common position stage. The varue ofresidual premium B depends on many factors and assumptions. Firstry, under theconsultation and cooperation procedures, the commission does not have an unconditionaragenda setting power and the council can adopt unanimously a different proposar (see theunanimity case above)' If one takes into account the repetitive game aspect of decisionmaking in the Eu council of Ministers then the residuar premium depends upon the votingrecord of the median voter, rogrolring over issues, and existing coalitions.

what follows is staging in the preferences of the Ep with regard to the Ewc commonposition' Normally the QMv common position is closer to the Ep,s ideal point than the seand therefore the EP should vote it without any amendment. For, if the pp'a..ia., to amendthe council's position or reject it, the fallback position in the council is unanimity.

under unanimity voting procedure, if the commission proposal is placed at Iu, it will bepreferred to the sQ by member 3, 4, 5, 6, and,7 andit will leave member 2 indifferentbetween the sQ' In this case, to ensure that member 2 joins the pro-integrationist coalition,the Ec proposal has to offer mem ber 2 a residual premium B (measured from theindifference point Iu; that will be sufficient for membe r 2 tochoose a positive outcome tothe sQ' The final unanimity outcome is placed to the right of member 2,s idear point, at adistance equal to d[2MVu-sQ-B] from the origin. This new outcome makes the Ep worse-offthan the one under QMv and therefore it should be expected that the Ep wourd voteunconditionally the Council initial common position.
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4.3. The European Company Statute Directive (ECSD)
As instructed by the Nice European council, coREpER met on 15 December 2000 toexamine the texts of the Directive on employee invorvement within the European companyand the Regulation on the statute for a European company. After tenuous negotiations, itwas agreed to take Article 308 TEC as the legal basis for both acts. That Article providesfor unanimity in the council and consultation of the European parliament. The parliament

has already delivered its opinions on the amended commission proposals, but in the light ofthe substantial amendments since made to the text, including the change in legal basis, thePermanent Representatives committee considers that the European parliament should beconsulted again' European interest groups also manifested early in the drafting process theirpreferences.3l

Figure 5 The European Company Statute: a spatial decision-making model

under the unanimity voting procedure, it is obvious that when the se is at the right of theleast integrationist member, there is a stalemate and the se shourd preval. Any commissionproposal that to the right of the sQ will be blocked by the least integrationist member, whileany proposal to the left of the sQ will blocked by all other members. In either situation, nodecision will be taken in the council of Ministers. This impasse has rasted for over 30 yearssince the first EC proposal.32
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Under eMV, if the EC proposal is placed at IeMV it will be preferred to the Se by member4' 5' 6' and 7 and it will leave member 3 indifferent between the sQ and a decision. In thiscase' to ensure that members 3-7 form a minimum winning coalition, the EC proposal has tooffer member 3 a residual premium B that will be surn.ient t"r;;.;; 3 ro choose apositive outcome to the sQ' The final QMv outcome is situated at the right of member 3, ata distance equal to d[2Mvatu-sQ-BJ' Evidentry, if the median voter decides to playstrategically the maxitgt he could get is up to its ideal point, since both the minimumwinning coalition in the council (members 4-7) andthe Ep would prefer voter 3,s idearpoint to the SQ' As in the previous case, the outcome is more integrationist the farther theMV and the closer the Se are situated from the origin.

If the EP is brought into picture, the results are srightry different. under co-decision, the Ephas basically veto power over the council agreed position. Although the Ep is situated atthe extreme of more worker involvement in the case of EcsD, based on its past record theEP can play strategicaily and credibly threaten with the use of veto.

Figure 6 Strategic veto power
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If this option is used by the EP, then the outcome is the Se. Now, under this solution, themedian voter is worse off since the QMv point was closer to its ideal point than the SQ withthe residual premium B, Thus, should the Ep threaten with the use of veto the outcomemoves close to the IaMV

The point of this section is simple. Under unanimity voting (as it was the case of the ECSRegulation and Directive) the pace of integration is dictated by the least integrationistgovernment' However' depending on the issue this might be pro Anglo-saxon or pro-
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continental' in terms of labour- or capital-related aspects of corporate govemance. what canbe infened from the above analysis of all policy-making cases examined is that given thediversity of national corporate governance models across Europe and the comprexity of thedecision-making' a coherent Europeanisation of corporate governance cannot be taken forgranted.

4.4. The l3th Takeover Directive
one of the regulations that aim at introducing more erements of Angro-saxon moder ofcorporate governance across Europe is the 13th Directive concerning Takeover Bids. TheDirective has as its main objective the harmonisation of minority sharehorders, protectionthroughout the EU, through the Mandatory Bid Rule.33

on the most controversial part of the Directive, the Mandatory Bid Rule, the l3rh Directiveimposes minimum requirements and the result will most likely be a minimum level ofharmonisation' Although defensive measures are forbidden unless approved at theshareholders meeting, they still exist in countries with large blockholders.3a Anotherexpected effect of the Proposed Directive is to disable the board of the target company fromtaking defensive measures' The most controversial part of the Directive was the MBRthreshold' due to different set ups in the Member states have in their national regulations.The Takeover Directive has, like many other cases of corporate govemance harmonisation,several contentious points' The national preferences with regard to the MBR in the councirare difficult to harmonize given the differences in ownership structure and blockholdingacross Europe' The decision-making procedure used was, as in most cases of InternalMarket, the co-decision procedure.

An interesting fact is the Ep,s attempt to use the 13th Directive to upgrade the right ofemployee participation in the case of a takeover bid. Out of the 15 amendments adopted bythe EU after its second reading of the proposed 13th Directive, 5 concemed the introductionof worker participatory rights in the takeover process (either through their representatives orsupervisory boards, where existent) (European Council 2000b). Furthermore, the Ep tried to

33 
The Mandatorv Bid Rule (MBR) requires thatanyone who secures a certain amount of voting rights to give|tjlJ:il::ji"r.i,o"#rpanv musr offer to urvir,"-..rt"#i,,. "r,r..es..Throughout 

the rvrsR, minority
over the company, 

protected by having the choice t" t.rr ,-rt"i. rh"ares when a new person acquires contror
I ne most extreme case is the Netherlands where defensive mechanisms are stiil rargery permitted.
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strengthen the anti-takeover devices alreadypermitted by the proposar, signaling its implicitpreference for a Continental model of corporate govemance.

Figure 7 The l3th Takeoyer Directive

This outcome is easily understood using a spatial voter model (Figure 7). This strongpreference towards the continental model places the Ep closer to the Se than the medianvoter' This creates a situation when the EP can credibry use its veto power allowed under theco-decision procedure' The result of this veto power is resurts into a graduar adoption by theCouncil of Ep amendments (European Council 2000a).

After the EP's first reading several of its amendments were already incruded by thecommission' especially those The commission's amended proposar incorporates most of theamendments adopted by Parliament at first reading, not only those related to more precisewording and definitions but also those extending to the workforce the principre ofdisclosure to shareholders and providing workers with prompt information once a takeoverbid is made public.

The historical development of the l3thDirective indicates that Member States have not beenable to reach an agreement for the Directive that imposes strict rules regarding takeovers.After almost two decades and many amendments that diluted the initial EC proposal, onecan conclude that most of the issues will be left to the Member States and deart with on thenational level.
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private benefits of control currently enjoyed by large blockholders would decrease. As LaPorta' et al' (1998) suggest, thepersistence of family and bank-controlled companies wasdue to lack of appropriate protection for minority shareholders3s. once this in place andcoupled with weaker anti-takeover devices, one should expect that this should lead to a moredispersed ownership in continental states, and subsequentry an orientation towards theAnglo-saxon model' All these effects are promoted by and expected to results from the 13rhDirective.

Although the stated aim of the proposed 13th Directive is to upgrade the continentalcorporate governance model to the Angio-Saxon revel of protection for minorityshareholders' the Directive is unlikely to promote an overalr convergence towards theAnglo-Saxon model of corporate governance. The simple reason for this is that theminimum bid requirement will not produce the intended effects of stimulating cross-bordermergers and acquisitions thought to be the main vehicre of eriminating concentratedownership in continental Europe. Firstly, the introduction of the minimum bid requirementwill actually increase the price of the takeover and will act
bidder's incentive to make a bid. secondly and more,ffi;J"::r;::: ;;T;;provisions forbidding any defensive measures once the bid has been made pubric (unlesshaving prior approval from the shareholders) the directive allows target companies to seekfriendly takeovers ('white knights') as a defensive measure against hostile takeovers (Article9(1)(a)).36

5. Conclusions

Many argue that globalisation and Europeanisation will lead to a convergence of inefficientsystems into more effective systems' This paper has identified two major constraints. Firstry,differences in the two models of corporate governance that influence the direction ofEuropeanizationstill exist and are rather difficult to square. secondry, the decision makingat the EU level is poorly equipped to advance a coherent moder or a hybrid based on ,best

35 
Based on survey of.corporate ownership structures in 27 countri.:,..Lu porta et ar. (199g) found that

countries with poor shareholder pt"t*ti"r'r,""! more concentrated sharehording and vice versa.

" 
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practices'' Therefore' at least on the short run, the future of corporate governance in Europeis likely to remain multiple-peaked with large difference in key aspects across EU members.on the more important issue of corporate govemance and economic efficiency, although notthoroughly explored here, it seems that regulatory deficiencies are likely to have two typesof effects' Firstly' it is unlikely that Anglo-saxon capital-related features of the Europeancorporate governance will work well with continental labour-rerated aspects of corporategovernance' Secondly' the incomplete level of harmonisation achieved after more than 30years of attempts from the European commission towards Europeanisation of nationalcorporate governance systems will add further strains to a pan-European hybrid model ofcorporate governance.

Therefore' the European project would hardly advance and enhance the efficiency ofEuropean companies without addressing the internal fracture of the model. Althoughemployee participation is promoted in the European moder of corporate governance, itsinteraction with shareholder capitalism is not frictionress. The current wave of mergers andacquisitions promoting a shareholder approach to the corporate governance as welr asincreased importance of arm's length financing will put significant pressures, on long-standing relationships with employees and participatory management. Given the EUregulatory framework described, there are good chances for the European model ofcorporate governance to be more problematic than both Anglo-Saxon and continentalmodels.

From section 4 it results that, given the various EU decision-making procedures it is difficurtto ensure that the European project of governance convergence is underpinned by adominant coalition promoting an articulated corporate governance model. However, one cancategorise the various decision-making procedures in accordance to their optimar impact onthe adoption of a higher degree of harmonisation.

Table 4 summarises the main findings of the spatial voter analysis and offers a bi-dimensional matrix, grouping the voting procedures offering the highest level of policyharmonisation along the lines of corporate governance moders (Angro-Saxon andContinental) and issues (capital- and labour_related).
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Table 4The corporate governance- EU decision making matrix

As presented in Table 4 and, stripped to its essentials the options facing theEuropeanization of corporate governance can be summed up into three basic propositions:a' If the EU wants to promote a high degree of harmonisation across countries towardsa best practice hybrid model, then co-decision and eMv should be used for bothIabour-and capital -related aspects of corporate governance.
b' If the EU wants to promote a high degree of harmonisation towards the Angro-Saxonsystem' then consultation and unanimity should be used for labour-related issues andco-decision and eMv for capital-related aspects of corporate governance;c' If the continental model of corporate governance is the blueprint for the emergingEuropean model' then co-decision and QMv should be used for labour-related issuesand consultation and unanimity for capital-rerated aspects of corporate governance.

Anglo-Saxon model Continental model
Labo ur-related lssues
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How do different participatory regimes compare after merger?
Evidence from employees

Introduction

In addition to questions relating to the levels of involvement and influence that

employees may achieve in decisions over cross-border mergers in Europe, another set

of issues concern what happens to employee participation following such mergers.

Among the foreseeable problems for employees and their representatives is first, that

the locus of decision-making power may become more distant as a result of being

shifted across national boundaries. Second, there is the question of the implications of

merging distinct participatory 'cultures' * does one identifiably influence the pattems

of behaviour and thinking within the other, and if so, is it more likely that the 'more'

participatory system will influence the oless', or vice versa? Further, it is one thing to

audit and compare the participatory arrangements and their position within the

decision-making structures of merged companies, but quite another to estimate from

this how far employees as a whole feel involved and influential in decisions affecting

them being taken in the merged organisation? It is to this general area of research

questions that the present paper contributes some preliminary findings, focusing in

particular on the views of employees towards the nature of participation,

communication and accompanying management styles, in a recent Anglo-Dutch

merger within the iron and steel industry

When the UK steel maker British Steel and its Dutch counterpart Hoogovens made

their merger proposal public in June 1999, the indication that this also involved a

coming together of two very different management styles and employee participation

structures was summed up in a phrase commonly heard at the time. In Britain it was

said that employees were told that a merger was taking place, whilst in the

Netherlands, employee representatives were asked by management if they approved

of the merger going ahead.

Given the distinct employee relations traditions characterising the two countries in

recent decades - the one traditionally portrayed as a more adversarial, disjunctive

form of industrial relations, the other pursuing a more cooperative, integrative form of

1



industrial relations - and given too, the different levels of statutory requirement for

employee involvement in the UK and the Netherlands, it was clear that this merger

was one that could raise significant issues for the broader handling of employee

relations. Not least, in the light of various debates regarding the transfer (or lack of

transfer) of management practices from one national setting to another within

multinational corporations, and in the light too of the new merged business (named

Corus) being structured along product lines, involving a close integration between the

countries where product areas overlapped (as they did in all key areas such as steel

strip, constructional steels and tinplate) the merger raised questions about whether any

change would be discernible in the management style towards employees in the

different locations, following exposure to alternative management traditions

elsewhere in the business.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. First we briefly review the

nature of employee representation and involvement in the businesses and countries

involved in the merger, highlighting the differences between the two companies at the

time of merger. Following this we outline the study that we have undertaken, together

with the methods and measures employed. The approach includes both longitudinal

and cross-national components, allowing us to make at least some preliminary

comparisons both between the two national settings, and also regarding whether

employees perce-ived changes in management style before and after the merger. The

findings from two employee surveys are then presented, followed by a brief

concluding section highlighting the main implications arising from the findings.

Participation arrangements in the UK and Dutch steel industries

The structures of workers' participation in the two merging companies stand in

marked contrast to one another. During its most recent period under state ownership

(1967 - 1988) the British Steel Corporation (BSC) operated extensive participation

machinery throughout the Corporation. First, it developed an extensive worker

director system which involved worker directors comprising one-third of BSC's Main

Board as well as additional representation on various Group Boards (See Brannen e/
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al, 1976). In addition, at each level of the Corporation down to and including

individual works departments, the company operated a comprehensive joint

consultation structure, which functioned alongside its extensive collective bargaining

€urangements (Blyton and Turnbull, 1998: 183-90).

This entire system of participation and consultation, however, was either terminated

or allowed to decline following the three month national steel strike in 1980

(Docherty, 1983) after which employee relations were focused more squarely on a

combination of local negotiation committees and greater direct (though largely

downward) communication between management and employees, as part of Total

Quality and similar managerial initiatives. Thus, by the time that BSC was privatised

in 1988, little remained of its former tradition of extensive and formal consultation

and participation anangements, and this continued to be the case throughout the

1 990s.

In the Netherlands, the nature of employee participation is strikingly different.

Legislation dating back to 1950 (and expanded by a series of subsequent

amendments) gave legal rights to workers to participate in a range of company

decisions. The principal body to effect these rights is the works council

(ondernemingsraad, or OR) which is legally required to operate in all enterprises

employing more than 35 people. Rights granted to the OR include access to a wide

range of information as well as co-determination rights (that is, the employer must

gain OR approvai) for any decision in such areas as working time arrangements, job

classification systems, and policies regarding hiring and firing, promotion and training

(Van Ruysseveldt and Visser, 1996). Areas covered by collective agreement remain

outside the works council's jurisdiction.

In the Netherlands, therefore, the works council constitutes the focus of representation

within the plant, whereas in the UK it is the lay trade union representatives who act as

the focus of local representation. These representatives belong mainly either to the

Iron and Steel Trades Confederation (ISTC) representing production workers, or the

Amalgamated Engineering and Electrical Union (AEEU) for craft workers, with
smaller proportions of employees belonging to the Transport and General Workers'

Union (TGWU) and the Steel Industry Managers Association (SIMA). Levels of trade

J



union density are significantly higher in the former British Steel (over 90 per cent

density) than in the Dutch Hoogovens company (where the FNV estimates around 50

per cent union density). This difference in union density however, has no effect on the

fact that the powers underpinning the OR result in works council representatives in

the Dutch steel plant enjoying far more rights to information, consultation and co-

determination than their local trade union representative equivalents in the UK.

At the same time, these additional formal rights held by the OR do not necessarily

mean that in practice Dutch steel workers will feel any more influential over the

decisions taken by the merged company than do their UK counterparts. One likely

effect of such mergers, for example, is a fracturing of many of the established

relationships of influence and understanding between management and employees by

the creation of a new cadre of senior managers, in many cases located in, or coming

from a different country. Moreover, it is one thing to identify and catalogue formal

works council powers, but quite another to assume that these translate directly into a

feeling of involvement among employees on the shopfloor (see for example,

Rubenowitz et al,l983 on the different effects on employees of direct and indirect

forms of participation). It is to this that we now turn, examining the extent to which

comparable groups of employees in the two countries felt involved in the decision-

making processes of the merged company, the degree to which management style was

perceived to be consultative and communicative in the different locations, and the

extent to which employees perceived a change in management style following the

merger.

The Study

The findings reported here are drawn from studies conducted in one of the Corus

businesses, Corus Packaging Plus (CPP) which is concerned with the production of
tinplate, galvanised steel and related products, primarily for the packaging industry,

engineering components and the white goods sectors. CPP operates a total of five

plants, the largest three being two sites in Wales (Trostre and Ebbw Vale) and

IJmuiden in the Netherlands (with smaller operations in Belgium and Norway).
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Prior to the merger, an employee survey was conducted in late lggg at British steel,s
two tinplate plants both located in south wales. This survey, and accompanying
interview programmes with managers, union representatives and employees formed
part of a larger and ongoing project on the impact of work organisation changes in the
steel industry (see Bacon and Blyton,lggg wfi,2001for more details). Following the
merger of British steel and Hoogovens and the creation of corus (which formally
came into being in october rggg),an employee sampre survey covering a wide range
of employee attitudes was conducted in both the uK and Dutch plants of cpp in
october 2000' several questions asked in both the earlier and later surveys related to
aspects of employee participation and related management style. Thus, in combination
the 1998 and2000 surveys provide a basis for comparison both over time (in the case
of the uK plants) and for comparing opinions of Dutch and UK emproyees towards
aspects of participation under two distinct participatory regimes within a single
merged organisation.

Sample and Measures

In the December 1998 survey of the two plants in wales, a postal survey of a112,500
employees resurted in a response of g69 emproyees (a response rate of 35 per cent).
comparing the response group with information supplied by the personnel department
relating to age' length of service, occupational grade and department, the respondents
were satisfactorily representative of the works population as a whole in terms of these
biographical and structural characteristics.

In the october 2000 survey, random samples of twenty per cent of employees at thetwo welsh sites and the Dutch site were created using a complete list of employees
provided by corus. Questionnaires in English and Dutch were again sent toemployees' homes and gained a 56 per cent response rate (n= 150) in the Netherlands
and a 36 per cent response rate (n= 154) in the uK. The range of emproyees and
departments represented in the retums againindicates a satisfactory level of response
from the different areas of each of the sites. with the pattern of responses generalry
very similar between the two welsh sites, both in the earlier and later surveys, andsince even at the earrier survey point the two prants were managed as a singre
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business with a common senior management, the two welsh sites are discussed
together in the ensuing analysis.

Both the 1998 and 2000 surveys included a wide range of measures rerating to aspects
of employees' experience of work (e.g. job satisfaction, work commitment), together
with work changes, perceptions of industrial relations and management style, as well
as various biographical information. The two areas of questioning particularly
relevant to the present discussion relate to aspects ofjob satisfaction and perceived
management style.

Results

The much more extensive participatory structure existing in the Dutch plant
notwithstanding' a smaller proportion of the Dutch sample were satisfied with theamount of communication they received from management, compared to their UKcounterparts' overall, only minorities in each location were satisfied either with theamount of communication they received or with the overall industrial relations

between management and employees at their plant (Table l).

Table 1' Levels of satisfaction (and dissatisfaction) with communicationfrom management and industriur ..iuli*,

Wales
(n=154)

Netherlands
(n=150)

oZ satisfi.ed (and dissatisfied)*
with...

'Amount of communication
from management'

' Industrial relations between
management and workers'

o//o o//o

3s (44) 22 g4)

28 (4e) 27 60)

* Employees responded ur,ilg 
? 

seven-point scale,_ranging from .extrernely 
satisfied, to ,extremelydissatisfied', Here, the combiriea r"rponJ"r'i1:satisneo,,-,v?.y r.iirn.a, and ,extremely 

satisfied,, and.i;:T['J;h,"#n :;Ti::i:::il,*:::;ffiv ais,atisneai.l#o",i"a (rhe raner in #acrets; rnose
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Similarly, in terms of perceptions of management style towards employees, the Dutch

sample was no more likely (and in some cases less likely) than their UK counterparts

to view their managers as seeking to develop employee cooperation or involvement.

Further, only small minorities in either country thought that management took

employees' feelings seriously (table 2).

Table 2. Perceptions of management style

Wales
(n=154)

o//o

Netherlands
(n=150)

"/o

7o aereeine (and disaereeine)
that management...

'Seek to develop co-operation' 40 (36) 32 (28)

o Involve employees suffi ciently
in decisions' 16 (s6) 16 (51)

'Consult with employees/
representatives over key decisions' 20 (s1) 24 (47)

'Take seriously the feelings of
employees' le (se) 18 (50)

*Employees responded using a five-point scale, ranging from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree'.
Here, the combined responses ofagree/ strongly agree, and disagree/strongly disagree are reported (the
latter in brackets). Those reporting a 'neither agree nor disagree' view are omitted.

Employee comments from both Dutch and UK samples reinforce this overall picture

of a widespread perceived lack of involvement, consultation and information. For

example, at the time of the October 2000 survey there had been press comment in the

Netherlands regarding the financial difficulties facing Corus. The absence of

information from management on this was noted by several employees, comments

from whom included:
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'Since things have been going bad, I read more information in the
newspaper. Only after that do employees hear something.'

'Honest information from management regarding the position of the
company would be appreciated.'

'The provision of information with regard to the status of the Corus
Group on the world market is poor. More information please.'

In addition, there appeared to be a widespread feeling among the Dutch sample in

particular that levels of information and consultation had deteriorated since the

merger. Comments included:

'Since the creation of Corus the top-down flow of information has
only gotton worse.'

'In 1992, Hoogovens underwent a complete reorganisation. The
purpose and progress of this was clearly communicated... At the
moment, it seems that a similar reorganisation is needed... The
communication of progress seem[s] to be without any clarity.'

'Due to the ever-changing organisational structure, employees on
the shop floor don't know where they stand.'

The lack of communication appeared compounded by a widespread lack of faith in

whether employees' views and suggestions were being heard - a concern equally held

among the Dutch and UK respondents (see Table 2). As one Dutch employee

commented:

I can understand that if you present an idea it may take a few
months before you hear whether it has been accepted or not. But, if
it takes on average more than ayear,I have to question whether we
are taken seriously or not.

These feelings of not being adequately consulted, employees' views not being

sufficiently taken into account, and generally being treated with a lack of respect

were also strongly expressed among the UK sample. Comments included:

oMore needs to be done in terms of two-way consultation to ensure
employee ideas are at least acknowledged.'

8
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'communications regarding the business position at at revers needsto improve,

;:*1,'the 
management still treats us like a number [rather] than an

[uncertainty over the future] is not helped by the management,shandling of informarion r.guiai-n*irr" ;*.J, *rrr.iriririving awedge between management and workers,.

one of the positive outcomes of employee involvement has been identified as anincrease in employee-management trust, and stemming from this an increase in workcommitment' For writers on'high performance work systems, such as Apperbaum eral (2000)'it is this link with a building up of trust that makes worker invorvement thekey component in developing high performance systems. Given the perceptions in thepresent study of a generally low level of communication and consurtation, followingthe argument of Appelbaum and her colleagues we would therefore anticipate ageneral absence of trust of management in both the uK and Dutch samples. As Table3 indicates' this was in fact the case, with onry minorities in each national sampreindicating trust in the actions of management.

Table 3. perceptions of trust

Wales
(n=154)

Netherlands
(n=150)

%o gggtine (and disaereeine)
that...

'I.trust the management to treat mefairly'

.Management can be trusted to make
decisions that are also good for me,

o-f/o o//o

36 (5t) 33 (31)

22 (s3) 20 64)

Finally' we turn to the question of the potential effect of merger on perceivemanagement approaches. we have already seen from comments by Dutch employeesthat they identified the merger with a deterioration in information and consurtation.However' another question raised by the merger is whether the requirement for corus
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management to engage in more participation in the Netherlands (reflecting thestatutory rights of the works council) would have implications for their styte ofmanagement in the uK - or in particular, given our focus, how that style wasperceived by employees. For this we can draw on aspects of the two surveysundertaken in the uK prants in rggg and 2000, particularly those questions
concerning management style. It is evident from tabre 4that, if anything, perceived
levels of consultation and cooperation decrined between the pre- and post_mergerperiods' with no evidence of British steel,s exposure to the more deveropedparticipatory aftangements in the Netherlands altering their approach in the eyes ofuK employees' Indeed, this was further underrined in Febru ary 200rwhen corusannounced widespread redundancies in the uK (including the closure of the Ebbwvale plant) fo'owing no prior consurtation with employees.

Table 4. Employee attitudes to I
surveys compared 

management sfyle in the UK: 1998 and 2000

1998
(n=869)

2000
(n=154)

7o ?sreeins (and disagreeing)
rnat management...

'S.e-ek to develop co_operation
wrth workers'

'Consult with employees/
representatives over key decisions,

'Tt. seriously the feelings of
employees,

17 (63) le (se)

Conclusion

The preliminary nature of this study restricts the breadth of conclusions that may bedrawn' our focus on employee perceptions was informative but requires furthersupporting evidence' not least a more detailed analysis of the degree of participationachieved by the works counc' in the merged company. It may be, for example, that asa result of experience with the works council system, emproyee expectations over

o//o o,f/o

46 (24) 40 Q6)

32 (36) 20 61)
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participation are much greater in the Netherlands than in the uK. If so, similarexpressions of dissatisfaction with the amount that management communicates andconsults may in practice mean something rather different in the two countries. yet,
given the findings of previous studies (such as the Rubenowit z et al lgg3 studyreferred to earlier) it may be that the existence of indirect, representative forms ofparticipation fypically do not significantly increase workers, sense of invorvement indecision-making. Indeed, despite the existence of the formarised system ofparticipation in the Netherlands, levels of satisfaction with the amount ofcommunication from management, were crearly low. And in this aspect, the mergerwas frequently referred to in comments as the reason for poorer quarity informationand consultation.

In terms of the future deveropment ofparticipation in this merged company, it mayturn out to be significant that the Dutch company has merged with a uK organisationthat withdrew much of its participation structures in the l9g0s. certainly there was noevidence in the two surveys conducted in the UK plants pre- and post_ the merger,that any significant change towards a more consurtative management styre could bedetected by employees' Further, of all the findings from the different plants and thedifferent time periods, the fact that in each case less than one in five emproyees fertthat managers took employees' feelings seriously, does not appear a good basis for thebuilding ofparticipation and trust that Appelbaum and colreagues (2000) identisr asthe key to high performance in the future.
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Cross border mergers and employee participation

Franco-German case studies

The importance of the national issue within trans-national mergers

1. Context and definition of the research project

AGF and Allianz merged on 1't April 1998. DaimlerBenz and Chrysler announced

that they are going to bring their activities together on 7th May 1998. On 1't December

1998, Hoechst and Rhdne Poulenc publicly declared their will to create Aventis,

which will be the second group in life sciences worldwide. After numerous

contradictory declarations, the German Dasa, the Spanish Casa and the French

A6rospatiale Matra finally announced the merger of these three firrns and the

creation of EADS (European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company) on the 14th

October 1999. On 4th February 2000, the board of Mannesmann approved the

agreement reached the day before with Vodaphone Airtouch ... Vivendi-Seagram

(June 2000), Usinor-Arbed (February 2001), this is everything but an exhaustive list.

The wave of gigantic mergers, that started in the USA at the beginning of the 1990s,

sweeps through continental Europe at the end of the decade through an increasing

number of trans-national mergers.

We have been elaborating our research project in this context. ln our opinion, those

mergers represented one of the most relevant consequences of the new relation

between the financial sector and the rest of the economy. However, we thought that

a merger could neither be reduced to the collection of a huge amount of capital, nor

to a sophisticated financial construction. Moreover, we assumed that those mergers

constituted one of the steps of a larger restructuring process of the involved firms:

new definition of the industrial project and area, outsourcing of certain activities, or

on-going mergers wave. This restructuring process has strong repercussions on the

employees of those firms regarding employment and participatory regimes, all

observers agreed on this point.

Three of the big European mergers involved French and German companies.

Consequently, we decided to focus on Franco-German case studies, and to analyse
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i) the role played by employee representatives in the merger implementation, ii) the

impact of the merger on institutional forms of employee representation, iii) the internal

re-organisation of production, iv) workforce adjustments (volume, flexibility, working

time... ).

2. Analytic Framework and Bibliographic Suruey

Mergers are not a research issue in the social sciences (excluding economy). There

is (still) no book or article dealing specifically with this issue, except for one chapter of

a book published in 1983 [Aldrich, Sproule, rn : Goldberg : 293-308] about mergers in

the United States, and for an article written by Tony Edwards [1999] (see end of S 2).

Yet, most of the time, mergers are still indirectly examined through shareholder

valuel and changes in ownership structure of the firms [Fairburn, Kay,1989; OECD,

1994; Sudarsanam, 19951. According to this approach, employees are considered

within broader terms and categories such as cost minimization strategies,

restructuring and synergies that lead, most of the time, to substantial redundancies.

We will go back to this literature (see infra), but of course, the first obvious step is to

look at economy analysis to provide useful insights into what determines mergers

and their consequences.

2.1. Whv do firms merqe? ln search for the economic rationale of merqer

The dramatic increase in the total value of mergers since 1995-96 has led many

observers to talk about a 'merger mania'. This spectacular trend has not been

ignored by economists. Their interest in mergers, which dates back to the early days

of industrial economics and competition policy, found there a new force and

motivation. The structural transformation of the industry and the firms brought about

by mergers actually raises a number of interesting issues, The first of them is without

doubt: why?; in other words, what is the rationale and the motivation in merging two

t Even if this approach, aiming at explaining mergers by the attempt to increase shareholder value, is

still the main one, the performance of most mergers does not validated it: "mergers lead to a dramatic

amount of failures: more than 75% of mergers do not bring the expected results, 60% achieve a lower

performance than the expected one in their own sector of activity, and 50% present an insufficient

profitabititf' (Jean Christian Kipp, Arthur D. Little, Le Figaro,18 f6vrier 1999), see also: Breuer, 1999;

KPMG, 1999.
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or more companies? Then one might wonder: will the operation be beneficial to

society or not? Should the government interfere with the process to clear or forbid the

transaction? lf so, on which legal justification and based on what kind of economic

evidence and argument? Here, the main concern is that mergers could be used as an

instrument to create legal cartels, since the merged firms will now be able to

coordinate their actions and legally achieve joint-profit maximisation. These public

policy implications have given birth to a vast theoretical and empirical literature. The

nature of competitive threats risen by mergers, the relevant distinction between

mergers that are harmful for other firms and consumers and those that are not, the

adequate antitrust policy with respect to mergers are issues widely debated amongst

financial, industrial organization and public economists. On all these points, there are

no agreed-upon answers. The aim of this section is not to review systematically the

existing theoretical and empirical economic literatures on the causes and

consequences of mergers2. Rather, we suggest to investigate how the various

existing economic models try to figure out the unique feature of a merger, in other

words, what fundamentally changes when two formerly separate firms are joined into

a single one? Therefore, we concentrate on the assumptions and the main

hypothesis of the models, and leave aside their results and predictions. We will argue

that the merger mechanism still remains to a large extent a black-box for economic

analysis. Most of the models actually clarify the motivation of a merger and display

their predictable effects by assuming that the joint company get a new or superior

capacity the merging firms did not enjoy separately before (increased market power,

leadership role in the industry, scope economies etc.). This new feature is central to

the model resolution (price, quantities, corporate profits, social welfare compared

prior and after the merger). However, these models give us very little clue on why

and how the merger confers to the joint firm such ability and feature. To sum up, the

problem is simply shifted one step further but remains basically unresolved. The

following brief review of the main merger models will help us illustrate this point and

collect on our way the different assumptions used to capture the changes brought by

a merger.

The first step of the analysis is to define exactly the nature of the transaction involved

in a merger. Does the literature provide a useful and efficient classification of merger

t for comprehensive survey see Scherer, 1980; Mueller, 1989, 1997; Meschi, 1997 among others
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types? The basic approach consists in considering the nature of the relations that

existed previously between the merging firms. This allows to distinguish three

different kinds of mergers:

- between formerly competitors in the same product market: horizontal mergers

(e.9. two food retail chains or two long distance telecommunications providers),

- between firms involved at different stages of one vertical production chain: vertical

mergers (e.9. an oil producer and a refiner, a car manufacturer and a engine

designer and producer). This category also extends beyond strict hierarchical links to

include consolidation of complementary goods producers.

- between firms without a clear substitute or complementary relationship:

conglomerate mergers (creating a diversified industrial group).

Horizontal Mergers

ln horizontal mergers, the reduction in the number of firms operating in the market is

seen as the main motivation for merging companies (increased market power, larger

size) as well as the most visible threat to competition. lt is quite interesting to see

how economists try to model this effect and the specific problems they had to cope

with. We will see that the core issue is how to define the changes brought by the

merger to the initial companies compared to the competitors who remain the same.

To begin with, consider an homogeneous product market with firms engaged in

Cournot (quantity) competition. What happens if two of these firms merge? From an

overall point of view, total output is reduced, industry price and total profit go up.

However, the merged firm is not more profitable. The reason is that the two firms will

jointly produce a smaller fraction of the smaller industry output than they did prior to

the merger. And the increase in the margin is insufficient to compensate for that fall in

the output. Therefore the merger creates no additional profit for the two firms. This

result is called the "merger paradox" (Salant, Switzer, Reynolds, 1983). The paradox

also lies in the fact that, if a merger takes place, then it will directly benefit to the non-

participating firms, whose relative share increase will dominate the fall in the total

output, creating a clear gain. With a standard Cournot-Nash competition model, most

of horizontal mergers are then unprofitable. Note here that in Bertrand price

competition models, the same paradox occurs.
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The flaw here is quite obvious: in this model, the merged firm becomes just like any

of the other firms in the industry. This means that all of the firms (the merged as well

as the non-merged) have the same costs and will in equilibrium produce the same

output and get the same profit. ln such a setting, no firms will merge because it is not

profitable. The missing element in the Cournot model is a way to capture how the

new firm takes in some sense advantage of its larger size. We must ask what sort of

model could help to capture this advantage of the merged firm over its former rivals

that did not merge.

A logical proposition is the Stackelberg leader model, where one firm (the leader)

benefits from an advantage over its rivals, its ability to commit to an output before the

other (follower) firms take their output decision. This leadership role allows the firm to

take into account in its strategy and output choice the reactions of the followers.

Considering the merged firm as a Stackelberg leader seems a reasonable

assumption (it has twice the capacity of its rivals in the former setting) and helps

resolving the "merger paradox", The approach here is similar to the Selten model of

cartel (1973) with the difference that with a merger case, cheating from a member of

the cartel is no longer a concern. The analysis shows that, in a Stackelberg

competition game, a two-firm merger will increase their profits (compared with the

combined profit of the merged firms in the premerger setting) and decrease the profit

of the firms that have not merged (provided that there are more than four firms in the

industry). The merging of two firms to play the role of an industry leader is then a

profitable strategy.

However, this model is still not entirely satisfactory. lt actually leaves open the

question of the welfare impact of the merger, which is as we noted before a major

concern for policy makers. This model indeed implies that any two-firm merger

results in lower prices and therefore benefits consumers. However, the threat of

higher prices following a merger is well documented on an empirical ground. lt is then

necessary to move further and look at some aspects of mergers that are still not

captured by the Stackelberg model. One obvious limitation is that the follower firms

passively consider the merger that will dent their profits, By relaxing this assumption,

we allow other firms and mergers to take place after the initial one. To develop this

idea, we can move to an enlarged Stackelberg model with several industry leaders

and followers. There is now a leadership group that includes the merged firms. ln this
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group, firms play the usual Cournot competition game. Then in a second stage, the

followers take the outcome of that competition and the collective output obtained as

given and respond to it as in the simple Stackelberg model. ln this new model, one

can demonstrate that starling with any configuration of leaders and followers, any

two-firm merger is profitable for the merging firms, To examine the impact on social

welfare and economic overall efficiency, it is useful to consider the price-cost margin,

which accurately indicates the distortion from the competitive environment. One

might intuitively expect that the leaders group should not be too large, and that

beyond a certain point having more leaders is not desirable. More precisely, a new

merger will increase the industry output and decrease price, provided that the group

of leaders contains fewer than a third of the total number of firms in the industry.

While this new model at first suggests at the same time the motivation for mergers

and how some of them are not in the public interest, our initial problem is in fact just

replaced with another. The above discussion actually shows that if a merger gives

the firms leadership advantages such as these at work in a Stackelberg competition

model, then it will always be a profitable strategy. Yet, the precise mechanism by

which firms get this strong leadership positions through the merger are unclear and

not specified.

Note that in the previous discussion, the costs savings possibly brought by the

merger have been intentionally omitted to focus on the etfects on price-quantity

competition and the issue of market power. They are however often mentioned as the

main justification and rationale for a merger.

We have also considered so far very crude models of competition with a single

product. Yet the economic literature and business observations indicate that firms try

hard to avoid frontal competition by differentiating their products from their

competitors'. How does that impact on the incentives for mergers? One of the most

common model of competition with product differentiation is the spatial model (often

mentioned as the Hotelling 1929 model) where the variety of products is translated

into different geographical locations, and consumers are represented with different

spatial locations, according to their preferences. ln the consumer purchase decision,

a transport cost is introduced, that can be interpreted as a real transport cost, or the

loss of utility for the customer in buying a product that is not ideal (i.e. at some

distance from preferred location). The sources of profit increase through the merger
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are twofold: better coordination of the prices of the different product lines, and

coordination of product design and location choices. ln such context, how does a

merger modify the market outcome? lf two neighbouring firms merge, they will

eliminate wasteful competition between them and will set prices that maximize their

joint profits. They have clear incentive to raise the price of their products: they will

lose a few customers on their market boundaries that will go to cheaper neighbour

producers but the increased profits on their common captive customers will outweigh

that loss (provided the price rise is not too large). Note that in this spatial model,

there is no more merger paradox, contrary to the case with homogeneous products

and firms competing d /a Cournot. The reason for that is quite interesting for our

discussion since it takes us further inside merger economic mechanism. The key

issue is in fact the extent to which the merged company can credibly commit to

produce a quantity or variety off products. This is the essential condition to the

merger's profitability. But in a spatial model, this kind of commitment required is a

commitment on locations and this is clearly feasible and credible by the merged firm:

it can always decide to maintain its production at its current locations or keep its

current range of products. On the other hand, the commitment necessary in a context

of Cournot competition with homogeneous products must be in terms of production

levels. The merging firm must commit to a high volume of output following the merger

but since this is clearly not its optimal competitive answer to output decisions by the

other firms this is not credible.

ln conclusion, mergers in product-differentiated markets are without doubt profitable

to the companies. Their welfare effect is uncertain, depending on the balance

between the loss resulting from the price rise throughout the industry and the

possible benefit consumers might obtain from an increase in the variety of products

offered and cost savings. Actually, production of the (closely related) differentiated

products is very likely to exhibit economies of scope. ln that case, the merged

company could exploit these cost complementarities and generate cost savings. This

could lead to a reduction in variable costs of production and/or fixed cost

(combination of headquarters, R&D, marketing, distribution operations) that could be

reflected in lower prices. Such cost synergies also create incentive to increase

product variety, because the set-up costs for a new product will be lower for the

merged firm. All these conclusions hold all the more strongly when firms can adopt
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discriminatory pricing policies (reflecting their local monopoly power in the spatial

competition model).

Vertical Mergers

When products are complementary and produced by firms with monopoly power,

every pricing decision by one firm imposes an externality (through demand effects)

on the other firm. Without coordination, prices will then be set too high. This

inefficiency loss (for the consumers as well as the firms who could jointly obtain

higher profits) is usually referred in the case of vertically related firms as the double

marginalization problem. ln a standard manufacturer-retailer setting, this means that

the retailer adds a further mark-up to the wholesale price already set by manufacturer

above its marginal cost (the 'chain of monopolies' idea). A merger allows to

internalise this externality. The new single company will price the two goods so as to

maximize its totaljoint profit. The integrated firm will choose a retail price lower than

the price set by an independent retailer, even though this reduces its retailing profit,

because that loss is more than offset by the increase in the manufacturer's profit from

increased sales volume. The coordination of the separate activities enabled by the

merger is in this case socially desirable since it suppresses the sub-optimal pricing

and the resulting economic inefficiency. However, this result holds only when each of

the merged firms has monopoly power. Otherwise, if one the two goods sector is

competitive, there will be no double marginalization, hence no gain from the merger

by correcting this market failure. ln a similar way, the benefits of a vertical merger

strongly depend on the possibility for the downstream firm to switch to a substitute of

the product sold by the upstream firm, that might be competitively supplied.

Vertical merger can also be used as a mean to facilitate price discrimination, which

as we know allows a monopolist to take profit of the differences in willingness to pay

of its downstream client firms. However, the implementation of such profitable

strategy faces two difficulties: the identification of the buyer's type (does it have an

elastic or inelastic demand?) and the possible resale of the products among buyers.

A merger leading to vertical integration can bring a solution to the latter problem. The

upstream firm will in this case merge with the firms controlling the markets with the

highest elasticity of demand. lt will then control and prevent any resale of these

products to the inelastic markets, on which it will then be free to charge the profit-

maximizing price.
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A vertical merger might rise the possibility of foreclosure. This refers to a situation

where the vertically integrated firm can either deny the other downstream firms a

source of inputs (e.9. with a price squeeze), or upstream competitors a market for

their products. The major resulting anticompetitive effects explain the very cautious

approach of these kind of transactions by antitrust authorities (and the huge number

of investigations and legal cases, such as the famous historical one with Alcoa).

These three factors: overcoming the problem of double marginalization, enhancing a

supplier's ability to price discriminate, and facilitating market foreclosure combine

each other to otfer a clear motive for vertical mergers.

Conglomerate Mergers

ln this case, the merger brings together firms whose products are neither substitutes,

nor complements. lt then gives birth to a firm with a very large and diversified range

of products sharing very little in common: the so-called conglomerate. A number of

reasons could be advanced to support the economic rationale behind the model of

conglomerate firms:

- economies of scope (could have several sources: common inputs, shared

marketing or R&D)

- financial diversification and shareholder risk reduction,

- transaction costs reduction (transaction costs refer to the cost of using external

market mechanisms to exchange goods and services: searching, negotiating,

monitoring and enforcing the contracts. They increase with uncertainty and the

specificity of the transaction, i.e. the degree of specialization of the assets

involved.) ln that perspective, a merger allows to manage internally under a

different non-market regime these transactions, when the transactions costs are

particularly important.

- managerial motives (this behavioural explanation builds on the needs and wishes

of the management). For sure, a multi-product organization complicates

shareholders' control and monitoring, enhancing the discretionary power of

managers.

However, it should be noted that all these motives seem quite questionable, are

rarely supported by empirical and econometric tests, and again do not explain the
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true origin of the benefits expected from the merger. lf we consider for example the

scope economies and the financial arguments, they do not fundamentally explain

why production must be organized within a single multi-product firm: joint production

could be handled by different companies linked by contracts and shareholders could

indeed invest in two firms rather than in the combined one to split his risks over two

ditferent products and markets.

2.2. Merqers. shareholders. manaqement and emplovees in the social sciences3

The analysis of firms' ownership structure, of the relation between management and

shareholders and their evolution - that is everything but limited to the study of

mergers - gave rise to a vast literature, especially in the Anglo-Saxon political

economy on corporate governance. lt aims at identifying different - national and/or

regional - models of corporate governance. The comparative advantages of those

ditferent models are examined, particularly German versus Anglo-Saxon model

[Windolf, Beyer, 1996; Kaplan, 1997; Vitols et al., 1997; Mayer, 1998; Rhodes, van

Apeldoorn, 1998; JUrgen et a1.,20001. lt focuses on the ability for alternative

corporate governance systems, such as the German one, to survive in a time when

the pressure for short term profitability exerted by investment funds affects more and

more firmsa.

Of course, there is a specific field of corporate governance studies called

"stakeholder approach" not only focusing on managers and shareholders but

integrating firms' clients, suppliers, employee representatives and a certain amount of

state-controlled authoritiess. However, these studies usually concentrate on a macro

and systemic level. Their authors sometimes evoke cross-border mergers, but as a

symptom - not as a research topic - indicating a change in the corporate governance

system, or announcing the domination of the Anglo-Saxon model. Employee

3 Excluding economy
o On corporate governance, see among others, in addition to the references indicated above: Fligstein,

Freeland, 1995; Moerland, 1995; MUller, 1996; Hopt ef a/., 1998; Mayer, 1998. These authors

essentially focuse on the relation between managers and shareholders, and sometimes, when they

talk about Germany, on the employee representatives sitting at the supervisory board of the large

firms: Hopt, ln: Hopt (eds.), 1998: 227-258; Roe, rn: Hopt (eds.), 1998: 361-372; JUrgens et al., op.

cite.
u 

See among others : Vitols et al., 1997 , JUrgens et at., 2000.
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representation structures are not examined as such but as an element of the entire

system. Most of time they focus on the way employee representation structures

impacts firms' competitiveness and/or the (lack of) attraction of a national territory to

investors.

Concerning forms of employee participation in trans-national companies - not

necessarily arising from a cross-border merger - there are however a lot of articles

on the implementation and operation of European Works Councils (EWCs)6. Most of

these articles, published since the beginning of the 1990s, are based on case

studies. The first ones [Streeck, Vitols, 1993; Turner, 1993] precede the European

Directive on EWCs (Directive 94t45lEC, adopted on 72nd September 1994), and

examine the "spontaneous" creation of supra-national information and consultation

bodies within multinational firms such as Volkswagen, Bull, Thomson or Europipe.

Those supra-national employee representation bodies already existed in a hundred

of firms, some of them have been officially recognised by management, others not. ln

the absence of a European legislation, their structures and functioning are rather

heterogeneous. Turner writes: "it is really impossible to tell if what we are seerng is a

groundwork for future progress or dead-end' 11993 : 211. The European Directive

adopted in 1994 covers multinational firms employing at least 1000 workers in the

member States, including at least 150 employees in two member StatesT [European

Industrial Relations Review,250, November 19941. ln 1998,400 EWCs had been

implemented [E/RR, 296, September 1998]. Despite this quantitative success,

u On EWCs, see among others: Streeck, Vitols, 1993; Turner, 1993; European tndustrial Relations

Review, 1994-2000; lndustrial Relations Europe, 1994-2000; Turner, 1996; Lecher ef a/., 1998;

Lecher, RUb, 1999; Didry, 2000; Hanck6, 2000.
t Those firms have to engage in negotiations at management's request or at the request of more than

100 employees (ortheir representatives) in more than one member State. The negotiations imply the

constitution of a trans-national "special negotiating body" composed of employee representatives from

all countries covered by the Directive on which the firm is located. This special negotiating body aims

at negotiating an agreement with management on the implementation on a EWC, or on information

and consultation procedures. The agreement should determine: the list of subsidiaries covered by the

agreement, the composition of the European Works Council, the number of seats and their

distribution, the role and procedures of information and consultation of the EWC, the frequency and

duration of meetings, the financial resources of the EWC, the duration of the agreement and the

negotiation procedures for the following negotiation.
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studies on EWCs and their functioning point out the lack of information and

consultation rights for employee at a trans-national level [E/RR, 317, June 2000].

Those bodies are not used by national employee representatives as a tool allowing

them to develop and coordinate a European solidarity, to decide joint minimum

standards under which unions or employee representatives would refuse to negotiate

locally. Moreover EWCs work as an information forum under management control

[Hanck6,2000].

The only author to deal with the "exact" topic of our research: Tony Edwards,

identifies three different consequences of cross-border mergers for labour and its

representatives: i) redundancies; ii) management appealing to the principle "divide to

rule" in relation to labour representatives; iii) the national effect: substantial

differences remain in the nature of national business systems in which firms are

embedded, and they lead to differences in the way management considers and deals

with employee representatives [1999:323-324]. He concludes: <<The growing

Anglo-Saxon influence associated with international takeovers clearly presenfs

challenges to employee representatives in general and to those on EWCs in

particular. These challenges sfem from the tendency for Anglo-Saxon firms to
intensify the use of labour, involving the close monitoring of shorl term labour cosfs,

an emphasis on numerical flexibility and hostility to national and European structures

of employee representation. > [rd : 338].

To sum up this bibliographic survey on the literature dealing more or less, but rather

less, with our research topic, we will stress the five following points:

1/ even if numerous authors mention their growing importance, mergers are no

research topic in the field of social sciences (excluding economy);

2l if we now turn to economic analysis, we must face a fundamental obstacle. Our

review of existing models shows that neoclassic theory does not allow to satisfactorily

characterize the changes brought when two separate production units are joined and

replaced by a single integrated one. This results from a larger weakness of the theory

regarding the scope and the boundaries of the firm. That does not prevent it from

deriving interesting results about the impact of mergers on competition and welfare,

but little can be said about the merger process itself: what does common ownership

permit the merged firms to do that could not be done before separately?
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3/ press articles and academic papers on cross-border mergers see those mergers

as a symptom for a growing internationalisation of capital markets and firms: they

focus on globalisation and stress on harmonisation processes within trans-national

firms. From this perspective, that is the perspective of internationalisation and its

supposed etfect: homogenisation, academics as well as politicians and unionists

question the future of national production models, and national employee

participation regimes, the limitation of the national States' intervention capacity vis-d-

vr's international firms ;

4l legal forms of employee participation exist at European level, but they don't seem

to be the occasion for different national union representatives to develop a collective

strategy to defend European employee rights;

5/ but, even if lots of studies focus on management and shareholders in trans-

national firms, the literature shows some examples of information and consultation

bodies created within multinational firms at the request of employee representatives,

sometimes well before the adoption of the 1994 European Directive: in some firms,

employee representatives care for trans-national issue, and even in multinational

firms, there is room for labour initiative.

ln order to go beyond the general debate on broad systems of corporate governance

and their development, we were willing to focus on the very moment of the creation of

a trans-national company. We decide to base our research on detailed case studies

of Franco-German mergerss, to meet management and employee representatives as

well, and to conduct interviews about the process and the consequences of the

merger.

Unlike the observations and analysis made by academics on the functioning of EWCs

in firms with long multinational tradition, we assumed that a cross-border merger -
that is the very moment of the creation of a new firm of European dimension, in the

current context of growing market internationalisation and European economical

I By looking in press archives, we collected almost 70 cases of Franco-German mergers over the past

ten years. We finally decided to focus on four detailed case studies: Aventis, Europipe, Quante

Pouyet, V&M Tubes. For a short description of the cases, see annex.
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integration, when according to Vallourec CEO "industrials are making Europe"s -
would force management and labour representatives from different countries to face

together concrete problems and issues. So that we would see new exchange and

dialog processes - formal or informal ones - emerging at a trans-national level. We

assumed that these processes would depart from pre-existing national forms of

employee participation. We thought we would witness the progressive disappearance

of national challenges (at least regarding some issues), and the emerging feature of

the European Society, which status were still debatedl0.

3. The national issue

Surprisingly, our case studies show that national issues are still extremely present

within firms arising from a cross-border merger, even if the merger occurred ten

years ago. There are several different ways for the national issue to be present. We

will examine three: i) firms care for a fair balance of the work load among different

national territories; ii)'social'issues (wages, working time, holiday, pensions...) are

absolutely differently managed within the firm and linked to national territories; iii)

there is no dialog among different national employee representatives within the trans-

national firm.

Those different ways for the national issue to be present within trans-national firms

have to be seriously studied. They should not be considered as survival or "has

been" forms that are going to disappear as time goes by, but have to be examined

and analysed as real research issues. When European presidents and prime

ministers just adopted a proposal for a European Directive on the status of the

European Society, it is essential to identify the specific ways the national issue arise

within trans-national firms to take note of their possible (non-) compatibility with the

supranational structures implemented by the European authorities.

t ,, Les 'politiques'et les'financiers' parlent de l'Europe, les industriels ta font. >>, Arnaud Leenhardt,

Vallourec CEO, Le Figaro,12f6vrier 1997

'0 The arguments developed in this paper, based on a small number of case studies, should be

considered as assumptions to be tested in a larger research on cross-border mergers.
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3.1. The national fair balance rule

ln some cases, the management of the trans-national firm arising from the merger

does not just decide according to the economic rationality. Some decisions, such as

work load distribution, are ruled by a distinct logic, clearly identified by our

interlocutors as a different logic than the economic one.

"There has been no change concerning physical flows. ln case of low

loading we tried to have a fair distribution of the orders, except in case of

ab so I ute spe c i at isatio n" .1 
1

(V&M Tubes, 02.2001)

"The production planning committee makes sure of a fair distribution of the

work load between France and Germany, partlv based on costs and

competencies, but not only''.

(Europipe, 11. 2000)

One of the first objectives of the management of a trans-national firm is the search for

a fair distribution of the work load among national territories, provided that technical

constraints (absolute specialisation) do not interfere. Cosf and competencies criteria

that can be related to the economic rationality constitute one of the decisive factor for

the distribution of the production among plants. However, management does not only

decide according to these criteria. As such, they do guaranty a so called'fai/'
balance of the work load among national territories. This form of distribution is based

on something else (partly based on cost and competencies, but not onlv\.

"lf we were willing to work, politicallv, we had to distribute the load in a fair

way: on the middle run, however, we can be forced to take different

decisions, this creates a very strong potential tension".

(V&M Tubes, 02.2001)

Besides economic rationality, the trans-national firm has to submit to the politicatrule

in order to function. The political rationality that operates within the firm governs the

relations among plants located on different national territories. lt requires (we had to)

a fair distribution of the work load. As a consequence, trans-national firms are not

systematically free from national issues, they are not de-territorialized.

t' The italics are exact extracts of the interviews we conducted for the case studies
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These two rationalities, the economical one and the political one, can not be merged,

they are distinct. lf they are compatible; the work load is fairly balanced. As soon as

they are no longer compatible, the economical rule prevails over the political rule (uve

can be forced to take different decisions) and this non-compatibility leads to

imbalances regarding the work load distribution on the one hand, and eventually

creates tensions on the other hand.

"The fair balance rule regarding work load among the two tube plants

operated up to 1998, 1999. Srnce then Dunkerque has always had a lower

loading than Mtllheim. Dunkerque had to implement a flexible organisation

since the 1980s, and developed tools allowing to face dramatic changes in

load. This is an advantage as wellas a disadvantage: as the plant got this

know-how, if is a/so required to implement it. ln 2000 Dunkerque

systematically operated with low loading (50% of its capacity) in order to

preserve a full activity in Mulheim; as a consequence the rule does not

!24jq!_AnyJ9r1re!' .

(Europipe, 12.2000)

The political rule leading to fairness can come to an end. As a consequence, in case

of low loading, the logic at stake is a logic appealing to the different capacities

national firms can use to face a lower loading. This logic is also related to the national

issue but in a totally different way: the trans-national firm intends to mobilize the

distinct resources given by different national laws regarding short-time working, fixed

term contracts, temporary posting, etc. lt is then a logic of differentiation (see S 2).

The political rationality can already be implemented before the actual merger, during

the preparatory negotiations aiming at the constitution of the trans-national firm:

"Concerning investment decisions the economic profitability prevails.

Regarding fhis issue, certain points had been settled before the JV,

attempting to equalize starting situations".

(V&M Tubes, 02.2001)

The aim is to establish a fair initial situation among the plants located on different

territories that are going to be put together within the trans-national firm. As soon as

the balance is reached, the economic rationality (economic profitabilify) is the only

one at stake.
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"The merger occasioned plant c/osures in France and in Germany,

c/osures on both srdes were one of the conditions for the mergef'.

(Europipe, 11. 2000)

When the creation of the trans-national firms leads to lay offs the political rule can

apply as well. The implementation of the fair balance rule can operate as one of the

pre-conditions for the merger.

Within the trans-national firm, the political - national - work load (or production) trio

governs the relations among plants located on different national territories according

to the fairness rule, provided that this rule is compatible with the economic rationality.

Management in trans-national firms sometimes submit to multiple logics and

principles. This is everything but a naive understanding of the quotations. ln the end,

the firm is ruled by the economic rationality. However this logic is not the only one to

constrain management decisions. lt does not only let rooms for manoeuvre but can

temporary be confronted to other rationalities within the trans-national firm.

The political rationality, that is the'fair balance rule', leading to a fair handling among

national territories is provisional. lt seems to be at stake at the very moment of the

creation of the trans-national firm, and in some cases - especially horizontal mergers

(Europipe, V&M Tubes) - it can go on for a long time. However, this fair balance rule

is not permanent.

While (as we will see in the following section) most cross-border mergers must

already cope with the fact that wages, social policy, work organisation and conditions

remain set on a national basis, the 'national fair balance rule' adds the two following

economic constraints:

- the initial number of production sites in each country will not change,

- new orders and production are on average shared equally between the countries.

One might immediately question the economic viability of such a plan. How can one

expect benefit from combining operations if you cannot exploit the increased size by

rationalizing production and plants, nor coordinate on a global basis wages and

labour costs? lt is here very important to draw attention to the merger agreement,

and in particular the actions undertaken during the pre-merger phase (i.e. the one-

two year period between the very first informal contacts and the official public
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announcement of the transaction). The above mentioned plan can only be

sustainable in an economic perspective if the productivity levels in the different sites

are not too different. This requires prior to the merger, and as a condition to its

etfective fulfilment, a levelling of the initial economic conditions. This was achieved

through a simultaneous rationalization of each national industrial tool. ln the cases

studied, plant closing were actually decided before the merger (even if in some cases

it really took place after it). With this starting point, one can reasonably contemplate

that the status quo regarding the national number of plants and the equal share of

workload is economically viable.. at least for a while. Actually, if the initial agreement

was soundly designed, the merged company can run its operations in a quasi steady

state for some years (5,7, 10?). However as time goes by, the internal tensions are

likely to grow, if productivity gaps between plants and national wages differences are

not progressively brought down. This might eventually rise the issue of closing a

plant. Such a decision would constitute a very serious challenge to the stability and

future of the joint company. On the other hand, we can consider that this is the

ultimate test to determine if the merger was just a temporary organisation form, or if it

has given bifth to a truly new independent and self-sufficient firm.

Another key issue in the initial agreement is the location of the new headquarters of

the merged company. ln a subjective manner first for employees, because it

eventually marks in a symbolic way the geographical rooting of the company. But

also, since the mobility of employees remains very limited, it instantly indicates which

nationality will predictably dominate the staff in the central functions of the merger

firm. To avoid this kind of conflicts as well as to improve management efficiency, a

solution consists in setting up a very light and holding structure with a limited

workforce (10-20) and decentralize to the largest possible extent the management of

operations at the individual site level (Europipe, V&M Tubes). lf markets, technology

and products characteristics however impose an important central structure, firms

may choose to close their former headquarters and create a greenfield corporate HQ

in a new geographic location (Aventis chose Strasbourg which symbolically stands as

a crossroads of France, Germany and Europe).
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3.2. The'social issue': partition and differentiation

The second way for the national issue to arise within trans-national companies

appears in the'social'topic (wages, working time, holidays, pension...).'Social'

themes are absolutely separated among the territories and lastingly rooted at the

national level.

This very point constitutes the specificity of a cross-border merger. ln the case of a

merger between companies located on one and the same national territory, work

contracts, wages, working time, etc. are subject to an harmonization. This process

(can) lead(s) to tensed discussions or conflicts between management, employees

and their representatives: "in case of merger or acquisition [in a national context] fhe

integration of employees is always a problem, especially when they loose some

advantages" (V&M Tubes, 02.2001).

At the time of a cross-border merger, a lot of activities tend to be coordinated: sales,

marketing, management, relations with suppliers, quality, security, R&D... This

process neither takes place immediately nor smoothly. But the management of the

trans-national company instigates an active policy regarding the harmonisation of

these issues (see $ 3). On the contrary, work contracts, wages, seniority, working

time, holidays, pension are not supposed to be brought closer. Sometimes, those

issues are not even re-negotiated: "the employees of the tube plant in Mtllheim kept

a Mannesmann work contract until 1997 [even if the plant belongs to Europipe since

its creation in 19911" (Europipe,11.2001).

The social issue is not an ordinary topic:

"Social issues are verv specific. Social issues are strictlv a national

problem, it's the specificitv of social issues to be national. because of the

legislation on the one hand and of the social practices [social partners] on

the other hand'.

(V&M Tubes, 02.2001)

So that it is the proper typical feature of social issues - in comparison with other

dimensions of the firm: technical, economical, financial... - to be strictly rooted at the

national level. Social issues are ruled by their own logic, which is a national one

whatever the geographical area of the firm's operations may be. The company may

be trans-national, it has to submit to the different legal rules fixed at the national level.
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As a consequence, social issues are settled at national level, referring to other firms

belonging to the same industrial sector:

"There has been no unification of the pension, working time or wages

regimes for Europipe employees. French subsidiaries still follow the rule

fixed by Usinor and German producfion sifes adopted the MRW rules".

(Europipe, 1 1. 2000)

Moreover, there is no discussion about the different decision-making processes on

this issue within the trans-nationalfirm:

"The wage issue is a black box on both sides".

(Europipe, 12.2000)

The human resource manager at Europipe France discovered at the beginning of

2000 that his German counterpart needed the approval of the works council to hire a

new employeel2. This story is not only anecdotic. The partition of social issues

treatment, and its national founding is absolute. Yet, this lack of communication does

not prevent employees and union representatives from both sides to have a rough

idea of wages differences. For example, it is well known that wage increase was nil

or negligible in France in 1999, while in Germany branch negotiations resulted in an

average 3% growth. There is also a wide consensus on a 25-30o/o difference

between French and German gross salary (though comparisons are pretty

complicated by very different qualifications and promotions systems).

Nowadays, French subsidiaries of trans-national companies are forced to negotiate

over working time reduction to 35 hours a week. German firms still operates with a 35

hours week since 1996, at least in the metallurgy. As we were asking our French

interlocutors (on the management side), that are employees of a Franco-German

firm, if they benefited from the German experience of working time reduction or at

least if they talked with their German counterparts to know how they dealt with it, all

of them answered with a no. Moreover they considered the German experience to be

of no help for them, the national practice is the only one that counts:

12 Even if it sounds like a repetition, let us recall that the merger occurred in 1991
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ln France the sotution for the 35 hours week was well known, since 8213

we have not reduced the plants utilisation time, but we introduced

compensatory holidays, time accounts.

(V&M Tubes, 02.2001)

Regarding social issues, the experience that has been acquired on a national

territory cannot be transferred into another. Social issues are ruled by a specific way

for the national issue to be present that exclude any possibility of exchange and

connection within the trans-national firm on this topic. lt acts as a factor of absolute

differentiation and partition. Distinct social regimes lastingly co-exists within one and

the same entity.

"Concerning socialissues, 1...1each nationality continues to operate within

its national context, socialsysfems are considered as too different to be

brought togethef'.

(Europipe, 12.2000)

Social issues are not only related to national but also to nationality, that is what

legally rules and defines the membership of a national State. Regarding social

issues, the national issue does not arise in a geographical sense but is related to

Law and to the State. National States are present within the trans-national company

through social issues.

Regarding social issues, that is the way firms treat, count, pay their employees, the

way for the national issue to present refers to national ditferentiation under State's

control. Employees of a trans-national company are still attached to a specific

national territory.

This pre-eminence of national patterns within the firm can also been understood as a

result of weak shareholder control. ln a 50o/o-50% merger, there is actually no clear

dominant actor that could unanimously stand as the owner of the new firm (even

though the merger agreement might give one of the shareholder the industrial control

and daily management of operations). Since in most industrial mergers observed in

Europe, the shareholders of the joint firm remain the parent companies (i.e. the

former owner of the plants), the logical tendency for employees on every site is to

stick to their previous employer. From that, the common feeling shared by many of

'3ln 1982, the socialist government passed a law on the reduction of working time from 40 hours to 39

hours a week.
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the managers we interviewed that in many plants the real owner of production

facilities and the staffs employer still seem unclear.

Of course, trans-national companies use the comparative advantages offered by

different national legislation, as we saw with the case of the tube plant in Dunkerque

at Europipe. But, this non-harmonization of social issues is not only rooted in

objectives such as "divide and rule". Trans-national firms have to submit to the own

logic of social issues embedded in the Law and the State that constrains them to

implement distinct national solutions.

ln the absence of any social legal framework at the European level, social issues

intrinsically lead to differentiations within the trans-national firm. This way for the

national issue to be present, which is the presence of national States within the trans-

national firm will last. We can also turn the argument another way: even though firms

are located on several national territories, national States still have an influence on

them.

3.3. The emplovee factor in the merger outcome

The two previous sections illustrate the severe limitations associated with a cross-

border merger in terms of production consolidation and wages coordination. As a

result, the potential for production costs and labour costs reduction (often described

as the primary source of economic benefits brought by a merger) is drastically

restricted. This is the reason why we consider that the employee factor in the merger

implementation is of key importance and should be central to the analysis of mergers'

final outcome. Actually, any other source of economic synergy from the merger will

necessarily deal with the internal organization of each former company (sales,

marketing, R&D, accounting, finance, management control, computer system, and

purchase units) in order to bring changes increasing overall efficiency. ln such a

process that implies intangible and information assets (such as working methods,

rules, practices, standardization framework, software...), employees are likely to play

a major role. Either as a driving force, or as a powerful source of opposition.

How can these organizational changes be implemented? Our case studies offer

interesting insights into this difficult problem. First of all, the unifying of the two

existing systems is not considered as a credible solution. The main arguments raised

against it are the cost, the internal resistance from employees on both sides, and a
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far too long precarious transition period. That leaves only two alternative means: the

common adoption in the whole firm of one national system, or the creation of a new

one, The first one seems to apply in situations i) where there is a strong and clear

commitment from the management to implement this solution (e.9. Europipe imposed

the SAP accounting system used by Mannesmann to the French plants, that did not

anyway previously shared a common unified system), or ii) when the system at work

in one company emerges as indisputably superior. ln the latter cases, reciprocal

decisions could also help a smooth adoption: in V&M Tubes, the French

management of the plant storage and cleanness and the German procedure

regarding workplace security, unanimously viewed as superior, have been introduced

in the counterpart plants. ln some cases, we noted that the status quo (i.e. former

company systems still run in parallel with minor changes in the waiting of a new

common standard system) is the only reasonable and feasible solution. The

management must then wait for an opportunity to bring this change at the lowest

possible cost and with the highest possible commitment and support from the

affected staff. We noted in our cases two different factors that might bring such

opportunity: a technological change, that makes obsolete the old equipment or

systems, and a generation change (with the retirement of the majority of the

employees in one unit). ln each case, the introduction of new equipment and

software, or the hiring of new employees (that do not share the historical heritage in

terms of routines and practices from the pre-merger firm) will legitimate and make

easier the adoption of a common shared system.

The interviews show that there are three fields where these organizational changes

are considered as particularly decisive but ditficult: sales, accounting and computer

systems. ln any case, the final completion of these tasks far exceeds the period

conventionally referred as the merger and might require five to ten years.

3.4. Unions and the national issue

Within the context of a cross-border merger occurring in continental Europe, unions

and employees representatives still have a pretty important room for manoeuvre to

impose their view on certain issues, especially for securing employment level or

existing structures of representation.
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Yet, if Europipe is a firm ruled by the German law, with a supervisory board within

which employee representatives and shareholders have an equal number of seats,

this is incontestably due to the aotion of lG Metall. At the time of the creation of the

company, the union feared that this merger would be an occasion for management

and shareholders of the new firm to set a preceding case by escaping from the

paritory co-determination model instituted in the German steel industry

(Montanmitbestimmung, 1951 law). At that time, management argued that Europipe

was not producing steel but made tubes out of steel plates, and as a consequence

did not fall under the 1951 law any longer. lG Metall threatened to mobilize the

German workforce and put pressure on the management. ln the end, Europipe

agreed to implement a paritory supervisory board in accordance with the 1951 law

[Turner, 1993: 33]. However contrary to this law that requires to appeal to a neutral

arbitrator in case of a blocked situation, shareholders have the last word, in

accordance with the 1976 law on co-determination applying to firms of more than

2000 employees. On top of this, Europipe has no Arbeitsdirektor, who is a sort of a

human resource manager, member of the management board, responsible for

human resource issues, appointed by employee representatives (interviews, 11.

2000). Even though the participation regime of employee representatives at Europipe

is noticeably different than the one that prevailed at Mannesmannrdhren Werke AG,

lG Metall succeed in preserving an important part of the role devoted to employee

representatives.

Within German firms, employee representatives are given extended and co-

determination rights by the law. When those firms are involved in a merger process,

those strong national participation rights guaranty a certain influence of employee

representatives over the merger process itself and a stability of the structures of

employees representation.

So that, the specific feature of the legal recognition of the role and place of employee

representatives at national level significantly determines the supra-national

rep resentation structures.

Otherwise, in all cross-border merger cases we have studied, employee

representatives have put pressure on management to secure employment and/or

control the amount of lay-offs in the new firms. However, employee representatives
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capacities are limited in two important ways. We will use the merger between Quante

AG and Pouyet SA as an example.

On the one hand, one of Quante managers argued that this merger did not occasion

any lay-offs, especially because of the pressure of the lG Metall:

"There has been no lay offs caused by this merger. This was a maior

concern, and has only been possib/e because of the specific market

feature: a growing market. No lay offs was a majorissue in order to have

people's support for the merger process. 1...1 The lG Metall and the

elected members of the Works Council have been pursuing a strategy to

protect workers".

(Quante Pouyet, 11. 2000)

But, in February 2000, the Quante family, who still owned the majority of the group's

shares, decided to sell its shares to the American firm 3M. The press release

proclaiming this take-over has immediately been followed by another one announcing

the firing of 500 employees (20o/o of the group's total workforce) and the closing down

of French and German subsidiaries. Even if employee representatives still have the

possibility to secure employment in case of cross-border mergers within continental

Europe, the arrival of Anglo-Saxon firms considerably modifies their room for

actionla. This remark meets Tony Edwards' conclusions on the growing influence of

Anglo-Saxon firms that are pursuing a short term cost strategy regarding labour and

are limiting unions' room for manoeuvre [1999 : 338].

On the other hand, even if it sounds surprising, our interlocutors declares that the

Franco-German merger occasioned no lay-offs - actually there has been no lay-otfs

in France and in Germany -, but in fact the merger lead to the closure of a subsidiary

in the United Kingdomls. lf lG Metall engaged in an active policy to secure

employment on the German territory, it did not succeed in (did not know how to?)

preventing the closure of a production site outside Germany. Of course neither lG

Metall nor the Quante's works council initially decided the closure. But considering

the role of German employee representatives - especially concerning lay-offs, that

cannot be handled without employee representatives' agreement - it is reasonable to

" Since the end of the year 2000, the implementation of those lay-offs absorbs the whole group's

management, who refuse us any complementary interviews related to the research project...
tu Unfortunately, we could not get any precision on this issue.
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argue that, in this case, the fair balance rule did not apply, as in other merger cases,

but that a logic aiming at preserving national employment level to the detriment of

employees located on other territories prevailed, and that it was supported by the lG

Metall and the works council.

Therefore, unions have a non-neutral relation to the national issue. They implement

and/or support a national and sometirnes even nationalist logic, which effects can be

substantial.

Within trans-national companies we studied, there is few (or no) exchanges and

discussions among employee representatives coming from the different national

territories on which the firm operates. Of course, supra-national representation

structures, such as European Works Councils (EWCs) exist, but the different national

groups of employee representatives seern to be weekly (not at all) informed about the

proceedings and decision-making processes of their counterparts. The French

representative at Europipe's EWC has no information on German negotiations over

wages. He declares:

Even though employee representatives meet once or twice a year without

management, those meetings are not the occasion for determining a joint

strategy...

(Europipe, 12.2000)

This absence of dialog is also clear by the time of the creation of V&M Tubes. As

members of the supervisory board and before giving their opinion about the merger

project, German employee representatives came and visited French plants with

which the tube department of Mannesmann was supposed to merge. They discussed

with production managers, asked for detailed explanations about the production

program, the operations, the investments... but they never expressed the wish to

rneet employee representatives of those plants. French and German union

representatives seat together on the V&M Tubes' EWC nowadays, but they much

more ignore each other than they dialog.

Cross-border mergers, and the firms arising from these mergers are not used by

unionists to create and implement a European solidarity. This conclusion meets the

results of Bob Hanck6 [2000] in his study on EWCs in the car industry. Neither the

challenge represented by the creation of a trans-national company, nor the existence

of supra-national structures of employee representation constitute sufficient
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conditions for the implementation of an inter-national dialog among unionists. After all

the different unions are still strongly rooted in their own national framework.

lf we want to understand this point, we have to examine the proper nature of

unions16. National unions are legal forms of employee representation, legally

recognised by a national State. They came from labour actions and strikes that

aimed, among other things, at the recognition of structures responsible for

representing labour. The State recognises their existence and rules the room for and

the forms of their action (negotiations, strike, etc.) by the law. But beyond their legal

form, unions are embedded in the "State's framework" as they are part of the specific

feature of the State on each national territory, and because they support the national

consensus. Since 1945, European unions have grown up in a close "symbiosis with

their own national State" [Streeck, 1998 : 1].

German unions for example are one of the pillars of the social market economy,

which is a state-doctrine that has been formulated, among others, by Ludwig Erhard,

who was the first minister of economy of the German Federal Republic after the

second world war. The doctrine of the social market economy guides the social and

economic policy of the GFR since its foundation in 1949. lt is based on the principles

of ordo-liberalism and rules the relation between the State and the Economy.

According to this doOtrine, the State has to intervene in the fields surrounding the

economic life such as: demography, law, environment, training... But any State

intervention regarding economic life processes is considered as dangerous.

Therefore, unions and employers associations benefit from a "tariff autonomy"

(Tarifautonomie)17 and regularly bargain over wages, working time, holidays, etc. free

from any interference from the State. The collective agreements cover all the firms of

the industrial sector affiliated to the employer association at the regional level. This

autonomy of the social partners is expressed from the State and fixed in a law. We

will not analyse in details the evolution of German industrial relations within the past

lu For this part, we assume, that most of employee representatives belong to a union and act as

unions representatives, which is true for France and Germany. For Germany, see Thelen, 1991.
17 Fixed in the "Tarifuertraggesetz" of 194g.
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50 years18. Even if collective bargaining tends nowadays to define a framework that

will be the basis for a second round of negotiation at the firm level, even if the works

council benefits from a growing importancele, the relations between unions, employer

associations and the State remained unchanged. ln accordance with Silvia, we would

rather insist on the remarkable stability of the German industrial relations regime: "ffie

social paftners and politicians have therefore typically responded to challenges to the

post-war labour relations regime by defending the statu quo at best they could,"

[1999 :1 16].

Even though they have separated roles, the State assists social partners each time it

has the possibility and always indirectly. lt can act as a moderator, or takes decisions

related to issues he is actually responsible for to help social partners to reach an

agreement2o. The State (almost) always intervene to preserve social peace. The

extremely constraining rules settled by social partners to govern their relations, also

lead unions and employer associations to adopt a somewhat peaceful collaboration

relationship.

The State (government and parliament), as well as the social partners aim at solving

conflicts in a consensualway.

Germa'n unions are embedded in the "State's framework", because their bargaining

autonomy is fixed from the State, according to constitutive principles of the State

doctrine that governed the foundation of the GFR, and because - as employer

associations and political parties do - they support the national consensus (Sfafe

ldeotogy, would have said Althusser [1995]): social market economy, "Modell

Deutschland'21 and the systematic search for the consensus, Arguing that unions

support the national consensus does not mean that there is no debate within unions,

or between unions and employers associations or between unions and the State, but

18 About German industrial relations, see for example: Waline, 1970; Kissler, 1988, Thelen, 1991 ;

Silvia, 1999.
tt See also Corteel, 1999.
2o The 1984 law on early retirement, has been proposed by Norbert BlUm who was minister for labour.

It has been discussed and voted at the Bundestag as early retirement was a major issue among social

partners. The bill allowed the conclusion of more than 300 collective agreements on early retirement

and avoided strikes on this issue, see Lattard, 1987.

" This expression was founded by the social-democratic party, in 1976 and characterises an export-

oriented model of national economy. See for example: Casper, Vitols, 1997.
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it indicates that these debates take place within the limits imposed by the national

consensus.

Even if the history is different, French unions also belong to the State's framework'.

They are no sectoral unions whereas German unions are, but partisan unions often

related to parliamentary political parties. At the end of the second world war, the

CGT22 is the strongest union. The links between the CGT and the French Communist

Party make the effects of the world's bipolarisation and the antagonism between the

labour movement and the State extremely substantial in the'post-war France.

However, there is an evident nationalisation of the French labour movement, from the

CGT appealing French workers in 1946 to do there best to win the "production

battle", that is rebuild the national economy, till the persistent references to the

French working class, the interest of the French workers, the national interest. This

kind of nationalism of the CGT coincides with the economic and industrial policy of

the French government of the late 1950s and the 1960s, based on the development

and the active support of "national champions" in every key sector of the economy

(automobile, aeronautic, energy...)'3. Parallel to the detente and to the pacification of

the East-West relationship, the antagonism, typical for the French situation,

decreases. As a consequence, State and unions relations are contractualised in the

1960s and the 1970s: steady and formal bipartite negotiations are implemented

aiming at guarantying and/or restoring social peace (see for example the "accords de

Grenelle" in 196824). During the 1980s and 1990s the firms - including private ones -
are progressively integrated in this contractual relation between the State and the

unions, especially at the time of the negotiation of the big social plans (in the steel

and the car industry for example).

ln France, the evolution of the norms regarding minimum wage, working time

reduction, etc. is the concern of the legislation. Since the implementation of the 40

hours week and the two weeks of paid holidays in 1936, the working time reduction

' For helpful discussions and comments on this part we wish to thank Laure Pitti. The usual

disclaimers apply.
22 Conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail

" See for example: Hanck6, 1999.

'o See : Joffrin, 1988.
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up to 39 hours a week in 1982, till the Aubry law on the 35 hours week, the State is

unions' main interlocutor to bring lots of their claims to a successful conclusion2u. ln

France too unions support the national consensus: parliamentarism, national

production, central role of the State.

We could proceed to the same demonstration for English or ltalian unions.

Therefore, we observe a homogeneous feature in the post-war Europe (until now):

unions are embedded in the State's framework, the way this membership operates is

specific for each national State.

The different employee representation structures at European level precisely stumble

over this national and state membership of unions. The European structures do not

only gather together very dissimilar structures with various action capacities, but

those ditferent organisations are intrinsically related to the national territory and to the

State of their country of origin. Therefore, as Streeck points it out [1998: 9] European

Works Councils are far less used to defend employees rights, than they are to
preserve the integrity of formal and legal structures at national level. The initial

controversy between lG Metall and the future management of Europipe over the

supervisory board perfectly illustrates this argument. lG Metall's first aim was to

secure German co-determination, not to build a European structure where European

union solidarity would be at stake.

4. Conclusion: Europe

By proposing a research project on cross-border mergers focusing on the merger

process itself, and on employees as well as employee representatives participation to

this process, we assumed we would find out new mechanisms, departing from

national forms of employee participation on the one hand, and from former academic

studies on European representation structures implemented in firms with long

multinational history, on the other hand.

We thought that the arising of supra-national challenges within emerging trans-

national firms would lead employees and their representatives to mobilize these

tu On French unions and French labour movement, see for example : Bardou et at., 1977 ; Touraine ef

a|.,1984
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issues in order to create new forms of dialog and participation that would coincide

with managernent's need to make employee commit to the merger project.

However, all along the interviews we have been conducting for this project, the

remarkable presence of national issues within trans-national firms struck us. So that

our own observations do not fundamentally diverge with the studies on multinational

firms and the implementation of EWCs.

But, our case studies show bring to light an interesting phenomenon, never

mentioned in the literature: the national fair balance rule, that is a very specific

mobilization of the national issue under the fairness principle.

Why do firms submit, even temporary, to this logic? According to us, this question

constitutes a highly interesting research track. We can already propose several

potential answer:

- the intervention of national industrial shareholders having a close relationship with

the trans-national firm (as suppliers of the firm for example) et interested in

maintaining a certain activity level on the different national territories... this first

hypothesis is rather insufficient, because those national industrial shareholders

operate themselves and since a long time all over the world, and do not depend

any longer on national clients.

- The threat of employee mass protest in case of substantial reduction of the work

load, especially in countries such as Germany where unions are strong. But the

management aims at maintaining the activity on each territory, even on territories

where unions are weaker, and management clearly knows the weakness of union

coordination at European level...

- The need and the will of the young trans-national firm's management to get

labour's support during the implementation and the construction of this trans-

national firrn. This support is considered by most of our interlocutors as necessary

for the merger project to succeed.

We have seen that this fair balance rule comes to an end, when will it end and why

are still open questions.

Contrasting with the fair balance rule, the two other ways for the national issue to be

present within the firms lead to differentiation, they are lasting and corroborate former

studies' results. The merger as creation of a trans-national firm does not impulse new
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forms of dialog departing from the observed forms in supra-national structures

implemented in companies with a long multinational history.

The social issue and this absence of dialog among different national employee

representatives are theoretically distinct and linked.

Yet, the European integration policy is above all an economic integration policy.

However, the protection of employees vis-d-vis market integration still fundamentally

rests on national States, in the absence of any European institution able to handle it

[Streeck, 1998J. As long as national States are responsible for carrying out social

policy trans-national firms will be forced to adopt distinct social regimes on different

national territories and unions will turn to national States and continue to act within a

strict national framework.

However, considering that national union are embedded in the State's framework, the

europeanisation of union organisations does not only mean redefining their strategy

at a higher, supra-national level, but changing profoundly their own structures. There

is no European State, and there will probably be none in a short as well as in a

medium term. Rooting unions at a European level does not only mean federating

different national unions but creating (inventing) absolutely new structures, as they

are not going to negotiate with a European State, but with a European agency and

with different European member States.

ln conclusion, we would like to go back to an argument that was briefly mentioned

before about unions, but not developed. We actually said that unions were legal

forms of employee representation coming from labour actions and strikes that aimed,

among other things, at the recognition of structures responsible for representing

labour. The paradox of the European structures is that they have been created

without any labour action: without any mass mobilisation of employees claiming their

construction [Turner, 1996]. There has been no European strike (except when

Renault decided to close the Vilevoorde plant, see Didry 2000). Moreover, the
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interviews with German workers in the car industry, conducted by Delphine Corteel26,

showed that workers had few if no interest for European issues

Considering the state and national nature of unions, in the absence a real

preoccupation of employees themselves for European issues, it is reasonable to

predict that employee representation structures created at European level will

continue to be information forum controlled by management and used by unions to

preserve national forms of representation and participation. No European Directive

will create a European mass labour movement.

Otherwise, even if Europe becomes an important issue of labour protest, and if, as a

consequence, unions engage in a real and active europeanisation of their

organisations, it may well be that the dialog among employee representatives appear

next to formal existing structures at European level as the example quoted in Turner

[1996: 336] shows:

"EWC enthusiasfs af DEC [Digital Equipment Corporation], in fact, viewed their

unrecognised body as accomplishing the main positive function foreseen for EWCs in

European firms: the exchange of information and the building of a cross-national

network of plant activists. They argued that this outcome was in fact better that some

officially recognised EWCs for which manageme;nt paid fhe cosfs but also dominated

the meetings, allowing little time for plant and union representatives to meet without

management being present."

26 lndividual interviews conducted with 30 workers at VW in Hanover, in October 1998, and with 25

workers at Leonische Drahtwerke AG, near Bremen, in April 1999. Fieldwork research for a PhD in

industrial anthropology.
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Annex: Case Studies:

Aventis

Aventis results from the merger announced in December 1998 of the two

pharmaceutical and agricultural giant companies Hoechst (Germany) and Rh6ne-

Poulenc (France). The transaction agreed by the supervisory boards is a merger of

equals with a balanced corporate governance and senior management structure. lt

will be realized through an exchange offer by Rh6ne -Poulenc, that will be renamed

Aventis after the completion of the operation, for all the outstanding shares of

Hoechst, after the divestiture of its chemical assets. Aventis will be a French publicly

traded incorporated company, headquartered in Strasbourg, and listed in Paris,

Frankfurt and New-York. The full merger into a world leader life sciences company

was then submitted to extraordinary general meetings in July 1999.

The starting point of the operation is the low level of profitability of each separate

firm, compared to their main competitor.s. The critical element of the merger is

therefore the expected synergies of integrated operations, which should combined

with products and portfolio rationalisation and costs reduction improve the overall

profitability. The management estimates that these synergies could amount to 1,2

billion euros between 2000 and 2002:750 million to be obtained in drug activities,

350 in Agro businesses and 100 in administrative functions.

To reinforce the common vision and workers support to the firm's corporate

governance policy, an ambitious worldwide stock purchase program was launched in

September 2000. Named "Horizon", this global stock purchase plan for employees

was implemented in 56 countries, subject to local tax and legal regulations. During

the enrollment period (15 September-15 October), employees were entitled to

purchase shares with a discount o'f 15o/o up to a limit of 25o/o of their annual gross

salary, provided that they hold these shares until April 2005. The offer was

particularly attractive combined with a so-called leveraged affect mechanism which

can further multiply the gains depending on the increase in the share price over the

holding period. As the chief of human resources explained, the preparation and the

launch of an ambitious program like Horizon just nine months after the creation of

Aventis are contributing to the ongoing worldwide integration process. A total of
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29,000 employees (34% of the eligible workforce) participated and will acquire 5

million Aventis shares under the program. As a result, the total employee ownership

share amounts to 4 percent. High participation rates were recorded in France (42%),

Japan (40o/o) and Germany (33%). Other systems specially targeted to managers are

also planned.

Given the final size of Aventis - about 95 000 employees -, the human resources

dimension was a critical issue of the merger's implementation. To handle this process

in the most efficient and acceptable manner, a first phase consisted in the definition

by several working groups of the common "enterprise culture" and "fundamental

values". At the same time, they worked on the guiding principles in terms of

development, wages, employees representation and communication. The objectives

set up by the top management were: " i) to create an environment into which every

employee is proud of his work and his commitment in the firm, ii) to value at most the

internal cultural diversity and complementary experience, iii) to incite to the search of

excellence and performance". Seven fundamental values have been chosen:

personal respect, integrity, creativity; responsibility, network team, courage, urgency.

A priority was at the same time to identify the main management team and to set up

the organigram of the company by the end of 1999. About 700 employees accepted

to take a position abroad. ln December 15, 1999, the new group was fully

operational.

Meanwhile, negotiations between Aventis management and employees

representative started to examine the following points:

- the creation of a European Work Council,

- the representation of employees in Aventis council

- the introduction of a new Group committee in France

- the implementation of new social structure in each activity and country.

The interesting case with Aventis is that the workforce is truly spread all over the

world: 54o/o in Europe, 20% in North America, 14% in Asia, 9o/o in South America and

3% in Africa.

ln April 2000, an agreement was signed by the management of Aventis and union

representatives of the former companies on the establishment of the European
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works council. lnterestingly enough, the negotiations initiated as earty as october
1999 involved the former European works councils of Hoechst, AgrEvo and Rh6ne -Poulenc' 36 employee representatives will participate to the council, from allcountries where Aventis has sites. The number of country representatives is based

on the number of emproyees (Fran ce 12, Germany g, uK 4...). The councir wiil meet
twice a year and the agenda of each meeting will be prepared by a select committee
of seven members that will gather the issues raised at preparatory national meetings.
The task assigned to the councit is "to promote the provision of information, a socialdialogue and the exchange of views concerning business, financial and social
issues. "

on the first anniversary of the formation of Aventis, the chairman and Vice-chairman
of the Board of Management announced 'we are very proud of the efforts andaccomplishments of all Aventis employees throughout the world. The were a keyfactor in making this merger a success." At the end of 2000, more than 700 0ut of atotal 1150 integration projects had been successfully completed, while the remainder

is expected to be concluded within the next two years. Among them, one courd notethe sale of the former headquarters of Hoechst and Rh6ne -poulenc in Frankfurt andParis and the opening of the new global corporate center with a staff of around 150 instrasbourg' Aventis announced that the planned synergies resulting from the mergermaterialized as expected and the targets of 400 million euros for 2000 had beensecured.

Europipe GmbH

Creation

Merged firms

History

Employees

Products

Centralized activities

1991

Mannesmannrohren-Werke, Bergrohr, GTS lndustries,
Usinor

1260 (in 1999)

large diameter steel pipes

sales, steel plates purchase, quality, prodution planning,
R&D, investments, maintenance, accounting
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Lay-offs

EWC

Participation regime

Quante Pouvet

Creation

Merged Firms

History

Employees

Products

Centralised activities

Lay-offs

EWC

Participation regime

Special remark

200 laid-off emptoyees in Germany , 2OO in France,
closing of two tube prants, one in Germany, one in France

no officiaty recognised EWC, but an informar structure for
employee representation at European level

holding located in Germany, rules by the
Montanmitbestimmung law, softened by a company
agreement: emproyee representatives have harf of the
seats at the supervisory board, but in case of blocked
situation, shareholders have the last word.

1 998

Quante AG, pouyet SA

the Quante group had 66% of pouyet shares since 1gg2
as it bought the shares hold by a holding of employees:
Pouyet Participation; in 1gg7, Quante AG tried to
implement a joint strategy and to reorganize both firms but
Acome the minority sharehorder of pouyet brocked this
attempt, in l ggg the Quante group buys the rest shares of
Pouyet.

2500 (in 2000)

components and systems for communicative networks
marketing, sales, R&D

closure of a production site in United Kingdom

no EWC

holding located in Germany

the Quante famiry decided to se, a, its shares of the
Quante group to the American firm 3M. Announce on the
1st February 2000.
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V&M Tubes

Creation

Merged firms

History

Employees

Products

Centralised activities

Lay-offs

EWC

Participation regime

1 997

Vallou rec, Mannesmannrdhren-Werke AG

Mannesmann is the first external steel supplier of

Vallourec; the two firms created a first joint subsidiary in

1990: IDPA and a second one with the ltalian Dalmine, in

1994: DMW; those subsidiaries were already considered

as experiences for a forthcoming merger

France-Germany: 6200 (in 200'1), Brazil : 5000 (in 2001)

tubes d'acier sans soudure

reporting, suppliers, commercial departments, security,

sales, R&D

850 "lay-offs" in Germany managed by a social plan, most

of those redundancies occurred through early retirement

officially recognized since April 2000

holding located in France
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Executive Summary

ln January 2000, uNl-Europa Finance commissioned three expefts to produce papers on the impact of mergers

and acquisitions (M&As) in the European banking and ins.urance sectors to complement its own internal survey

,,Mergers and take-overs in the finance sector - Report of a uNl'Europa survey"'

Each paper rocuses on different groups affected by M&As: emproyees, consumers and shareholders. Below is a

summary of the key findings. lt is interesting to note at the outset that the experts all underline the negative impact

of M&As in the finance sector

audience in mind.

The impact of M&As on employees, staff representatives and their unions

The European financial services sector is currently undergoing a period of major restructure' This process began

in northern Europe in the early 1gg0s ano srowry rou.i soirthwards, reaching the south European countries

more recently. lt brought with it a greater divers'lfication of activities and the use of new working methods to

b..or. more efficieniin f,e light of increasing competition.

Eurostat reports show a significant decline in employment in the European financial services sector in all Member

states (although some coJntries have ,uttrr.J more than others). However, these ligures should be viewed with

some caution due to ambiguity within Eurostais defining framework and the extent to which outsourced functions

are taken into account inine catculation of emprovr.nt. rhe uNl'Europa survey estimates that 130,000 jobs

have been lost in the last ten years as a result of M&As alone.

It is often ditficult to separate the impact of mergers from that of other competitive pressures or the introduction of

information and communication tecrrnotogy [riil. wnat is crear, however, is that these factors are often linked

and that merger decisions provide an impetls for work-force restructuring' The announcement of a merger 0r

take-over is often linked with the announc.r*t of lon losses. lt is not always clear to what extent pre- or post'

merger announcem.ni, u* an accurate refiection oi what will happen in reaiity, as they are clearly made with an

changes in the nature and quality of emproyment in the sector have also occurred in recent years' Job cuts have

particurarry affected traditionar branches anJ nacr ofiice jobs. This has especiaily afiected older workers and

women with traditional banking skills, These skills are noi easily transferable to the new centralised functions'

such as those required in call-centres. The standardisation of products has allowed functions to emerge which

can dealwith a high volume of ctients *ith;;l 
"drinf 

training.in traditional banking skills' where jobs have

been created, these often require managerial, lT or other specialist skills'

Another signilicant trend affecting employment is the increasing incidence of the outsourcing of functions such as

rr, creaning or maintena*r. woit inj.onoition. in sub-contraiting companies often differ from those of directly

emproyed staff, ror exampre, coilective .grr;rni, are frequentry inferior in sub'contracting companies Mergers

generary read to higher work.roads for remaining staff wilh companies requiring greater flexibility in terms of

working hours, mobirity and skiils. such requirem-ents are rarery matched by a commitment to greater flexibility

for workers and increased training provision'

A common method to reduce employment is through early retirement schemes. However, as these are proving

increasingry cosily to emproyers, the pubric pro, .n-o otheiemproyees themserves, arternatives such as reduction

in working time need to u..onrioered. M&As provide management with the opportunity to renegotiate terms and

conditions which leads to a destabilisation oiin, ,oriul climite. This is furlher aggravated by limited information

and consultation arrangements for emptoyeeg in the newly merged company. As mergers often lead to
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organisational changes involving the breakup of established bargaining units, collective bargaining arrangements

frequently have to be re-negotiated.

The paper states that cunent legislation is usually insullicient to provide employees' information and consultation

bodies'enough power and resdurces to effectiv-ely address critical situations such as M&As. Evidence shows

that workers are repeatedly informed very late, or even after the event, in the case ol a merger or take'over.

National and European legislation in this area should be reviewed and much could be learned from disseminating

good practice of compani6s which have experience in dealing with such situations. The UNI'Europa trade union

itrategy on mergers makes a significant step in this direction,

The impact of M&As on consumers

Mergers in the finance sector are largely the result ol market destabilisation through increased competition due

to dlregulation and the increase in new methods of dealing with customers. The growth in electronic networks

op.n.jth. market to a large number ol companies which could bypass traditional branch networks

It is difficult to assess the impact of M&As on consumers, not only because this aspect is not usually considered

in popular or scientific analysis, but also because it is often difficult to disentangle the direct impact of M&As from

the impact of other factors such as increasing global competition or technological change'

Looking at the impact of M&As on product provision, choice and the cost of products, the number of products on

the market has increased significantly in recent years, oflering more choice at reduced prices, as most new

market entrants are seeking h compete on the basis of price. This is possible because ICT allows them to save

costs by operating with fewer branches, or without a traditional branch network. New products and providers also

offer clients more time flexibility, as they no longer have to rely on branch opening hours to conduct their business.

ln order to meet consumers' needs and to cut iunning costs, traditional providers have responded to this trend by

closing branches.

Recent trends in financial services, including M&As, have had a varying impact on different clients. While the

majority of larger, wealthy and "standard" cli6nts (i.e., those without problems of bad credit histories, etc.) have

benefited from the increase in product choice and the proliferation of ICT'based services (such as lnternet banking)'

a significant minority are deirimentally aflected by this trend as they lack access to the required ICT or the

knoirledge to use it, while at the same time losing access to local branches'

This trend has served to increase social exclusion, as the groups detrimentally affected by these developments

tend to alreadv suffer from educational, social and economic disadvantages. Research, for example, shows that

branch closuies tend to be located in the poorer areas, The paper also points out that in some areas the

dir.ppr.runce of mainstream alternatives has opened the door to predatory financial service providers offering

lowerquality, more expensive services to those most in need'

Branch closures and the loss of many other backroom functions as a result of proliferation of ICT have led to

significant job losses. while these were in evidence prior to the current merger wave, in most cases a merger

accelerates branch closure programmes and the transfer of backroom functions' As a result, the level of physical

and local service provision is reduced, requiring consumers to travel greater distances lor personal service.

While a significant number of consumers welcome the ability to conduct their financial business at any time of

day through, for example a call centre or an lnternet service, others regret the loss of more personal, local, face'

to-face interaction. Such consumers argue that recent developments have lowered the quality of financial service

provision through a deterioration in ths relationship with the financial service provider.

2_



lncreasing merger activity is serving to restrict competition and, therefore, it will not benelit consumers in the long

run, ln fact, it is argued irrat restridtion or .orpriilon ir very often the cause ol merger activity as it serves to

counteract competitive pressure'

Another key process, cunently undenruay in many countries, is that ol demutualisation ol financial service providers'

while in the short-term this may appear to brini benelits to. consumers in the form ol windlall payments' studies

show that in the rong-term, demutualised comianies offer lower quality services at higher prices'

Finally, the paper states that it is ditficult to assess the impact ol M&As on consumer loyalty as such inlormation

;, g;;lyrens1pe and is rarely released by companies for public scru1ny'

The impact of M&As on shareholders

Mergers in the financiar services are part of a rarger merger wave which engulfed the economy in the 1990s with

an annual deal value of 91,000 billion. ln the EU-alone, 760 financial service mergers took place between 1986-

1gg5. This process has escalated further recently with 490 mergers being effected in the banking sector in the

first quarter of l ggg ,ton.. At the same time;the;ize of mergeri has arso increased substantially.

Mergers take up a considerabre amount of the executive's time and the paper therefore seeks to assess what

they actuaily deriver to sharehorders and the economy. rn assessing the impact ol mergers on share value, it

looks at two types of scientitic studies which have been conducted oier the years to assess the performance of

mergers. one study seeks to assess the reaction of the stock market to merger announcements and the impact

of share prices in different timeframes from the merger announcement, while filtering out the impact of general

share price movements (so called "evenf' or 
*ex-arite" studies). Another looks at company accounts atter the

merger to assess its performance 1,'ex-posf, studiesl. Despiie the ratter sometimes being complicated by

companies,use of creative accounting rrtnoor,'nothtypes'of study indicate a largely negative outcome of

merger decisions, particularly on the acquiring company'

All evidence from ex-ante studies indicates that the impact of merger announcements on the share price of the

acquiring company is negative in the mediur- unJ rongterm, whiie the impact on the share price ol the target

company is positive, Ex-post studies are. consistent with these pessimistic assessments of the impact of M&As

on company profitabirity. From as far oa* as tne ig50s, data show decrines in profitabirity or around 15 per cent

of merged ,ompanirr.'A hrle us study ,no*.0 that acquired companies, which did well prior to the merger'

deteriorated after the event. Acquired rorp.ni.r, *t',irn oio badly in advance of merger, went lrom bad to worse'

Furthermore, between 1g-47 percent of rrr r.qriritionr n.r. diiinvested within ten years of acquisition'

over the years, academic studies have consistentry shown that onry 15 per cent of mergers are successful and

over 60 per cent have negative results'

ln trying to assess why, despite this evidence, mergers do indeed happen, the paper concludes that much can be

attributed to,,bandwagon mergers,,based on a so-ialled "minimax" stiategy. ln the minds of company executives'

this strategy is aimed at minimising regret ;r il as is possibre. Therefore, when they observe other companies

around them being involved in merger actirili ilrey cinsioer whether the level of regret would be greater if they

sat tight and did nothing and saw other ventures sucleed or become an acquisition target themselves, or whether

regret would oe greaiei if . *r,gu was iniiiateo *r,irt'r eventually failed. Ri tne htter would be the experience of

a irajority ol their peers' regret would be minimised'
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The process ol restructuring in the linancialservices sector has been gathering pace since the early 1990s, in

Europe as well as world-wiie, within the European Union (EU),lhis process started in Northern Europe and is

continuing to spread southwards. lt is a trend which started in banking and is now increasingly engulfing the

insurance sector. lnitialiy, purely national restructuring was often followed by restrucluring involving companies

ano emptoyees from different EU countries and beyond. ln its totality, it has signilicantly changed the profile of the

financial services tanoscape in the EU, with a concentration among larger providers of general banking and

insurance services, increasing specialisation among smaller institutei, the emergence of "banc assurance" and

,i*.0 provision and the prolif-eration of new distribution channels such as telephone and the lnternet'

The main aim of this paper is to look at the impact of M&As on employees in the financial services sector' lt will

assess the overall impaitf,ese processes have had on the number of individuals employed in the sector in the

EU. ln doing so, it is important to distinguish between the impact ol the general globalrestructuring process and

the impactit tttanr in financial services in particular. This.paper seeks to highlight how these processes are

inte4inked, lt goes on to describe how recent changes in the sector have affected the occupational and skills

profile of jobs. The way in which financial services c6mpanies have effected restructuring will also be assessed

and the question will bb asked whether companies have made any efforts to limit the impact of restructuring and

The paper seeks to establish to what extent working conditions and workers'rights have been affected by mergers

and what impact these events have had on the in-dustrial relations climate. lt will also analyse the role^of trad.e

unions and employeri.pr.rcntutives in this process, and the level of involvement of European Works Councils

(EWCs) in transnational merger processes *hi.h rrr *ore likely to have a significant impact on the workers they

iepresent. Finalry, 1rcomr.idriions are developed on trade union strategy in dealing with M&As'

Trends in employment in the financialservices sector

Data lrom the Eurostat Labour Force Survey show a significant decline in employment in the EU linancial services

sector between 1992 and 1ggg. However, such data n-eeds to be viewed with caution, as the precise delimitalion

of the sector by Eurostat is unclear. National data sets are also sometimes different in relation to whether they

count all employment oionty full-time equivalents, Furthermore, it is unclear to what extent outsourced activities

are captured by these figures. Neverthel'ess, the data provided shows a signilicant drop in employment, which is

in line with the findings of the uNl-Europa survey which estimates-that 130,000 jobs have been lost in the last ten

yr.rr * a result of ilaRs alone in the financiaiservices sector. On the whole, job losses in banking have been

more severe than in insurance, as the restructuring process began earlier in the banking industry'

It is clear that not all job losses in the sector can be directly associated with the fall'out from M&As. Other factors,

such as technological innovations and the globalisation of systems of production and labour, have also clearly

played their part. For example, the increasiig automation of data processing has led to the disappearance of a

number of back office functions. Advances iniechnology and the globalisation of the economy have also allowed

many companies in the sector to outsource tasks, such as claimJhandling, to locations outside the EU, such as

the lndian sub'continent, where labour is cheaper'



The increasing use of call centres and the lnternet lor sales and customer services functions has led many banks

to reduce the number of branch offices ano tras reouced the market share of insurance intermediaries'

Table 1: Employment in financial services, EU, 1992 and 1998

I 1992

I 1998
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Having said that, it is clear that the global restructuring of the economy and the resulting,increasing competitive

pressures are among the causativelactors for the curient "merger m.hiu" in the linancial services sector' ln the

earry 1gg0s, mergers primariry took prace at the nationar revJr, as companies strove.to achieve competitive

advantage over other national-or European rivals. ln recent years, M&As have increasingly become global' as

the market prace has expanded geographicaity. coupteo *iin.tni. process, M&As.have become increasingly

diverse, not only geographically, but also in terms of the nature of businesses involved, as many financial services

companies have sought greater diversification in the services they can offer. Thus, whereas mergers originally

largely took place betweJn banks, such deals now increasingly involve banks and insurance companies.

while technological change and global restructuring have contributed to the increasing occurrence of mergers in

the financial services sector, mergers themseM6s are also accelerating the process ol restructuring and

technological change, 6 rrig.o impanies seek to capitalise on newly established synergies and strive to

reach the cost savings targets set in merger plans for the benefit of their shareholders. lndeed, pre'merger

announcements ol statf cut-backs .r, urry ofien associated with rises in the share prices of the companies

Source: Eurostat, Labour Force Suruey, 1999

involved

However, as some of these examp

source to luture merger-related job

It could be argued that the precise impact of M&As on job losses could be monitored by studying such pre'and

post-merger announcements. For example:

. ln France, the adaptation plan presented following the merger between BNP and Paribas and covering the

period between zooo-zooicalls for the eriminatioiof 6,200iobs in France (of which 1,400 are directly attrib'

It.Jto the merger) and 2,000 jobs abroad (mainly in Great Britain and Asia)'

. ln Great Britain, the merger between Nationatwestminster Bank and Royal Bank of scotland is to cost 18'000

jobs.

. ln Great Britain, following the merger of cGU and Nonruich union, the elimination of 5,000 jobs was an'

nounced (4,000 of which in Great Britain)'

. As a resurt of the AX,A/Guardian Royd dxchange merger, 2,500 iobs were to be eriminated in Great Britain

and 800 in GermanY.

. ln the merger between Royal and sun Alliance, the company originally announced the loss of 4,000 jobs

(C,OOO in tne U0. Actual figures subsequently rose to 4,000 in the UK alone'

les show, pre-merger announcements in particular are often an unreliable

losses, as they are often targeted at shareholders, rather than reflecting
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precise post-mergerstrategies. post-merger announcements, on the other hand, often underestimate the number

ol actual job losses. Ther6fore, such pronouncements can only be taken as an indication of the employment

impact of mergers,

and Refuge Assurance.

Trends in the nature and quality of employment in the financial services sector

sector

As mentioned above, the process of automation, which may not have been directly caused but is often advanced

by the merger process, has led to the disappearance of a number of low'skilled administrative functions' ln

add1ion, many labour intensive services have been outsourced to the low wage economies of the African and

lndian sub-continent. outsourcing has been one of the most signilicant trends in employment not only in the

financial services sector, but abj in the economy as a whole. tn many cases, this is also true in the merger

process, as companies seek to reduce their fixed costs. outsourcing initially affected companies'so'called "non'

core,,functions such as cleaning, catering, maintenance and lT. However, in more recent years, outsourcing is

increasingly being used to provide a number of core functions, such as customer services. customer services

and sales functions rt; dil, roi. ril Jv to be provided by call centres, which handle high volumes and generally

operate with low-skilled, low-paid staff, As a'result, job satisfaction in call centres is generally low and staff

turnover rates are high, which necessarily has an impac on the quality ol service_provided. other industries have

seen examples of cali centre facilities 6eing used'because of a high level of customer complaints' Another

concern about the increasing use of call cenires in the linancial services sector is the low level of unionisation

among the work{orce in thJse facilities, The outsourcing of services in general can lead to atlected workers

being covered by a different, less favourable collective ag-reement and, in some cases, no collective agreement

at al[ Some respondents to the UN1-Europa survey gave an example of this'

crucially, the elimination of low-skilled jobs through automation, the outsourcing of non'core functions (with the

exception of lr) and the low levels of pay and *or[ing conditions in call centres primarily affect female staff in the

n
It is similarly difficult to distinguish between the employment impacl of a merger and a take'over, although it has

been argued that the latter is potentially more likelyto fost more jobs. The question of the employment impact of

inter-bank mergers versus bank and insurance rlrg.rr is a similarly complex one, with the latter, on balance,

iir,.r,, to have a more rimiteo impact on employment,is it generates less duplication of activities'

on the whole, it should be noted that there are significant difficulties in distinguishing between the precise

.rpioyrrnt impact of a merger or take-over and that of the process of global restructuring' The two trends are

clearly interlinked and together exert significant pressures on employment in the financial services sector' Before

looking at the impact of these processes on the nature and quality of employment in the sector, it is worth noting

that, in some cases, rrrg.o have been identified even by the trade unions representing workers in ceftain

companies as the only way of keeping the companies alive. According to the uNl'Europa survey on Mergers and

take-overs in the finance'sector(borio), this was seen to apply in cise of the merger between united Friendly

Among employees remaining within the direct employment of financial services companies, demands for the

handling of higher workloadi the requirement for nig'rrer-tevet skills and greater flexibility are increasing' This

parlicularly relates to tne requirement ol a higher degree of computer literacy and higher professional competence

allowing for multitasking. The demands puc6o on siaff for higher skills and greater flexibility are oft-en not matched

by a similar commitmeit among companies for improved in-house training facilities and more llexible working

conditions to meet their employles' requirements lor the achievement of a more satisfactory work'life balance'

This is especially true in the cale of mergers, where the need to make cost savings often affects expenditure on

training. There are also examples of companies going back on commitments to introduce more flexible working

time arrangements made prior to a merger anno-rn.dm.nt. The uNl'Europa survey provides an example from



France where, prior to the merger between AXA and UAP, trade unions at AXA had been on the point of signing

an agreement on the reduction-of working rrours. since the signature of the merger agreement, reduced working

hours are to be imposed by law and unions are in the process of negotiating the detaits, However, no such

agreement has been foreseen at UAP'

The nature of restructuring in the financial services sector

As mentioned above, outsourcing is one of the ways in which companies have sought to reduce their fixed

employment costs. However, the most .orn*on wai of achieving reductions in employment has been through

the use of earry retirement, This was eitnei encouraged througri rorprny early retirement schemes, through

national measures available to encourage early retirement or through a combination ol both'

Early retirement is widely considered to be the most "socially responsible" way of achieving job reductions and

this process is often prrirt a negotiated settlement with works councils. ln AXA, for example, early retirement

was offered at age 52 on 70 per cent of an emptoyee's prwio.us salary, ln Germany, "Model55" allows an older

employee to enter early retirement at the ug. oiss, upon which he or s-he receives 90 per cent of his or her salary

until 60 Years of age.

However, a number of question marks need to be raised over the large'scale pursuance of such a strategy'

Firstly, it is unclear to wrrlt extent earry retirement is really voluntary in the light of limited alternatives' secondly'

the cost of early retirement on public pension systems ii leading governments increasingly to seek to reverse

their support lor early retirement strategies, which date back tot[e 1970s and early 1980s, when they were

introduced to deal *iin rrign bvels ol yo-rtn unemployment. As public pension systems are changed to reverse

this trend in policy, compensation measures for older workers affected become less favourable and, in many

cases, their full pension entitlements are reduced as a result of taking early retirement. Thirdly, there is an issue

of the drain of varuabre experience rrom companies which cannot beiepraced rgurtlr]1 the trend towards early

retirement has been widely argued to contribute to discrimination by employers towards older workers, as they

are increasingty perceivei to 6, incapable oiroapting to new business requirements and learning new skills'

Finally, the question is raised as to the shock whicn wiil be experienced as mergers and restructuring continues

and the early retirement route is increasingly precluded, as this age group is no longer represented in the company

age profile.

without the development of alternative strategies by companies and trade unions, companies will be. forced to

rely on redundancy measures, Alternatives, rr".n m *orking time reductions, should therelore be considered not

only to limit job losses, but also to create new jobs in a climate where new recruitment in the financial services

sector has been limited by restructuring'

Another alternative would be the re-training of existing staff for new roles in expanding sectors of the business' ln

other industries (and particularly in scandinavian cJuntries), there are examples of companies offering those

affected by restructuring the option of early retirement or company funded re'training, either lor a role within the

company or for a new profession. There urr .*mprrs from b*rdtn, Portugal and Luxembourg on the use of

retraining and re-deproyment, but the extent to which these have been appried has generally been limited, although

they were widely demanded'by trade unions, where a merger broughiabout a geographical move in operations

for some statf , assistance with transport .o.ir *ur otten givin for a tiansitional period and higher skilled and paid

statf were often entitled to re'location packages'

The impact of restructuring and mergers on working conditions and the industrial relations climate

As in other industries and sectors, the announcement of a merger creates a high degree of anxiety among the

work-force, as individuals begin to fear for their jobs and the security of their working conditions' The UNI'Europa
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survey shows that in many cases such fears are wellfounded. Merger processes often provide an opportunity to

revise and re-negotiate regulatory frameworks and working conditions.

ln addition, they lead to the revision of business units and therefore collective bargaining units' lt is not uncommon

for employers to seek to use the need to renegotiate agreements to revise levels of pay and working conditions

in their favour, pargcutaity if this goes hand in-hand with the outsourcing of certain functions. Alternatively, as in

the French example given above, mergers can lead to previously agreed points being reneged'

ln some cases, trade union representative structures can suffer serious blows as a result of a merger, although

in many countries, the possibility lor re-neiotiation of trade union and employee representative structures is

restricted by law. ln Finland, for example, *[rrr the banking sector has a unionisation rate of 90 per cent, every

;;i.j;;;J.[i il1, u couective agreement negotiated beiweqn the bank union suORA and the employers'

il;ffi;. u;d.i labour legislation, rurry nrn-t has to follow the agreement as a minimum requirement' while

negotiations of interpretationi of the collective agreement are possible, these cannot lead to lower levels of pay

and conditions, This example clearly shows the iniportance of stiong collective agreements and national legislation

to protect terms and .ond'itions and employee representative structures post'merger'

until recently, the uK was one ol the few countries which had no legal structures underlying trade union recognition

(although this has no* ,n.ng.d with th_e introduction of the Empioyment Relations Act in 2000)' This highlights

the importance of such legislative or policy-based underpinning.lreland provides a strong example of the power

of inclusive nationat potiJy sirategies on'industrial relaiions which can filter down to impact on the industrial

relations climate. ln the UN|-Europa survey, f'. taon in lreland reports a signilicant improvement in industrial

relations as a result of the national "partnersi'rip Agenda", which emphasises the importance ol social partnership

in policy'making as well as in the work place'

while the industrial relations climate often suffers as a result of mergers, lollowing the merger of United Friendly

;iiiftffiJj,riu*, in 1996, Brirish trade union MSF union actuhry reported an increase in employer'union

dialogue. As the new management took on some of the more positive elements ol the human resources

management inherited from linited Friendly, industrial relations were seen to have improved. This example is

clearly more likely to be the exception rattreifran the rule as the experiences of other mergers have shown:

_8_

. Following the merger of Midland Bankwith HSBO in 1992, HSBO, which had its own statf association, did not

recognise BIFU (now uNrrrlin the UK. tn tggo, Midland Bank, which had previously recognised BIFU, sub'

sequ-ently de-recognised the union for managerial grades'.

. ln lreland, trade ,nion. have reporteo a signiticant-worsening in the industrial relations climate following the

take over of Northern eanr uy NationalAuitralia. The new company witnessed a series of national strikes in

lgg5andasubsequentvirtualde.recognitionoftheunion.

These examples show that problems are often most severe where global mergers bring a strong clash of cultures

and industrial relations regimes.

The role of employee representation in mergers and restructuring

ln order for trade unions and employee representative structures to play an informed part in merger or take'over

decisions - either by offering alternatives, orthrough being involved in ihe negotiation of the implementation and

outcome of the merger pro.is in relation to the w6rkers they represent - it would be necessary for them to have

access to timely and accurate information on merger intentions, the rationale behind them and prospective

outcomes to alow t6g;i; oeuetop and, if nrrrrriry, to co-ordinate a response between different sites and

employee representative structures'



However, the uNl-Europa survey clearly shows that companies planning a merger or take'over rarely consulted

or informed their work-force on their upcoming plunr. The trade unioni conceined were even less likely to be

consurted. Very often, staff first hears or r.,glipi.rs i1 th.e media or in the work place after the event' where

consultation did take place, it was generaily *ry rr'ortty.u.tore the merger decision was to be taken and did not

gi* th;;;i.n o,.,trti-i.pimrntutium the iinar po*rr of veto over any decision taken by the company'

Some differences in the level and quality of information and consultation taking place prior to the merger can

resultfrom the availability and enforceability or rit ng rrtional legislation relating to the information and consultalion

of staff belore decisions are taken, wnicrr aie litrciy to r'uur isignilicant impact on the work'force' The overall

industrial relations climate and the level ol unionisation in the sector and ai company level have also played a

ln Finland, for example, where legislation is in place and the single trade union representing workers in banking

has a g0 per cent unionisation rat-e, negotiationr ou.r the impaciol mergers on employees are obligatory for the

new employer after a merger or take-over. If.there are job losses, a minimirm time limit is set for these negotiations'

Nevertheless, it is argued by the trade unions that decisions are usually already taken before employees are

consulted and these negotiations are therefore no more than window dressing'

similarly, in Germany, where rights to information and consultation exist for the supervisory board and the central

works council, such information is olten not given in good time contrary to legaL requirements. For example, it

was only in March tggg, four months atter tfie annorin..r.nt ol the take-over of Banker's Trust by Deutsche

ganK that the works council was officially informed of this development'

Thus, with few exceptions, the procedures for information and consultation on M&As are insufficient or are not

sufficiently applied and enforceo. rnis is true both at the national and transnational levels in the case of European

works councils (EWCs). The role ol the latter is seen by many to be crucial in cases ol M&As which involve

companies wi6 ruropean operations. within the Ewc Directive and its national implementation in the Member

states, there is clearly some provision for workers to be informed before an event which is likely to influence a

,ignifir.nt number of workers in more than one Member state.

However, the UNI-Europa survey shows that the level of elfectiveness and activity of the EWCs varies widely

from country to country. rndeed, in many cases, EWc agreements have yetto be established. where they are in

place, management otten onty pay lip-servic, to ir'mr strictures. Experience has shown that EWCs have generally

not received prior information of any merger intentions and have not had any involvement in consultations on

post-merger strategy. A n.* ugr.rr'.nt taling account of the revised structure after a merger or take'over is not

always entered into, even wnJre both undertikings involved previously had individual EWC agreements'

Together with the baniers which remain in relation to the understanding of different countries' industrial relations

systems and ranguage,the reticen., of .mpioy-rrr to make.EWcs an aitive forum for exchange and consultation

at transnational level it titniting their effectiveness where M&As are concerned'

part.

Recommendations

current legislation and employee representalive structures are insufficientto ensure that trade unions and employee

representatives can prav an etective ro.re in the process of change currentry engurfing the finance sector as a

result of reslructuring resulting from technorogiculadvances, fre gtonaisation of,the.economy and the wave of

M&As, cunent provisions do iot always allovitrade unions to effeitively fulfil their role in ensuring that workers'

,ights unO working conditions are protbcted in merger and take'over situations'

A number of steps can be taken by trade unions to seek to improve this situation'
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Legislation

Trade unions must play their part in national and European level negotiations and re-negotiations ol legislation

governing the rights oi employee representatives to be inlormed and consulted about merger and take'over

decisions in a timely fashion. This can be done through national and transnational social dialogue channels and

rounying. lt is particularly relevant in the framework of i-he renegotiation of the EWC Directive, ongoing discussions

on European legislation on national information and consultaiion and employee representation in the European

Company.

where legislation already exists, but companies fail to implement it, they should consider whether legal action

could be taken to penalise employers for not respecting such provisions. Relevant legislation includes:

. Directive on information and consultation (EWC Directive);

. Directive on Collective Redundancies;

. Directive on Transfer of Undertakings.

P reparatio n and nation al and transnational co-o rdination

The unions represented in UN|-Europa have already taken steps at transnational level to formulate a trade union

strategy on MilRs. This strategy builds on the work of the European social dialogue in the banking and insurance

sector and the links established between participating national unions. with regard to taking legislative action

against errant employers, the strategy recommends thit unions in Europe discuss th_e establishment of a network

of lawyers in different countries woit ing on cases relating to M&As on their behalf. This would allow unions to

benefiilrom each other's experience and to exchange information'

UNI-Europa already plays an active role in the preparation and negotiation of EWOagreements in the sector and

will continue to do so. Unions are urged to exploit'the terms and Conditions of the Directive in order to obtain as

much detailed and regular information as possible from management on a merger or take'over. The Trade Union

Guidelines set downln UN1-Europa's merger strategy document provide unions a.list of key questions to ask

management. EWc members can (as *u.[ m rny.infiorntiality agreements allow) use their links with national

trade unions to provide information and seek to develop a commgn respgnse'

ln order to be able to prepare more etfectively for the impact of M&As on employees, trade unions need to study

the impact of past *rrgrn more closely in relation to their impact on employment, working conditions and pay'

but also on quality for ihe consumer and outcomes for shareholders. This information should be widely shared

and can allow unions to provide a stronger response to employers' claims on the economic necessity and wisdom

of M&As. National and transnational exchange of information is key to the establishment of a strategic response

in the case of merger announcements.

l0_



Financial services mergers and acquisitions: Consumer impacts

Professor Andrew Leyshon, IJniversi$ of Nottingham

lntroduction

Mergers and acquis1ions are an important part of the European retail financial services landscape and will

continue to be so forthe foreseeable iuture, They are indicative of a re'scaling of financial service activities within

Europe as organisations endeavour to expand and diversily their operations across financial services markets,

regions and countrie.. in.y are a means by which firms are able to increase market share and capitalise upon

scite etticiencies w1hin an increasingly competitive market for financial products and services'

There is a strong case for arguing that M&As within the European financial services industry are better seen as

a consequence of, rather thin i direct cause of, competitive change within the European financial services

industry. ln other words, the growth in merger and take-over activitpmay be interpreted as an outcome of the

destabilisation of the competiive environmdnt for financial services over ihe last 25 to 30 years' The market lor

financial services has become more competitive over this period for at least two reasons.

First, successive rounds of national and European re-regulation have removed the'structural' regulatory barriers

that previously kept lirms corralled within nurio* parts Jf the linancial system, and which has encouraged firms

to expand into new linancial markets so raising levels of competition wit-hin them. Second, successive rounds of

linancial innovation have also raised levels oj competition, *nitn have changed the bases upon which firms

compete with one another for customers and market share. Perhaps the best example of this is the growth of

electronic databases as a means of sorting and managing customers. The use of relational databases in

combination w1h automated credit-scoring ind 'forensic'-mirketing systems has reduced the dependence of

established financial services firms upon their traditional branch neiworks, which are an expensive way of

distributing products and services to customers'

The ability of firms to contact and discriminate between customers 'at a distance'through the use. of 
,these

technologies has encouraged extensive branch closure programmes and the growth of alternative distribution

channels, such as call ce-ntres and, more recently, lnternei-based financial services. This development has

delivered short-term benefits for financial servicei firms because such delivery systems produce significant

efficiency savings in the provision and processing of customer services. Nevertheless, it has also increased the

level of competition within the industry as a whole and has emerged as a real threat to the long-term survival ol

many established financial services fiims. ln ine past, the requirement to have an extensive network of branches

to be able to participate in many financial services markets was a fairly effective barrier to entry'

However, the growth of electronic information systems and alternative distribution channels means that it is now

far more cost-effective for firms without a branch network to enter financial services markets, As a result, a host

of non-financial services firms have entereJ the European retail financial services market, increasing levels of

competition still lurther for established firms, and adding further pressures for consolidation through merger and

acquisition, This circular process ol compeiition will bi given a further spin by the growth of electronic banks

otfering services over the lnternet.

Most accounts of merger and acquisition activity within the retail financial services sector tend to gloss over the

impact on consumers'ln favour ota focus upon emproyees and shareholders. This is understandable in that the

impact upon employment levels and share values ii mbre immediate and quantifiable, whereas any impact upon

consumers tends to be observable only over the medium- to long'term, Moreover, and to reiterate the argument

made earlier, it is important to see the impact made on consumers by M&As as..part of a wider process of

reorganisation within the financial services industry more generally. lt is difficult to disentangle the direct impact
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that M&As have upon the consumers of retail financial services, although they may well exacerbate and amplify

existing trends and Processes.

Service provision in retail financial services

what has been the impact of mergers on levels of product provision/choice/cost?

The number of financial products available to consumers has increased markedly over the last decade or so'

This has been brought about by a number of related developments, First, by the growth of competition between

financial services firms referred to earlier, which has included competing on the number and range o{ products

offered, second, the number of financial products has increased as financial services lirms have increasingly

sought to provide investment and insurance products that substitute for welfare services that have been degraded

or even withdrawn by governments in areas such as pensions, health and education. Third, and finally, changes

in ,..guiudn across Eiropr have made it easier for flrms to enter new geographical and product markets'

ln addition to greater choice, there are grounds for arguing that the cost of such products for the majority of

financialconsumers has alsofallen in reilterms. Many newentrants to financialservices markets have chosen

to compete on the grounds of price, particularly through the use of virtual or'at'a'distance' distribution methods

such as call centres, This can be seen in the case of mu.r insurance markets, such as car and household

il;ffi;.oiripioo*ts such as credit cards. ln addition, such services give consumers greatertime flexibility'

Firms using such systems are able to undercut more traditional competitors through efficiency savings, as it is

more cost-etfective to deal with customers through technologies suclr as call centres than through a branch, but

also because such tiims activety discriminate inlavour of certain types of customer and against others'

consequently, while most customers have benelited from such developments, through a proliferation of choice

and the increase in price competition, a significant minority.of financial services consumers have lost out' The

losers are consumers who are seen to ue particularly bad riiks or insutficiently well'off for financial services lirms

to justify the costs of servicing them as .urtorrrr. These individuals and households also lose out in another

way. The financialty excluded t6nd to be those with low levels of literacy and educational attainment and experience

difficulty in navigating their way through the increasingly complex world of retail financial services' They face

problems of decisionlmating even whin they are prr.rht.o with the opportunities to make choices about the

purchase ol financial services.

Therefore, the landscape of European retailfinancial services provision is increasingly complex, but increasingly

divided. There is very little evidence of the impact that mergers make on product provision, but one would suspect

that they do not necessarily lead to the disappearance of iroducts. lndeed, given the current climate for product

innovation, it would be more likely that mergers might be motivated by a desire to expand the product range'

Have staff reductions decreased standard of seruice?

A clear motivation for merger and acquisition activity within retail linancial services is to reap etficiency savings'

The most etfective *uy to"oo this is io close branches, as firms are able to economise on staff, property and

equipment costs. lt should be noted that financial services lirms have been undefiaking extensive branch closure

programmes from at least the late 1ggos onwards. uK banks and building societies closed 20 per cent of their

branches between t gag and 1gg5, largely independent of merger and acquisition activity. However' programmes

of branch closure tend to accelerate in the wake of mergers. For example, tfre gritisfr banks, Lloyds and TSBplc'

were already pursuing their individual strategies of ban-k branch closure ahead of their merger in the late 1990s'

The merger meant tliat even more branchis were closed as the new bank, Lloyds'TSB, began to eradicate

branch overlaps. A similar acceleration of branch closures will occur following the merger between National

westminster ano tne noval Bank of scotland, However, in some cases the reverse can happen. For example,

12-
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Midland Bank began a major branch closure programme in the late 1980s which ended when the bank was

purchased by HSBC. ln ths main, the drastic cbruir programme had been driven by Midland's severe financial

prOtttt which were resolved when the bank was bought in the early 1990s'

The closure of branches has undoubtedly reduced the level of physical service provision for some customers'

Most customers have to travel further to use a branch and this disproportionately affects those who are less

mobile, either for reasons of low income or physical disability. This development has also had a negative impact

upon those w1h low levels of financial literacy,ior it makes ifmore difficult for consumers to be able to engage in

faceto-face discussions with branch statf wnicn can help clarify confusion in financial services publicity material

While the growth of ,remote' service facilities, such as ATMs and telephone banking, are more than adequate

substitutes for branches lor many customers, ihey may not suffice lor disadvantaged groups who are less likely

to have access to a telephone. ihese growing p'nysicat, social and technological distances between the most

disadvantaged members of society unl the fiirir financial services industry has encouraged the growth of

predatory linancial ,.ti.., providlrs, such as money-lenders, who charge high prices lor debt'products but

who also provide a,door-to-door'service and offer cash-based service and the possibility of irregular repayments'

Have mergers restricted competition/created monopoties?

One of the major motivations of merger and acquisition activity in all industries is to counteract competitive

pressures by pooling and redistributing irarket share. ln that sense ,lhe raison d'6treol much merger and acquisition

activity is precisely to counteract the effects of competition upon the organisationsconcerned' lt would seem that

the danger of monopoly within the retail financial services sector is very strong. This is partly a legacy of decades

of financial regulation within Europe that was designed to encourage stability within the linancial seruices industry

for fear that too much competition would lead to a crisis'

This crisis, through a process of contagion, could then spread to the rest of the economy' As a result, for most of

the post-war period, many financial services firms have been able to develop dominant market positions without

intervention from government agencies, Therefore, although there has been a growth in competition and product

availability in recent years, this-has taken place from a low base. This state of affairs was acknowledged by a

recent government report on competition in uK banking that recommended any future bank merger be refened

to the competition commission because theiendency iowards monopoly in the industry would be counter to the

consumer interest (competition in uK Banking: a Report to the chancellor of the Exchequer, HMSo, London:

and documentation.

www.bankreview.org. uk).

What has been the impact on quality of products?

It is very difficult to isolate the impact of M&As upon the qualty of products. As indicated earlier, the range of

products otfered by retail financiai institutions has increased. lrloreover, the industry insists that its move to an

,at-a-distance, mode of s.rulre provision is demand-led. From the industry's perspective, branch closures are as

much a product of consumers opting to use ATMs and telephone banking facilities in place of branches, fot'

example, as it is the fact that remoteJacilities are more cost-effective for financial services firms' For example,

Barclays Bank claims that less than 40 per cent of its customers now use branches due to the availability of cash

machines, telephone and lnternet banking.20,000 of its 13,000,000 customers,0'15 per cent' registered for

lnternet banking in one week.

However, there is also some anecdotal evidence to suggest that not all customers are happy with the introduction

of centralised enquiry rvrtm., whereby telephone eriquiries to branches are fielded by operators in centralised

call centres, and only routed through to branches if the enquiries cannot be dealt with remotely' some customers
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feelthat this represents a degradation of the relationship they have with their financial services provider' Moreover,

as the financial services industry becomes more competitive, so the danger of lirms selling inappropriate or bad

products to customers increasei (as in the case of the pension selling scandal in the UK)'

Does the impact on consumers differ depending on the nature of the merger/take'over?

Mergers of financial services firms serving professional markets (such as investment banks) will have only indirect

effects on consumers, whereas mergers of retail financial services firms will have a more direct impact' There is

insufficient evidence to be able to mlke a more precise qualification of this statement'

lmpact on smaller and larger consumers

Have mergers deepened socialexclusion, e.g, through branch closures, increasing use of new technology

such as lnternet banking?

Mergers between financial services firms have not necessarily deepened social and linancial exclusion' However'

as indicated earlier, u ,igniftrnt minority of people do not Luu.'u.r.tt to basic financial services, and these

individuals and households tend to be geographically concentrated. Research undertaken by the author has

revealed that bank branch closures tend to dr ii.prop'ortionately concentrated within the poorest parts of towns

and cities. Because these individuals and households tend to be the most economically marginal members of

society, they are the least able to make personal investments in the kinds of basic infrastructure needed to

participate in developments such as telephone-based linancial services or lnternet'based services' Forthe latter'

customers would need not only to be connected to a telephone service but also be able to afford an expensive

personal computer .no .rrorpanying software. ln some of the poorest pafis of European cities significant'

proportions of the population are unable to afford a telephone.

social and financial exclusion may well be deepened by parallel developments in the area of credit scoring'

lncreasingly, diagnostic software programmes determine ihe potential profitability of customers through analyses

of inlormation provided on application lorms for various products and services. Financial seruices lirms use

these programmes uecause tirey reduce bad debt and increase profitability. But credit scoring systems may also

prevent some consumers from giining access to financial services because they have certain social and financial

characteristics that mean tlrey viill noigain upprurLrnd be offered services or products (see Leyshon and rhrift'

1L

l eee).

Has there been a differentiat impact on larger and smaller consumers/investors?

traditional banking services.

Have consumers benefited from windfall payments?

New technology and the increased ability of financial institutions to offer a wider range of products and services

have benefited those with the means to access them. consumers with a regular income and a good credit history

are able to borrow money more readily anJcheaply than ever before, although this has often led to widespread

debt encumbrance. consumers of retail services with more restricted incomes, with poor credit histories or

unstable social backgiil;;, are finding it more difficult to get access to the mainstream financial services sector

A process that has run in parallelto that of merger and acquisition activity within the financial services sector has

been that ol ,demutualisation,. lnsurance co-mpanies and building societies have. been prominent mutual

organisations, ertectiveiy owneo by theirmembers, that is, by consuniers who held policies or debt products and

who have the right to u6t. on poricy and other matters at Annual General Meetings. ln recent years, there has

been a wave of demutualisation as buiHing societies and insurance companies have converted to public limited
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companies, effectively buying the ownership from-members in the form of windfall payments of up to several

thousands of pounds each, based on the ievel of business that customers did with the organisation' These

payments have undoubtedly enriched many individuals and,households in the shorl'term. Moreover, they have

the capacity to do so over the long-term tof , to the extent that customers retain shares that continue to rise in

value, or where customers have uJed the money from the sale of shares to invest in other long'term investments'

However, set against these benefits is the calculation that products otfered by public limited companies tend to

be more expensive over the long-term because they have io be.priced at a level that generates sufficient prolits

to allow dividends to be returnel to shareholders. ihus, it has been calculated that over the life of an average

mortgage or life insurance policy, products purchased from a public limited company are more expensive than

-+those ourchased from a muiual oiganisation. There is some anecdotalrevidence to suggest that some customers

iil;ra .fi;;;g6 rt ir,r:rinot.ttr but then.move their financial services business to another mutual organisation'

whettier,this,is due to'a preference{or.cheaper long-term finanofal.services or mgrely in anticipation of a short-

term gain from yet another demutualisation is impoisible to determinb frorfrthe evidence currently available'

several demutualised organisations have subsequently been bought by large European financial services firms,

and have so provided fuiher momentum to the wave of M&As in the financial services industry.

Reactions bY consumers to mergers

what has been the impact on consumer brand toyatty (e.g, evidence of client moving to or

away from the new company as a result of the merger)?

Again, it is virlually impossible to determine the exact impact of specific M&As on levels of customer loyalty from

the available evidence. This kind of information is highly sensitive and is not easily released by firms. However'

it is generally known that the industry sees dectining-tevets of customer loyalty as a problem, although levels of

customer mobility vary markedly between sectors. Lev6ls of mobility are relatively high in price'sensitive sectors,

such as car and household insurance, whereas it is lower for more complex products, such mortgages, and

lower still for banking services'

ln all product areas, a growing number of consumers are prepared to move their business from one firm to

another. Although on thJwhole'financial service customers tend to be highly conservative, it tends to be the more

atfluent and financiatty titerate customers that are most prepared to shop around forproducts and to relocate their

financial activities if necessary. This is seen less as a boon and moreof a burden for the financial services

industry. such developrr.tr roo to the marketing costs of lhe rlly.rtry, as.Iirms seek to develop attractive

**:biandg-.,-+ndretain and'attracFcustdmers tnrorgti'aiveitising. trtdooition,'while these are exactly the kinds of

,;;;tffi; fiims wouro like to attract'lrom other f]rms, as they are more likelyto'b.uyndditional linancial products,

they are also the customers firms would least like to lose from their own customer rosters. The problem is

complicated by the lact that in the case of products such as current accounts, customers rarely engage in

activities as clear and precise as closing one account and opening an alternative, substitute account elsewhere'

Rather, they tend to open additional accounts to run alongside their existing service and move their business

across gradually, while maintaining the original account, to provide maximum flexibility and to leave open the

possibility of reversing the account transfei should they need to in the future. This adds costs to the banking

sector as a whole, as additional accounts have to be serviced without a net addition of capital to the system' This

contradictory orurropmrnt is exacerbated by the deveropment of packages to encourage and facilitate the

movement of business from one account to another as firms agree to take responsibility for transferring items

such as direct debits and standing orders'

t

fl
,

perhaps the clearest evidence of customers abandoning firms in protest at strategic decisions made by financial

services firms may oe seln in the case of protests againit bank bianch closures in the uK. As banks have closed
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branches in communities, many individuals have voted with their feet and moved their accounts from the 'runaway'

branch to the branches that remain. Ho*euri in some cases, individuals and households in particularly marginal

or remote communities have sometimes moved their accounts from one branch to another only to find themselves

in a similar situation when their'refuge' bank subsequently makes a similar decision to abandon that particular 1g

communitY.

Conclusions

The main conclusions to this brief overview are as follows:

. lt is difficult to discern specilic impact on consumers from merger and acquisition activity within the European

retail financial services sector.

. Merger and acquisition activity should be seen as an outcome and a response to the intensification of competition

across the retailfinancial services industry'

. lncreased competition is a product of wider regulatory changes and a reduction in the entry barriers to retail

financial services. This has involved a move a:way trom a dependence upon collecting and utilising face'to'

lace knowledge accumulated within branches towards the use of electronic databases which can be used to

discriminate between and comm un icate with consumers'at-a'distance"

. Retail financial services markets are becoming increasingly polarised as a result of processes of financial

inclusion and financial exclusion. This procesi will intensify with the growth of lnternet banking which will

increase choice and reduce costs to those consumers who buy their financial services on'line'

. The problems of finding readily accessible information on consumer responses to changes suggest the need

lor a more etfective ,y-rt.r oimonitoring the social accountability of the European retail financial services

market. within the united states, for exlmple, it is possible to determine the impact of bank mergers 0n

consumers because of the existence of reguiation that requires banks to disclose information on the markets

they serve (the community Reinvestmerit Rct; and the outcomes of decisions on applications for home

mortgages (the Home Mortgage DisclosureAct) (see Dymski, 1999). such legislation has enabled communities

and unions to monitor the iirpact of M&As within the binking sector and to mobilise objections to mergers that

might produce socially regressive lending outcomes. There is a clear need for parallel legislation to require

disclosure within the Member States ol the EU'
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using ex-ante and ex-post methodologies, this paper discusses.the performance.of mergers in banking. The

discussion is set against a more general nrckEou'io and concludes that it is unlikely that mergers among large

banks, as well as take-overs ol sriall banks bt]rig; banks, are able to create much economic wealth' Also, such

mergers and take-overs do not generally rr.6.ir"poritive shareholder returns. The generality of this finding is

demonstrated by a discussion of findings on non-finuncial mergers. since the ubiquitousness of ill'performing

mergers is at odds with both conventioial wisdom and economic theory the paper discusses briefly why then

srcli t.tgers and take'overs take place at all'

It is suggested that especially large banks.may be incapable of ch.ecking value-destroying strategies because of

the incidence of so-called minimax-regret nehlviour both among their lirge clients and among themselves' The

paper touches upon some wider effecis on economic efficiency and comei up with several policy implications' lt

is argued that competition policies should address issues of productive efficiency along with issues of allocative

efficiency and that inoustriit policies should improve the access of retail clients to investment funds'

The performance of banking mergers: Proposals and policy implicationsl

Hans schenk, Professor, Titburg lJniversity and chairman of GRASP Research at Erasmus university'

Rofterdam

Abstract

lntroduction

similar pattern is evolving in the EU'

The 1gg0s have seen a merger and acquisition wave with unprecedented peaks in both the united states and

western Europe. witn more inan t,000 billion us dollars in annual dealvalue during much ol the second half of

the 1g90s, and roughly lornr. il.rir number during 1gg9, this fifth merger wave of the century easily outpaced the

size of investments in equipment, machinery aid corporat, ,.rrut.ih and development. while a considerable

share of merger activit)/ cin.isteo of tne getting together of firms that were already large thanks to earlier mergers'

a substantial number;f ;;rg;" conceried ttie tit<e-over of small, innovative firms. All industries, be they young

or mature, seem to be atfected. Banking r.rg.r, *orld therefore merely seem to 
P9 

p?ft ol a larger phenomenon'

By imprication, in ordei to understanJ *try mrrgers occur in banking, it wourd be herpful to understand why

merger waves occur at all.

To get a feeling for the importance of bank mergers, consider the.following observations' During the 1980s' more

than 5,000 US banks lositheir independen.. ir. io take-over, followed by the disappearance of another 3,000

during 1gg0-1gg7, irpi)/ing thriatmost half the number of banks in existence in 1980 had been acquired twenty

years later, American'oinki spent in .*.rs of $os nittion to acquire other banks in 1997' ln the EU, 760 financial

services mergers took prace between tggs and tggs (of which more than 65 per cent were between domestic

prayers). During tne msiquarter of 1ggg, the number of banking mergers in the EU (excru.ding Germany) amounted

to no less than 490. EU banks spent around $100 billion in t-gge, ;/hich was up from $70 billion in 1997 and an

average of $15 billion during 1gg4-1gg6. During the first quarter of 1999, EU banks expended in excess ol $65

billion on M&As. As a result, the number of cre-dit institutions in the EU has decreased from 12,256 in 1985 to

g,2g5 in 1gg7. lnterestingly, the average. sizeof mergers outside as well as within banking has increased starkly

both within the US and the EU. The numberof so-calTed banking "supermegamergers" (involving institutions with

assets ol over g100 billion each) increased maikedly. ln the US-for example, based on market values, four of the

ten rargest mergers in any industrv ?y?r, 
prior to 1gtig, invorved banks: citicorp/Travelers, BankAmerica/Nations

Bank, Banc one/First chicago and Nonrvesvweils Fargo). European banks competed with such mergers as

UBs and swiss Bank corporation, Deutsche Bank and d'ankers Tiust, Royal Bank of scotland and NaMest and

BNp-paribas. still, most mergers in the uS are between very large banks acquiring smaller institutions and a

I paoer commissioned by uNl-Europa (Brussels) for presenlalion ai the uNl conference or-r'Mergers and

Shaieholders', London, 23-24 Oclober 20Ct0'

Take-overs: lmplicalions on Employment, Consumers and
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Clea1y, mergers in banking and elsewhere take up considerable amounts of managerialtime and talent. Since

they usuallyiequire enormous funds to be implemented, it is important to know what they deliver to the economy.

ls all this time and money spent well? ln this paper, the author reviews the evidence for banking mergers by

refening explicitly to non-financial mergers ai well. Although many studies of banking mergers have been

undertaken, there are still many questioni left. Looking into the elfects of non'financial mergers may therefore be

helpful in establishing an overall view on the issue.

Methodology

The per{ormance effects of mergers can be estimated in severalways, but two of these have received prominence

with dozens of applications having been published over the last two decades:

. studies which try to assess merger performance indirectly by analysing the reactions of the stock market to

merger announcements, so-called event studies or ex'ante studies; and,

. studies that pursue a direct assessment by analysing the effects of mergers on real firm performance in as far

as this can be gauged from internally-generated accounting data, so-called ex-post studies'2

ln most of the studies, the underlying assumption is that improved stock performance (ex'ante studies) or improved

profitability (ex-post studies) are nJst indicators ol true pedormance increases. That is, increases in productive

or internal'eificiency, for example, productivity and/or improvement in dynamic etficiency (i.e., process and product

innovation), increase the creation of economic wealth. Although this latter criterion is the only one that makes

sense when assessing mergers from a social point of view it is evident that M&As may well be beneficial to

certain stakeholders (iharerrouers, managers, employees) and thus welcomed by them even il no economic

wealth has been 1or witt be) created, The most conspicubus example would be a mergerthat increases profitability

as a result of the creation ol additional market power.

ln this case, wealth is merely redistributed from consumers to producers (in economic jargon, it is said that

allocative efficiency has deter'iorated). Other examples of merger advantages that are not related to the creation

of wealth include increased bargaining power vis-ir-vis supplieis of inputs and taxadvantages. For example, the

take-over of AEG by Daimler-Be-nz brought tax savings of approximately 1.9 billion Deutsche Mark (approximately

1 billion Euros) which was several hundred million DM morsthan the purchase price paid (Btihner, 1991). Whereas

it is currently debated whether mergers seeking tax advantages_should be of concern to public authorities, it is

widely r..eptrd that mergers whic[ merely tead to a transler of wealth from consumers (clients) to producers

(banks) should in principle be prohibited.

Since it is unlikely that a merge r reducesmarket power, post-merger profits would normally not be smaller than

pre-merger profits. Nevertheiess, if it is observed that profits have decreased after a merger' it can be safely

concludjd that this merger has had negative etfects on productive or dynamic efficiency.

Ex.ante studies. Ex-ante studies, commonly found in finance literature, define the announcement of a merger

(or sometimes its consummation) us un .u.nt in the stock price history ol the merging firms. The etfect of this

event is estimated by assuming that changes in the share prices of the merging firms, after checking for movements

in the market in general and itre systematic risk of the firms concerned, represent the value of the event. ln a

substantial number of cases, somevariant of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) or the market model (MM)

is used to calculate the expected returns for the firms in question.

Systematic changes in the residuals (abnormal returns) from these models around the event will then show the

effects of a merger. when estimating ihe effect of mergers beyond a single case, the residuals are averaged over

all the firms in a sample lor variouidays or months before and after the event and subsequently accumulated

our* period to give the cumulative average residuals (CARs). Using the CAPM or some variant makes it

2L

2olher.tl/pes ot merger assessmenl include questionnaire sludies (lhese are less appropriate due to likely responso bias) and case studies

illuminating, may not have generalvalue)'

(which, though very



necessary to assume that the capital market is efficient, meaning that stock prices are a true reflection of the
present value of the underlying assets, including all future cash flows.

A merger announcement contains new information which will be assessed by investors on its promises for future
earnings..Stock prices of both acquirer and target will rise if investors estimate that the merger will lead to positive
additional future earnings.

Ex'post studies. Ex'post studies usually compare, occasionally for very large samples, profitabil1y data for
merging firms with a control group of less acquisitive or non-merging firms-and/or with ihe hiitory of the merging
firms themselves' Some studies have gathered data on real resource etfects, others on market share and R&D
outputs. ln as far as these studies have focused on data that have been generated by the merging firms themselves,
they are not without pitfalls either. For instance, it is well known that firms can use an impressive arsenal of
creative accounting techniques so that published accounts may not give a true and fair reflection of these firms'
financial position. For example, the incorporation of the acqulred fiim's profits in the year of merger and the
handling of the premium paid by the acquiring lirm are notorious for the exient to which tirey can be rianipulated
(Smith, 1992).

ln addition, M&As can be accounted for by means of purchase accounting or pooling of interests accounting. The
two methods lead to lundamentally different profit ratios while both can have a depressing etfect on calcilated
post'merger profits.s Besides, it may be very ditficult to define a comparable control group, especially since most
acquisitive firms have become quite diversified (at least since the mid-1960s) and lfreii Oiversification patterns
may ditfer substantially' Also, many acquisitive firms undertake several acquisitions in succession, so that the
effects of a specific acquisition may be hard to isolate. Finally, since the typical acquired firm is several times
smaller than the acquiring firm, its contribution to profits may be ovenruhelmed within the much larger compass of
the new parent's operations.

The ernpirical evidence: event studies

Turning now to the evidence, it can be concluded that event studies lead to quite sobering inferences. ln a study
of bank mergers consummated during 1987-1997, by management consultants Mitcliell Madison (see lhe
Financial Tmes of 10 August 1998), 60 per cent under-performed controls in terms of shareholder returns for
acquirers, sometimes by as much as 17 per cent. This concurs with a survey of Rhoades (1gg4) who reviewed
twenty-one event studies of US banking mergers. He finds that only three studies conclude'that a merger
announcement had a positive influence on the returns to stockholders of the bidding firm, ln contrast, eight ouiof
nine studies that analysed effects on the target bank's share performance 1nd a pdsitive return to shareholders.
ln particular, studies carried out since 1989 were found to undercut the hypothesis that the financial markets
expect mergers to improve bank pedormance.

A recent study of 54 relatively large European mergers undertaken during 1gB8-1gg7 came up with comparatively
positive findings (Cybo'Ottone and Murgia, 2000). When compared to i general market index, about half of the
acquiring banks in the sample showed positive CARs. The average post-announcement abnormal gain to acquiring
shareholders was in the area of 1.4 per cent, whereas target shareholders gained on average more than iZ pe,
cent. However, the study only investigated merger effects for rather tight event windows, stretching to only 20
post-merger days at the most,

Bain & Company investigated the development of shareholder value for 50 of the largest bank mergers of the
1990s for much longer time periods (see Weimer and Wisskirchen, lggg). The assjssment covered various

rUnder purchase accounting, tho assels of lhe acquhed lirm are recorded. at lhe effeclive purchase price paid, while under pooling of interesls accounling, lhey are
ecorded al lheir pre-merger book values. lfa premium is paid ov€r lhe.acquiree's.book valuej an addftidn will'be made lolhe acluirer'i goodwill account unoei purchase

lnder purchase accounting than under pooling of inlerests accounling. Under either mefiod, lhe net worth of thimergeil firms is increased upon consolidation ro rellecr
unenl markel values, and this resulls in tho crealion of a larger asset base and addilional depreciation expenses, The effect ofthis is thal lhecalcutation ot posimerjer
rofitabilily may be biased downward relalive to pre-merger protitabilily.
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event windows, ranging from three days before the announcement to legal completion; from legal completion to
one year after; from one year after legal completion to two years after; from twoio three years ifter; and, for the
full period. Unfortunately, only the results were published and not the research methodology. Thus, it is not
possible to assess the merits of the study. Moreover, client opinions are likely to be biased in iavour oirrrg.r,
so that the study may overstate the positive effects of these mergers.

Still, the results seem worthwhile enough to replicate here (see Table 1). Whereas Bain & Company have made
a distinction between mergers that were consummated before 1998 and newer deals, these have bebn combined
in the table. Clearly, the assessment of the newer deals relies more on short-term stock market evaluations. lt
can be seen that roughly 30 per cent of these mergers would probably have to be qualified a success. Therefore,
seventy per cent are likely not to be a success, or in other words likely to be a failuie in the sense that they could
not or are unlikely to realise any economic gains (in as far as these can be infened from stock valuations).

Table 1: Assessment of the 50largest bank mergers, 1990.1g99

Probably a success Neutral Probly a failure

.ABN-Amro

. Ass. First Cap.-His. Avca Fin.

. Ass. Generali-B. della Swizzera

. B, de Santander-B, Central
Hispano Economica
. Banco de Santander-Banesto
. Bayer. Vereinsbank-Hypobank
. BCP-BPA
. Chase-Chemical
. Cred, ltaliano-Credito
. Deutsche Bank-Bankers Trust
. Dt. Verkehrsb..Long Term Credit
. Lloyds-TSB
. Nordbanken-Merita
. Star Bank Corp.-Firstar
. Travelers-Citicorp
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. ABN/Amro-Banca Real

. Ambroveneto-CARIPLO

. B, de Bilbao.Banco de Vizcaya

. B. Bilbao Vizcaya-B. Excel

. Bank Austria-Creditanstalt

. Credito ltaliano-Unicredito

. Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi Bank

. ccB-cLF

. Crddit Suisse-Winterthur

. Dresdner Bank-Kleinwort Benson

. Fhst Bank-US Bancorp

. lB San Paolo diTorino-lMl

.lNG.Barings

. Menill-MAM

. Morgan Stanley-Dean Witter

. Nat. Australia-Michigan National

. Nations Bank-BankAmerica

. Norwest-Wells Fargo

. Rabobank-Robeco

. SBC-UBS

. Soci6t6 G6n6rale-Cr6dit du Nord

. Travelers-Salomon Broths.

. B. Central-B. Hisp. Americano

. B. di Roma-B. Santo Sphito/Cassa
diRoma
. Banc One-First Chicago
. Cr6dit Agricole-Banque lndosuez
. First Union-Core States
. Fleet Fin. Corp.-Sanwa Bus. Cr,
. Monte del Paschi di Siena-Banca
Agricola Montava
. Realkredit-BG Bank Romagnolo
. St, George Bank-Advance Bank
Australia
. Sun TrusF0restar Fin. Corp.
. Washington Mutual-HF Abmanson
. Wells Fargo-First lnterstate

Source: Bain & Company

lnterestingly, these findings are not much different from those found in studies that apply to non-financial industries.
Reviewing 29 studies from different countries and time periods, Mueller (1gg6i confirmed earlier reviews to
conclude that target firm. shareholders enjoy substantial gains, Beginning aiound two months before the event,
the target firm's share prices start to rise until they outperform their CAP[Ti-predicted returns or the returns of the
control group at or immediately after the event.4 For the studies reviewed, the median gain to acquired 1rm
shareholders amounted to 20.6 per cent. The median gain to acquirers in Muelle/s review is only 0,d per cent,
but in the light of studies not covered in the review, even that resuit would seem upwardly biased. heviewing ten
studies that have measured CARs over a tighter event window (within five days before or after the event),
Sirower (1997) finds that average acquire/s CARs in US mergers undertaken during the 1gggs irrgr-tr;r:i.is
to, at best, '0'85 per cent with only about 35 per cent of acquiiitions being met with [ositive stock market returns
on announcement.

.The

musl

pre'evenl rise could be due lo insider knowledge and lrading, to the acquirer building up a loehold, or to strategic buying (i,e. to inveslors having spoled lhat lhs tirmbe a prime candidate for acquisilion).



When event windows are expanded to the medium-term (six months to three years after the event), the returns
to acquiring firms usually appear to deteriorate significantly. Mergers are typicaily consummated six months after
their announcement. Out of 25 studies that have estimated the returns as of thaidate, 1g come up with negativee abnormal returns (with a median value of '6.8 per cent for all 25). Magenheim anO l\tuetter (1ggg), who estimatedE

the pedormance of 78 mergers for an event window of -3, 36 with a pre-event CApM benchmaik, came up with
CARs of between -15.7 and -42.2 per cent.

The studies discussed have not made distinctions between purely national and cross-border mergers and take-
overs. Since the latter category has increased in importance, especially during the late 1ggOs and 1gg0s, , il;
at Erasmus Universitydecided to study shareholder returns for cross-border riergers and take-overs exclusively
(see Schenk,2000c). Moreove6 the team focused on returns to acquiring shareliolders only, on the assumption
that returns to the owners of acquired firms are more likely to benefit fror-UiOOing p..rg peculiarities instead ofeconomicfundamentals, ' ----r---"-!r!'-v'rrvrv

The sample included 87 foreign acquisitions by 63 Dutch firms undertaken during 1gg0-1gg5, lt included services
firms (trading and retailing) as well as firms from construction industries but 

-no 
financial services firms. The

predicted (normal) returns were calculated using the market model over an estimation window stretching from 3g
months to 3 months prior to the event. ln order to capture both short- and long-term 1.rtrrnr, an event window was
taken stretching from 2 months prior to the event to three years after it. Figrire t ctea1y shows the stock market
reaction to these mergers to be negative in the long run tnougn positive in the short run, i.e. until about six months
following the merger announcement. For the period-as a wholi, shareholder value of these acquiring firms dropped
by more lhan 12 per cent,

These findings are corroborated by a recent study of KPMG management consultants (KpMG, lggg). For a
sample of 107 firms taken from a list of the 700 largest cross-border djab Uy varue completed between 1g96 and
1998' it found that only 17 per cent of the deals had added shareholder value to the lead firms relative to industry
matched controls. As many as 53 per cent actually destroyed value whilst the remainder produced no discernible
difference.s

Figure 1: CAR (h) of 87 foreign acquisitions by large Dutch firms, 1gg0.1gg5, [.2, +36 m]
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ln c-onclusion, the majority of event studies that have tried to capture the results of merger in banking or elsewhere
for the acquiring firms.show negligible payoffs or small losses at announcement and significant nJgative rrtrin.
thereafter. Since acquirers usually appear to be outperforming the market prior to rhe *ini Lir il;ti;;;h;th;y
become worse off as a result of M&As. However, the returnsio target shareholders are significantly positive, To

s lnterestingly, of the
half of lhe lead firms

board members of the firms investigated 82 per cent believed (or at least said lhat lhey believed) lhat lhe mergers had been a success. Less lhanhad caried out a lormal revlew process.
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some, this latter finding is sufficient evidence to conclude that M&As create wealth. They would argue that anefficient market would bid away any potential. gains to acquirers during tt',r piorrm that leads up to theconsummation of the merger so that the target shlreholders' gains are the-net increase in economic wealth. ofcourse, this would be quite unsettling to the shareholders of ihe acquiring firm as they would see their agents

;!rtj' 
much time and financial resources in a market of high rist< ano, at uiri, r p"lbted gain of approximitety

More fundamentally, however, there are two issues that deserve to be discussed. The first concerns the sources
of any positive evaluation by investors. Positive results may be explained by expectaiions that the management
of the acquiring firm will be able to raise the productive rnd/or dynamic efficiency of the target. This explanationis normally embraced by those who claim itrat f,e market for'corporate control is efficient (such as Jensen,1988)' However, positive returns might equally well be explained by expectations that the new firm will have moremarket power' ln both cases' future profits may rise thusiustifying ihe premiu6 prio. ioante studies cannot tellus which of the two is the real source' tn fact, lt tras neen oemoristrated that the stock prices of rivals of mergingfirms also rise upon announcement which suggests that investors may be expecting increasing chances forcollusion which would benefit their firms too.6

Even more fundamentally, the question is whether equity prices are unambiguously related to economicfundamentals' Since many studies have found that stock pricJs are sensitive to niw information (i.e., that theyreact promptly and swiftly to news events) and that invesiors cannot systematically outwit the market, it wouldseem evident that this relationship is real. However, Summers (1986i has pointed out that these findings inthemselves are not sufficient evidence to accept the hypothesis that capital markets are efficient. They would beconsistent, too, with a hypothesis that claims that mari<et valuations include large persistent errors. Summers,alternative formulation would be consistent with severat important tindings both experimentaland empirical. 0nthe experimentalside, Tversky and Kahneman (1981) have found that subjects overreact to new information inmaking probabilistic judgements (see Schenk,2000b, iorfurtherdiscussion). shiller (19s.l) has shown empiricallythat financial markets display excess volatility and overreact to new information, Cffiy, the capital market caneasily be the victim of 'fads'or fad'like behaviour by investors (see also Shiller, 2000). Moreover, if targets aredesired by multiple bidders, bidding wars may easily result in economicatty unlustiiied premiums.

These findings do not exactly boost one's confidence in ex-ante studies. ln fact, it would seem that such studiesdo not have the systematic power to tell us anything more than that target shareholders are able to gain substantially,
and that the market for corporate contro! requireithe payment of signiticant premiums. whether these gains andpremiums are systematically related to economic fundamentals, inltead of being the result of investois havingoverlooked the stock so that it was undervalued or of acquisitiv.'r.nrg.r, who have overvalued it, is uncertain
lo say the least' Rather, one would have to rely on additional information and the next section will look at the mostmportant findings of ex-post studies.

lhe empirical evidence: ex-post studies

)iven the measurement problems mentioned above, and the various ways in which they have been tackled, ex-rost studies have produced very consistent results.

'hese results paint a pessimistic picture. lt appears that failure is widespread, mediocrity considerable anduccess only occasional. Looking first at the most important studies of non-financial mergers, Meeks (1977)
elected 233 British mergers and acquisitions undertaken in the period 1g64-1g12so as to give normalised
rofitability data for at least three years before, and up to seven years after the merger, He found that the acquirersgnificantly outperformed their industries pre-merger, but thai performance decined subsequenly, except fore year of merger' As suggested by Meeks, the relative performance improvement during the first year mightell be explained by accounting manipulations and/or some soft of window oresing in order to reassure

A

te stepped-up appreciation of rivals' shareholder value
I olher mergers have laken place.

may also be due lo shareholders perceiving a larger probability oflhese rivals becoming lak€.over targels now



shareholders of the fruits of the merger. A similar study done by Kumar (1gg5) on 350 M&As in the uK during1967-1974 again showed significant profitability dedinls that were persistent over severalpost-merger years.when taken together, these two studies reveal that approximately 
'62 

per cent of all M&As showed negativei results in comparison to their proxy counterfactuals.

More recently, Dickerson, Gibson and Tsakalotos (1997) investigated whether there is a permanent shift effecton performance following a firm's first acquisition and whether th6re are differential returns to acquisition growth
and internal growth' Their study utilised I lalgg R.ane! of UK-quoted firms over the period 1g4g-1g71and, in aneffort to capture long-term performance, inctrioeo only those tompanies for which there was a minimum of tenyears of data' This implied that they had2,941.ompaniet with an average of 18 years of data on each Just under30 per cent of these companies were present in the sample for the wnoL duration of so y.rrr. Out of the almostthree thousand firms, 613 (21 per cent) made at least one acquisition for a total of l,A4sacquisitions. Thus, thestudy allowed companies once they had made an acquisition'to be compared witn irreir previous performance,

as well as with non'acquiring firms' Moreover, it took account of changing t.urt, oitrrtaAs activity over time thuseliminating any period.specific bias.

Dickerson ef a/' find that acquisitions have a systematic detrimental impact on company performance as measuredby the rate of return on assets. Not only is thl.coefficirnt on urqrisition growth much lower than that on internalgrowth, but there appears to be an additional and permanentieouctioi in ptotitroiiity tottowing acquisition aswell' More specifically, for the average company, the marginal impact of becoming an acquirer was to reduce therate of return relative to non'acquirers by 1.38 percentageloints ii.r., in t. 11.riJr il,'.liot acquisition). Taking allsubsequentacquisitions into account, aiquiringfirmr oirri.nrco a rerative reduction of 2.g0 percentage points perannum' since the mean return across all nonacquiring firms was 16,43 per cent, this translates into a shortfall inperformance by acquiring firms of 2.9/16,43, which irurirnJ tz.i percent perannum. when decomposing growthinto acquisition growlh and internal growth, the study snows thai it a .orp.n1l *rre io oounte its rate of growththrough growing internally, then its profitability would rise oy aimost 6.g per cent in the long run. lf the samegrowth rate were to be realised by acquisition, then profitabilitywould only rise oy o.e per cent.

Arguably the most exhaustive and ambitious studyof post-merger performance thus far, applying to non-financialM&As undertaken byAmerican firms was done by Ravenscraft"and scherer (1gg7). They examined no less than5'966 M&As by 471 corporations in the US between t gso ano t g 77, aswell as'goo oivestitures in the period1974'1981' The results.were subsequently tested on fifteen case studies of acquired and later divested firms.The econometric analysis is based on the FederalTrade commission's Line of Business data set which provides
a uniquely detailed collection of information on us manutactuiing over the period 1g74-1gT7.The unique characterof the Line of Business data set, as its name implies, is frat it privides company information that has been brokendown according to 261 manufacturing industry categories. Apart from expiicitinformation on merger accountingmethods used, the data set includes information on Jepreciaiion rctnoo., plant asset age, inventory accountingmethods, growth rates, R&D and advertising intensity, rrrus, most of the objections lrit one may have againstinternally generated company data were invilidated. rrrro"ouli t. data set allowed Ravenscraft and scherer toperform analyses at the divisional level of firms so that ttre resutts of acquisitions that are small relative to theacquiring firm could be tracked as well, Besides, the high oegiee of disaggregation made it possible to formsharply focused control groups (divisions can be matchei morJ easity than firms), Finally, the data set includedsmaller and privately held companies.

{gain' the findings of this project are quite unsettling. First, acquired firms did not appear to be systematicallyess profitable than other firms. lndeed, companies *t'rirr' *'rre iiiu.trry held before acquisition may even have)een more profitable than industry and size matched non-r.quirrd firms. Secondly, ir,e nnancial results of thenergers investigated were generally poor. On pooling of interest acquisitions without systematic asset revaluations,trofitability was barely above control group'levebl Even in trre lest year, 1977, il.rr-;;;h ;;;; iffi il;rverage acquired unit's pre'merger return. Purchase acquisitions under perfomrd thri, controls partly because
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of asset revaluations. Only mergers involving roughly equal flrms ('mergers of equals,, i.e., mergers betweenfirms that differed from one another in size by-not *rr f,in a factorof tw6) ha; ;p';s[ive effect on post-mergerprofitability' but such mergers were extremely rare (69 out of a total of almost 6,000). Third, Ravenscraft andscherer did not find any evidence to support ihe hypothesis that R&D was stimuLted by the parent-subsidiary
relationships following merger.Z

ln an etfort to answer the counterfactual question of whether profits would have declined as much had merger notoccurred, Ravenscraft and Scherer drew a special control sampte of 26f independent survivors,that had simi6rsize and operating income/assets ratios to a sub-sample of 69 lcquired lines. The 17g firms that qualified for theregressions appeared to have kept up their profitabilitymuch bettei than the acquired firms. Although the acquiredfirms' average growth rate of 8.9 per cent.per yeri *u, higher than that of thrir home industries, all of theindependent survivors grew even more rapidly, ait g. t p.l. r.,it pff year. Evidenily, the profitable firms that choseto remain independent were not deprived oi growth capital relative to the tirms tnai became a subsidiary ofanother firm and that by doing this enabled the-mselves to tap an internal corporate funds market.

summarising, Ravenscraft and scherer's investigation of divestitures leads to the following conclusions:

(a) the units acquired and later sold off were on average in robust good health at the time of their acquisition, butbecame gravely ill thereafter;
(b) in those cases where acquired units were doing badly already before take-over, then the problems tended toget worse after it;
(c) sold'off units fared much better after sell-otf than before;
(d) between 19 and 47 per cent of allacquisitions were eventually divested, with an average lag of nearly tenyears;
(e) the problems preceding sell'otfs were most serious following conglomerate acquis1ions,

Further insights consistent with the Ravenscraft-Scherer evidence come from a number of studies which will onlybe briefly summarised. Using similar methodologies, a team supervised by Mueller rtroi.o mergers in Belgium,Germany, France, The Netherlands and swede-n alongside gritish and u's ;rrd. b. the whole, the projectconcluded that "no consistent pattern of either improvJd or deteriorated profitabilitv .un (...) be claimed acrossthe seven countries. Mergers would appearto.result in a slight improvement here, a slight worsening of performance
there" (Mueller, 1980a: 306). Copeland et at. (1994) ,rpJrt on'r urxinrey & Company study of 116 acquisitionprogrammes undertaken by firms that were represented in either Fonundslist of ih; iog targest uS industrialsor lhe Financial Timed lop 1 50 uK industrials between 1972 andl g83. only zs per ceniwere successful in termsof the acquiring company being able to earn.back its cost of caprtat or better on the funds that had been investedin the merger' A study of German mergers 

Jaynryr, rssr) coveild 110 transactions undeftaken by the largest500 manufacturers in the period tgzg-1ggs. only tirose rcrgrn were included for which at minimum data forthree pre-merger as well as three post-merger years were available. Both horizontal and diagonal mergersregistered a decline in return on equity as wellls return on ,rrrt ou.r pre-merger values, while the effects werestrongest for diagonal mergers, a'reiult which was uprrerJ wnen six instead of three post-merger years werestudied.

searching for their effects on R&D inputs as wellas outputs, Hitt etal. (1ggl) studied 191 us acquisitions thatrvere completed from 1970 to 1986. R&D inputs were defined as total R'&D expenditures divided by total sales,:onected lor industry influences ('R&D intensity'). R&D output was measured by dividing the total number ofratents a firm held by its annual sales ('patent intensity'). After size, leverage, retuin on assets and liquidity werenntrolled for, it appeared that an acquisition variable'was a significant,-nrg.ti* prroi.to,, of H&D intensity.\cquisitions also negatively affected patent intensity, primariiv ti the extent that they increase the degree ofliversification. Hitt et al. concluded that their study founo no rrpport for the proposition that M&As createdynergistic gains from economies of scale or scope in R&D activities. More recentr11,'r 
"prrt 

study was done on

n inlerpreling these findings, it should be noliced that an important number of acquisilions were eliminated

2L

rggesling lhat lhe profilabilig resulls for lhe remaining.fhms may have been biased upwards.

from furlher analysis as lhey were sold off before 1975,



a sample of 2so industrial US firms drawn lrom a frame olTllfirms for which R&D expenditure data over 1985'

19g1 was available (Hitt etal., 19g6). Again, it was found that acquisition intensity had a significant, negative

effect on internal innovation. The evidenc! also indicates that the take'over ol innovative SMEs in particular has

a rather dramatic negative impact on the performance of these firms, from which they can normally only recover

after having been spun otf again (Chakra'barti et a1.,1994; Thompson el a/', 1993)'

Mueller (19g6) studied changes in the post.merger market sh.ares.of acquiring companies on the proposition that

a deterioration in efficiency o-r product quality *Jru have to show in a loss of market share. His sample consisted

of all companies that *.,, u*ong the rargeit 1 ,000 in 1950 and were acquired by a firm among the 1,000 largest

in both 1g50 and 1g72. lnetfect, 20g firms qualified (with a total of 123 acquiring firms), and their market share

history was compared with that of a size and industry matched control group of non'merging firms' Exploiting

detailed line of business data, he found that firms that were acquired between 1 950 and 1 972 retained a signif icantly

smaller percentage of their 1950 market shares than non-merging firms, and that the decline in their market

shares occurred atter yrey weie acquired. For conglomerate acquiiitions, the loss in market share was nothing

less than impressive. wr'Lr.m a non-acquired firni retained 88.5 per cent of its 1950 market share in 1972, an

acquired firm retained just 1g per cent, ln a previous study of 133 mergers between 1962 and 1972, Mueller had

found a significant decline in the growth rate of the acquiring firms in thelive years following the mergers compared

with bothi matched controlgroup and their industries (Muellel 1980b)'

Although banking mergers appear to perform slightly better -.mainly due to the fact that banks appear less

rationalised than manuiacturini firms -these ,rrrit, ior industrial mergers are reflected in almost all studies of

banking mergers. ricnvlioool"who nas reviewed some twenty-five studies of mergers among mostly US banks

concludes that roughly a third have reported positive effects in terms of either rising returns, declining costs'

increasing profits ot ei'.mt.t efficiency. Neutral effects were reported in slightly more than half of the studies

whereas 16 per cent'reported negative effects. Thus, about two-thirds of the banking mergers investigated in

these studies were unsuccessful. However, the posiiive etfects for the remaining cases were typically much

smaller than exPected.

Table 2: Selected banks ranked by asset size (cUS$)' 1999

IBJ/Fuji/DKB (JaPan)

Deutsche Bank (GermanY)

UBS (Switzerland)

Citigroup (US)

BNP-Paribas (France)

BankAmerica (US)

Bank of To$o'Mitsubishi (JaPan)

HSBC (UK)

HypoVereinsbank (GermanY)

ABN-Am ro (Netherlands)

Cr6dit Suisse (Switzerland)

Soci6t6 G6n6rale (France)

ING (Netherlands)

Canadian lmperial Bank of Commerce (Canada)

1200 bln

700 bln

700 bln

700 bln

700 bln

600 bln

600 bln

500 bln

500 bln

475 bln

475 bln

440 bln

315 bln

180 bln

Another survey by van Rooij (1g97) concludes that even when acquirers are relatively cost' etficient ex'ante -
which should create r pot.ntbi to transfer efficiency to targets - there is hardly any evidence of such opportunities

being realised after tiie merger. Rerative. to non-mergiig banks, mergers do not show significant elficiency

improvements. simi6riy, nr,hlurin et at. (1gg7) recatt-tnat banks have costs that are typically 20'25 per cent

above those of the onserveJ nesrpractice banks which would suggest that cost'efficiency could be considerably
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improved by merger' Again, however, they notice that such potentials are not systematically realised in practice.
By and large, the consensus is that bani< MaAs at best lead to very little imirovements in internal eificiency,
Exceptions exist, of course, but they mostly.pertain to mergers among very small, locally active banks. Although
this cannot yet be fully substantiated, the findings look like siggesting tlat the largu ttre merging banks, especially
when their size is beyond_a still quite limited asset size of Sf O billion, the smaller are the chances for costimprovements' lndeed, as Tichy (1990) already concluded, for the largesi banks in Europe as well as elsewhere,
there is no significant relationship between size and protitauitity, which indicates either absence of market power
and etficiency efiects or, more plausibly, a compensation of market power gains by Jecreasing returns to scale(also see De Jong, 1993). Upon refleciion, this is what one would expect on the basis of estimates of minimal
optimal scale (MOS) in banking. Repeatedly, such estimates have ranged between say $t billion and $10 billion
g1d, mgre recently (i.e., with regulations becoming looser and looserj, $25 billion, ln Europe, Van der Vennet(1996) has reported that optimal banking size fromi cost-etficiency point of view would be in the range of Euros
10 to 100 billion in assets. Clearly, the ditference with actual practice is enormous 6ee ran6 zy.

Recent deregulation in both the EU and the US will probably push MOS upwards while technological advance
will, as usual, exercise a downward pull. However,.since the ilTpicarry touno lveiag"rort curves are only weakly
U-shaped, this is not likely to make the future much different trbm tn'e past (see riiure z where q is output size).Some studies of banking efficiency have recently introduced a distinciion bbtween-internal (or X-) efficiency andprofit'efficiency. As a result of merger, a bank may be able to find superior product combinations, for example, bymoving into higher'valued products like loans instead of securities. 

'Sucn 
irm-.trirnncy effects have only beenstudied byAkhavein et al. (1997)for uS megamergers undertaken.during the 1gg0s (where these mergers aredefined as transactions involving firms with assets in excess of $1 billion eachi;l by Berger (1998) whofocused on the earlyl990s, Though the evidence therefore is much less definitive, and it remains unceftain inhow far merging banks generally proceed to a different output mix, their resutts suggesimrt tt . average output

mix changes such that profit'efficiency is increased by a few percent, Notice, rrowe,li that both samples virtually
excluded "supermegamergers" (Berger et al., 1999), a category that has increased in importance recently.

Figure 2: Typical long-range average cost curye
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)f course, several methodological criticisms 
T?y be brought against some of the established types of mergerrerformance-studies (for example, see calomirii, tsss;. %t, riirc the evidence appears quite consistent withhe findings for non'financial mergers as well as time periods, it would seem evident that many bank mergers

niss the economic mark, although it remains difficurt to state precisery by how many. 
'

rurely strategic bank mergers: a bit of theory

rn.balance,.the findings of ex-post studies strongly suggest that M&As cannot usually ameliorate the performance
Ithe firms implied. lndeed, the weight of the evidencl-suggests ihat efficienc11 ir r.ou6o on average following

q
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merger, especially but not exclusively when there is a substantial difference in size between acquirer and acquiree

and when the merger is of the diagonal tronglomrrute) tyqe, Looking across all available studies, an educated

guess would be that only around fifteen a tyit per cent of mergers iould be qualified a success, the remainder

being either a waste oiln oritight failure, since many mergers are not able to elicit support from the acquirers'

stockholders either, it would seem that shareholders in a suLstantial number of cases are right in guessing what

These findings beg two questions. First, if so many m,elgers failthen why do they occur.at all? second' what may

be the consequences of the ubiquitousness of inetfic'rent mergers? Aisuming that players are well informed'

schenk (1996) has developed a minimax-regret model that.makes such mergers strategically, though not

economicaily, rationar ir theie is a high oegreJ of interdependence among prayers and much unceftainty with

respect to the prospects of individuai actions. especially'when shareholdLrs are likely to use peer grading in

assessing their agent,s performance, it appears that bandwagon mergers are likely.s when regret is defined as

the loss of pleasure oueio the knowledgrihat a better outcome might liave been attained il a different choice had

been made then, under conditions of uniertainty, the minimax-rrgtet routine selects that strategy which minimises

the prosPects of merger are.

the highest Possible regret.

Given a particular action of firm Athat is sufficiently important to be monitored by her strategic peer' i'e' a merger

or an acquisition, firms 8".., n 1n=small) will l.,.u.io contemplate what the repercussions for their own positions

might be. suppose that theie ii no waythat tiims 8,..,, fl can teil whetherAs move wiil be a successful one. As

move could be genuinely motivated by a realistic ,*p.rtrtion that her cost position will improve or that her move

will increase her ratings with stakeholders or even'her earnings. That is, As competitiveness position vis'ir'vis

her peers may be ametiorateo as a result of that move, say in ierms of a first mover advantage' But then again'

it may not. For ,*.rptr, n, move might r. prr.r)/ rotivat;o by th.e pursuit of managerial goals, or it may simply

be a hiscatculation caused by hubris. What should firms 8,..', n do?

Leaving out, for simpricity, all firms but B, suppose that As move wiil be successful, but that B has not reacted by

imitating that move nersii 1*t,irr, we call scenario a). To what extent will B regret not having reacted? Alternatively'

suppose that As rou, *itt not be successful but that B has imitated it solelyinspired by the mere possibility of As

move being a success (scenario 6). To what r*t nt will B regret this when ihe failure of As move, and thus of her

own move, becomes apparent? within a minimarregret fraiework, it is likely that B's regret attached to scenario

awill be higherthan the regret attached to scenario a.-ror in scenario a, B will experience a loss of competitiveness'

while in scenario 6 her competitive position vis-d-vis A will not have been harmed. Moreover, in scenario a, firm

B,s reputation wiil suffer, *r,il, in scenario B it wiil be abre to share any brame of its stakeholders with A' Thus,

under condilions ol uncertainty, a strategic rou. ny firm A is likely to elicit an imitative countermove by her rivals'

As Bikhchan dani et at.(1gg2) have shown, this sort of imitation may easily develop into a cascade' ln a sense'

M&As have become 
,,taken-for-granted" solutions to strategic interdependence'.lt implies that firms may have

become locked into a solution in which urr pru)/ers implicitl/prefer a non-optimal strategy without having ready

possibilities for breaking away from it'

Even if some lirms do not adopt minimax-regret behaviour, it will be sensible lor them to jump on a merger

bandwagon too. For, an M&A cascade impliel that the likelihood of becoming an acquisition target increases'

since relative size is a more effective barrier against take-over than relative profitability, firms may therefore

enter the M&A game for no other reason tfran tJOetend themselves against its effects. By doing so, however,

ilrey wirr simply-help amplify a merger wave that has just started.

ln conclusion, it would seem quite possible that the high incidence of non-wealth creating mergers' outside or

within banking, is not the result of failed implementation techniques as many management consultants would like

one to be1eve. Rathq the existence of strategic interdependence under unceftainty, conditioned by the availability

sNotice that Milboum eraL (1999) have developed a model lhat leads repulationally sensitive CEos into herd behaviour, l.e. inlo imitating lirst movers, as wsll'
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of funds' may compel management team,-s 
lo 

undertake mergers even if it is known that it is very unlikely thatthese will increase real perfoimance.e with multi-mark;irliil;iy ornipirsrnt,'rno'giu.n the increasing weightassigned to stock market performance appraisals (which, to i targ, extent, are reputationally determined), theultimate result willbe an economy-wide merger boom.

Mergers with these propefties are dubbed here as purely strategic mergers. Thdse are mergers that are intendedto create strategic comfort rather than economic wealth (or, toi ttrat rn'attrt mrcplv rents). A minimax-regretgame can only be played if market mechanisms are insufficlently potent to block it.1e repeated occurrence of
::.:,]|.?llTj-t^t!ns 

mersers' however, is surficient proioiir'i, il;ibirii:;ffirf#;rry, one imprication or themlnlmax-regret game is that firms, instead of being disciplined by the rirr,rii* rorporrt, control mechanism,are perverting just this mechanism. They use it to irevent it rrom operating efficienly,

For the special case of banking, we should probably add to this that.banks, being institutions that fulfil a servicingtask' would by strategic necessity have to go along when their ctients are becoming bigger and bigger. As amatter of fact, this motivation is frequently iirvoked o}, oank Cios when r.r,rJioiii,e logic of their mergers,lndeed' the evidence that we have seems io point out tirat .ro*y-*ide merger waves are onry rarery started inservices industries.

lf indeed' many mergers are strategically motivated instead of economically, then it becomes almost superfluous

frxi,l.:iJ.iilffT,#::sers 
fail' still, it'is obvious that the rorrowins factors wiil add to the difficulties of reatisins

. expenses paid to banks;. consultants and legal experts;. the costs of changing operating procedures;

' the high level of premiums necessary to seduce target shareholders to sell;' the diversion of manageriatattentionfrom other irport nt urtivities, particularly long-term investments suchas developing and bringing new products to the market and the optimisation of attendant production processes.

ll ]!it !?u9r respect, Hoskisson et at. (1994) have suggested that target firms are tikely to enter a state ofsuspended animation in which decisions requiring nnjiern commitmlnts such as investments in R&D arepostponed' pending the outcome of the acguisition nJgotiaiionr. npparrnfly, if there are any gains from consolidatingbranches' computer operations, p.yttni systems, etc., then these will-often be offset by control losses due tolarger size, conflicts in corporate'cuitrtt or problems in integrating especially electronic systems.

Effects of purery strategic bank mergers and some poricy suggestions

An obvious implication.of so many mergers being unproductive is, of course, that much managerial time andI talent as well as significant fundi are limply oiing wasteJ. tt wouto seem that the prevalence of strategyconsiderations leads to significant opportunity'costs irom an economic point of view ln other words, economieswould have performed even better if all those.resources had spent productively. vet, as tong as the game is beingplayed, no pafly to it can withdraw until its effects or.or, ,tr.iin a rear sense.

The impact of mergers and acquisitions in banking and insurance

By that time, however, large firms in manufacturing and bankingmay have sown the seeds of a serious recession.For it seems quite likely that economic actors cannot pursue such strategic behaviour with impunity.ln the short run, the bill
indefinitely

will be footed by consumers, clients and investors, but, in the long run, the economy as awhole will suffer since merger-active firms, be they in man or in banking, have become so big that their
ufacturing

investment behaviour directly affects the fate of economies. lt could be argued that the billions that are fruitlesslyexpended 0n mergers do not vanish from the economic process. lndeed, it may be so that shareholders at thereceiving end instead of creating a consumption bubble, or overindulging themselves in Veblen-type conspicuous
, Perhaps, lhis explains why so many merggrs remain virlual. lndeed, just like has previously

30

overlapping bank operations and branches are discarded post.merger (pedsliani, 1 e97).
been found for manufacluring mergers, there is in fact lifile evidence lhal



consumption (Veblen, 1899), will reinvest their newly acquired pecuniary wealth in investment projects that do
create economic wealth. lf so, then we would merely have to worry about a retardation effect. Stili, such an etfect
may be significant,.especially following a merger wave, i.e., a time period during *hi.h on, retardation follows

1 the other' lndeed, Mueller (1999) has suggested that the vigorous pursuit of what hJ calls unprofitable mergers may
be one of the factors that contribute to the decline of nations, When professional managers, as well as a whole
industry of investment bankers, stock analysts, lawyers and even economists, are occupiel wit'h transferrinj assets
instead of creating them. When cash flows are used to buy existing plants, offices and new economy facilities, rather
than improve their performance or build new ones, then decline is almost inevitable. Noticing that, indeed, all previous
merger waves were followed by years of economic distress and restructurings, it woubleem unyustitiaOte at the
least to neglect the impofiance of the productive and/or dynamic losses that risult from mergers.

Evidently' the fact that so many unproductive mergers can occur at all, and recurrently, indicates that neither capital
nor product markets are strong enough to discipline firms into economically efficient behaviour. This suggests that
many firms, within or outside banking, must presently be able to exercise market power. From a compet-ittn forcypoint of view, unproductive mergers should therefore be challenged. However, present policies would seem ill-
equipped to handle those forms of anti'competitive behaviour Hsiwhere (Schent<, 2000aj, il has been suggested
that competition policies.should adopt a so-called "full efficiency test" (FET) - a procedure in which a priioseo
merger is not just tested for allocative effects, but also for produciive und dynur6 effects.

ln comparison to the problems just observed, some effects of banking mergers in particular would seem to be
quite unimportant. Whereastraditionally, banks in more concentrated marketi charge higher rates on loans while
paying lower rates on deposits, this relationship seems to have dissipated somewhit during the 1gggs. However,
the relationship between such concentration and small business loan pricing still apfears ti be strong (Berger ef
a/', 1999)' Thus, in local markets, but in smallnationalmarkets as well, ttre reta]tsegment, i,e., individualhouseholds
and sMEs, may be landed with the costs of purely strategic banking mergers. 

v

lndeed, consumers' organisations during the '1990s have stepped up their criticisms of bank pricing behaviour,
arguing that inefficiency forces banks to continually increase'prices and cut services in claimable Jomponents
(consumentengids,l0, 1998). Moreover, the mosicommon finding of us studies is that consolidation of large
banking organisations tends to reduce small business lending to i greater extent than can be offset by other
banks in the same local market, especially if transaction costs aie relatively high as in relationship-based banking.

Similar results were obtained in a studyof ltalian bank mergers (Berger & Udell, 199g; Berger et al,, 1g9g;
Schenk, 1995). ln the Netherlands, van B-ergeijk et 3tr(1995i have esiimated that the direct costs of banking
concentration may have.been as high as +!! million DGL (approximately 200 million Euros at that time) in 1992,
to which perhaps as much as 180 million DGL in terms of indirect costs should be added.10 Since large, muitinationat
firms are in a better position to negotiate favourable terms, not least because they can shift muci of their rrpiturI needs directly into international ca-pital markets, it is likely it'rrt rort of these costi are borne by SMEs and other

, retailclients.

It is perhaps indicativethat a recent survey ! US banking found that customer satisfaction had declined significanly
over even such a short period as 1994'1 997' Whereas in the earlier year, 3 per cent of customers was dissatisfied
and 65 per cent very satisfied ,by 1997 these percentages had changed to d per cent and 54 per cent respectively
(Booz-Allen & Hamilton research, cited by Kolesar et'at,,lSSa1.

The apparent neglect of SMEs by large and/or externally growing banks is problematic especially as these firms
are often relatively innovative and/or efficient with respect'io inno-vation (see e.g. Nooteboom and Vossen, 19gS)
and venture capital firms have not endeavoured to compensate for this effeJt lsee Mrron & Harrison, 1995;
Bygrave & Timmons, 1992). Since the access to public stock markets is precluded to many SMEs because of the
high fixed costs involved, it follows that the infrastructure of the capital market should be geared more to the

r0 Dhecl cosls increase investmsnl cosls
inveslment plans because of excessively

without lmpairing inveslment aclivily as such. lndirect cosls are the cosls lo sociely lhal arise when fhms abandon lheirhigh cosls.
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needs of SMEs than is presently the case. Moreover, the ability to raise equity capital on the stock market at lowtransaction cost should be seen more as a critical .orponrni of this infrastiucture. Elsewhere, the author hasadvocated the support of stock exchanges that are fully located on the lnternet (Schenk, l ggg).

Conclusions
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